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MULTICURVES AND EQUIVARIANT COHOMOLOGY
N. P. STRICKLAND
Abstract. Let A be a finite abelian group. We set up an algebraic framework for studying
A-equivariant complex-orientable cohomology theories in terms of a suitable kind of equivariant
formal groups. We compute the equivariant cohomology of many spaces in these terms, including
projective bundles (and associated Gysin maps), Thom spaces, and infinite Grassmannians.
1. Introduction
Let A be a finite abelian group. In this paper, we set up an algebraic framework for studying
A-equivariant complex-orientable cohomology theories in terms of a suitable kind of formal groups.
In part, this is a geometric reformulation of earlier work of Cole, Greenlees, Kriz and others on
equivariant formal group laws [3–5, 13]. However, the theory of divisors, residues and duality for
multicurves is new, and forms a substantial part of the present paper. Although we focus on the
finite case, many results can be generalised to compact abelian Lie groups. On the other hand,
we have evidence that nonabelian groups will need a completely different theory.
We now briefly recall the nonequivariant theory, using the language of formal schemes. We will
follow the conventions and terminology developed in [24]. Let E be an even periodic cohomology
theory, and put S = spec(E0) and C = spf(E0CP∞+ ) = lim−→n
spec(E0CPn+). Some basic facts are
as follows.
(a) C is a formal group scheme over S.
(b) If we forget the group structure, then C is isomorphic to the formal affine line Â1S as a
formal scheme over S; in other words, C is a formal curve over S.
(c) For many interesting spaces X , the formal scheme spf(E0X) has a natural description
as a functor of C; for example, we have spf(E0BU(d)) = Cd/Σd = Div
+
d (C), the formal
scheme of effective divisors of degree d on C. Similar descriptions are known for ΩU(d),
CP d, BSU , Grassmannians, flag varieties, toric varieties and so on.
(d) If M is a compact complex manifold then the ring E0M has Poincare´ duality: there is a
map θ : E0M → E0 such that the pairing (a, b) 7→ θ(ab) is perfect. When formulated this
way, the map θ is not quite canonical; we need to build in a twist by a certain line bundle
to cure this. There is a formula for θ (due to Quillen) in terms of residues of differential
forms on C.
Now let U = UA be a complete A-universe, and let SA be the category of A-spectra indexed on
U (as in [14]). Consider an A-equivariant commutative ring spectrum E ∈ SA that is periodic and
orientable in a sense to be made precise later. In this context, the right analogue of CP∞ is the
projective space PU . This has an evident A-action. We put S = spec(E0) and C = spf(E0PU).
This is again a formal group scheme over S, but it is no longer a formal curve. This appears to
create difficulties with (c) above, because we no longer have a good hold on Cd/Σd or a good
theory of divisors on C.
Our first task is to define the notion of a formal multicurve over S, and to show that C is an
example of this notion. Later we will develop an extensive theory of formal multicurves and their
divisors, and show that many statements about generalized cohomology can be made equivariant
by replacing curves with multicurves.
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Example 1.1. The simplest nontrivial example of a formal multicurve is the formal scheme C =
spf(R), where R is the completion of Z[x] at the ideal generated by the polynomial f(x) = x2−2x,
or equivalently R = Z[[y]][x]/(x2 − 2x − y). If we consider formal schemes as functors from rings
to sets, then
C(A) = {a ∈ A | f(a) is nilpotent }.
One can check that R/2 = (Z/2)[[x]] but R/3 ≃ (Z/3)[[y]]× (Z/3)[[y]].
Example 1.2. Let A be a finite abelian group as before, let R(A) = Z[A∗] be the complex
representation ring, and put
f(u) =
∏
α∈A∗
(u− α) ∈ R(A)[u].
Let R1 be the completion of R(A)[u] at the ideal generated by f(u), and put C1 = spf(R1).
Then C1 is again a formal multicurve. Moreover, it is known that R1 is the equivariant complex
K-theory of PUA, so this is an instance of the topological situation mentioned above. This is a
theorem of Cole, Greenlees and Kriz, which will be discussed further in Section 7.1.
Remark 1.3. It is not true that every formal multicurve has the form spf(k[x]∧f ), but for many
purposes one can reduce to that special case. This will be discussed further in Section 15.
1.1. Outline of the paper.
• In Section 2 we give the most basic definitions about multicurves.
• In Section 3 we set up a theory of differential forms on multicurves.
• In Section 4 we discuss the topology and geometry of projective spaces, being careful to
use explicit and natural methods that transfer automatically to the equivariant setting.
• In Section 5 we set up the basic theory of equivariantly complex orientable ring spectra,
and we show that a suitable class of such spectra give rise to equivariant formal groups.
• A nonequivariant even periodic ring spectrum Ê gives two different cohomology theories on
A-spaces, namely the forgetful theory X 7→ Ê0(X) and the Borel theory X 7→ Ê0(XhA).
In Section 6 we discuss the (very simple) corresponding ways to convert nonequivariant
formal groups to equivariant formal groups.
• In Section 7 we show how suitable algebraic groups give rise to equivariant formal groups,
and we discuss the relevance to equivariant K-theory and elliptic cohomology.
• In Section 8 we introduce a new class of EFGs (those of “product type”) and show that all
EFGs over fields are in this class. This makes it easy to classify EFGs over algebraically
closed fields, which leads to a discussion of equivariant Morava K-theories.
• It is well-known that the category of rational even periodic spectra is contravariantly
equivalent to that of formal groups over rational rings. In Section 9 we explain and prove
the corresponding fact for equivariant formal groups.
• In Section 10 we introduce another algebraic construction on EFGs. This is used in
Section 11 to construct universal deformations of EFGs over fields, and to relate them to
equivariant Morava E-theory.
• Various theorems are known to the effect that E0EG is a completion of E0(point), for
suitable groups G and equivariant ring spectra E. The earliest such result is the Atiyah-
Segal theorem for equivariant K-theory [2]; for some more recent results, see [10] and the
papers referenced there. In Section 12 we prove a theorem of this type, following the
argument of Greenlees [8] but interpreting everything in terms of EFGs.
• In Section 13 we discuss a salutory counterexample.
• In Section 14 we return to the algebraic theory of divisors on multicurves. We give two
different definitions of divisors, and prove the crucial fact that the weaker definition is in
fact equivalent to the stronger one.
• In Section 15 we define what it means for a multicurve to be embeddable, and show how
to reduce various questions to this special case.
• In Sections 16 and 17 we discuss classification of divisors and the isomorphism Div+d (C) =
Cd/Σd. Many results are the same as in the nonequivariant case, but the proofs are much
more technical (and involve the reductions established in Section 15).
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• In Section 18 we study the local structure of the formal scheme Div+d (C) = C
d/Σd, showing
that in a suitable sense it is a formal manifold of dimension d.
• In Section 19 we give a reorganised proof of a theorem of Cole, Greenlees and Kriz [5]
showing that the formal scheme associated to the GrassmannianGdU is precisely Div
+
d (C).
This allows us to build a dictionary between vector bundles and divisors, just as in the
nonequivariant case.
• In Section 20 we use and extend these ideas to give an analogue of the Projective Bundle
Theorem, and descriptions of the cohomology of flag bundles and Grassmann bundles.
• In Section 21 we develop an algebraic theory for certain kinds of rings with Poincare´ du-
ality, and apply it to understand residues, Gysin maps and duality for projective bundles.
• In Section 22 we return to the study of Grassmannians. Greenlees’s definition of equivari-
ant connective K-theory [9] gives canonical equivariant analogues of the spaces Z × BU ,
BU and BSU , and we describe the equivariant cohomology of these.
• Finally, in Section 23 we show how to construct a Mackey functor from an arbitrary A-
equivariant formal group C over S, and thus a map from the Burnside ring of A to OS .
In the case where C arises from a ring spectrum, this map will agree with the usual one
defined using equivariant topology.
2. Multicurves
Definition 2.1. Let X = spf(R) be a formal scheme, and let Y be a subscheme of X . We say
that Y is a regular hypersurface if Y = spf(R/J) for some ideal J = IY ≤ R that is a free module
of rank one over R. Equivalently, there should be a regular element f ∈ R such that the vanishing
locus V (f) = spf(R/f) is precisely Y .
Let S = spec(k) be an affine scheme.
Definition 2.2. A formal multicurve over S is a formal scheme C over S such that
(a) C = spf(R) for some formal ring R
(b) There exists a regular element y ∈ R such that for all k ≥ 0, the ideal Ryk is open in R,
and R/yk is a finitely generated free module over OS , and R = lim
←−k
R/yk.
(c) The diagonal subscheme ∆ ⊂ C ×S C is a regular hypersurface.
A generator d for the ideal I∆ will be called a difference function for C (because d(a, b) = 0 iff
(a, b) ∈ ∆ iff a = b). We will choose a difference function d, but as far as possible we will express
our results in a form independent of this choice. An element y as in (b) will be called a good
parameter on C.
Remark 2.3. If S is a formal scheme, then we can write S = lim
−→α
Sα for some filtered system of
affine schemes, and formal schemes over S are the same as compatible systems of formal schemes
over the Sα by [24, Proposition 4.27]. In the rest of this paper, we will generally work over an
affine base but will silently use this result to transfer definitions and theorems to the case of a
formal base where necessary.
The formal affine line Â1S = spf(k[[x]]) is a formal multicurve, and the category of formal
multicurves is closed under disjoint union. Conversely, condition (c) implies that the module
Ω1C/S = I∆/I
2
∆ is free of rank one over R = OC , so formal multicurves may be thought of as being
smooth and one-dimensional. Similarly, if y is a good parameter then R is a finitely generated
projective module over k[[y]], which means that C admits a finite flat map to Â1S , again indicating
a one-dimensional situation. If k is an algebraically closed field, we shall see later that every small
formal multicurve over S is a finite disjoint union of copies of Â1S .
Remark 2.4. Note that I∆ is the kernel of the multiplication map µ : R⊗̂R −→ R, which is split
by the map a 7→ a ⊗ 1. It follows that I∆ is topologically generated by elements of the form
a ⊗ b − ab ⊗ 1. We also see by similar arguments that for any ideal J ≤ R, the kernel of the
multiplication map (R/J)⊗ (R/J) −→ R/J is just the image of I∆ and thus is generated by d.
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Construction 2.5. Let C = spf(R) be a formal scheme over S = spec(k), and let y ∈ R be
a good parameter. (We are not assuming that C is a formal multicurve, but we assume that y
satisfies part (b) of Definition 2.2.) Choose elements e0, . . . , en−1 ∈ R whose residue classes give a
basis for the free module R/y over k. Define elements ei ∈ R for all i ∈ N by enj+k = y
jek. Define
µr :
∏nr−1
i=0 k → R/y
r by µr(a) =
∑nr−1
i=0 aiei. Define µ∞ :
∏∞
i=0 k → R by µ∞(a) =
∑
i aiei.
(This is meaningful because R = lim
←−i
R/yi.)
Lemma 2.6. The maps µr and µ∞ are isomorphisms. (In other words, {ei}i∈N is a topological
basis for R.)
Proof. Define µ′r :
(∏nr−1
i=0 k
)
×R→ R by µ′r(a, b) = (
∑
i aiei)+y
rb. As y is a regular element and
the elements e0, . . . , en−1 form a basis for R/y we see that µ
′
1 is an isomorphism, so R = k
n ⊕R.
We can substitute this int itself to see that R = k2n ⊕R; by a slightly more precise version of the
same argument, we see that µ′2 is an isomorphism. We can extend this inductively to see that µ
′
r
is an isomorphism for all r. We then reduce mod yr to see that µr is an isomorphism, and pass
to the limit to see that µ∞ is an isomorphism. 
Definition 2.7. A formal multicurve group over S is a formal multicurve over S with a commu-
tative group structure.
In the presence of a group structure, axiom (c) can be modified.
Definition 2.8. Let C be a commutative formal group scheme over S. A coordinate on C is a
regular element x ∈ OC whose vanishing locus is the zero-section. Clearly, such an x exists iff the
zero-section is a regular hypersurface.
Remark 2.9. If x is a coordinate, then so is the function x defined by x(a) = x(−a).
Proposition 2.10. Let C be a formal group scheme over S satisfying axioms (a) and (b) in
Definition 2.2. Then C is a formal multicurve iff the zero-section S −→ C is a regular hypersurface.
More precisely, if x is a coordinate on C, then the function d(a, b) = x(b− a) defines a difference
function, and if d is a difference function, then the function x(b) = d(0, b) is a coordinate.
The proof relies on the following basic lemma.
Lemma 2.11. Let C be a formal multicurve, and let f : X −→ C be any map of schemes. Then
the function d′(x, b) = d(f(x), b) on X ×S C is regular in OX×SC .
Proof. We have a short exact sequence as follows:
R⊗̂R
×d
−−→ R⊗̂R
µ
−→ R.
We regard R⊗̂R as a module over R via the map t 7→ t ⊗ 1. The map µ is then R-linearly split
by the map t 7→ t ⊗ 1, so the sequence remains exact after applying the functor OX⊗̂R(−). The
resulting sequence is just
OX×SC
×d′
−−→ OX×SC −→ OX ,
which proves the lemma. 
Corollary 2.12. Let C
q
−→ S be a formal multicurve, and let S
u
−→ C be a section. Then the
subscheme uS ⊂ C is a regular hypersurface, and the ideal IuS is generated by the function
d′(c) = d(u(q(c)), c), or equivalently
d′ = (C = S ×S C
u×1
−−−→ C ×S C
d
−→ A1).
Proof. Take X = S in the lemma. 
Proof of Proposition 2.10. First suppose that the zero section is a regular hypersurface, so we can
choose a coordinate x. It follows easily from axiom (b) that R ≃
∏∞
k=0OS as topological OS-
modules, so R⊗̂R =
∏∞
k=0 R as R-modules, so 1⊗x is a regular element in R⊗R. If we regard x as
a function on C, this says that the function x1 : (a, b) 7→ x(b) is a regular element of OC×SC , whose
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vanishing locus is precisely the closed subscheme where b = 0. The map s : (a, b) 7→ (a, b−a) is an
automorphism of C ×S C, and s∗x1 is the function d(a, b) = x(b − a). As s is an automorphism,
we see that d is regular and its vanishing locus is the subscheme where a = b, or in other words
the diagonal.
The converse is the case u = 0 of Corollary 2.12. 
To formulate the definition of an equivariant formal group, we need some basic notions about
divisors.
Definition 2.13. A divisor on C is a scheme of the form D = spec(OC/J), where J is an open
ideal generated by a single regular element, and OC/J is a finitely generated projective module
over OS . Thus D is a regular hypersurface in C and is finite and very flat over S. Strictly
speaking, we should refer to such subschemes as effective divisors, but we will have little need for
more general divisors in this paper.
If Di = spf(R/Ji) is a divisor for i = 0, 1 then we put D0 + D1 := spf(R/(J0J1)), which is
easily seen to be another divisor.
The degree of D is the rank of OD over k. Note that this need not be constant, but that S can
be split as a finite disjoint union of pieces over which D has constant degree.
If T is a scheme over S, then a divisor on C over T means a divisor on the formal multicurve
T ×S C over T .
Note that ifD is an effective divisor of degree one, then the projectionD
π
−→ S is an isomorphism,
so the map S
π−1
−−→ D ⊂ C is a section of C. Conversely, if u : S −→ C is a section, then (by
Corollary 2.12) the image uS is a divisor of degree one, which is conventionally denoted by [u].
In the case of ordinary formal curves, it is well-known that there is a moduli scheme Div+d (C)
for effective divisors of degree d on C, and that it can be identified with the symmetric power
Cd/Σd. Analogous facts are true for multicurves, but much more difficult to prove. We will return
to this in Section 14.
Let A be a finite abelian group (with the group operation written additively). We write A∗ for
the dual group Hom(A,Q/Z). This gives us a group scheme
A∗ × S =
∐
α∈A∗
S = spec(
∏
α∈A∗
OS)
over S.
Definition 2.14. Let X = spf(R) be a formal scheme, and let Y = spf(R/J) be a closed formal
subscheme. We say that X is a formal neighbourhood of Y if R is isomorphic to lim
←−m
R/Jm as a
topological ring, or equivalently X = lim
−→m
spf(R/Jm), which essentially means that every point
in X is infinitesimally close to Y .
Definition 2.15. An A-equivariant formal group or A-efg over a scheme S is a formal multicurve
group C over S, together with a homomorphism φ : A∗ × S −→ C, such that C is the formal
neighbourhood of the divisor
[φ(A∗)] :=
∑
α∈A∗
[φ(α)] ⊂ C.
Remark 2.16. Choose a coordinate x on C, and put d(a, b) = x(b − a). For any α ∈ A∗ we
have a function xα on C defined by xα(a) = x(a − φ(α)) = d(φ(α), a). More precisely, xα is the
composite
C = S ×S C
φ(α)×S1
−−−−−−→ C ×S C
subtract
−−−−−→ C
x
−→ A1.
The vanishing locus of xα is the divisor [φ(α)], so the vanishing locus of the product y :=
∏
α xα
is the divisor [φ(A∗)]. We see using Corollary 2.12 that y is a regular element in OC . The final
condition in Definition 2.15 says that y is topologically nilpotent. It is not hard to deduce that y
is a good parameter on C.
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Proposition 2.17. Let f be a monic polynomial of degree d > 0 over OS, and let R be the
completion of OS [x] at f . Then the scheme C = spf(R) = lim
−→k
V (fk) ⊆ A1S is a formal multicurve.
Proof. Condition (b) is clear, because {xi | i < dj} is a basis for R/(f j) over OS . Next, observe
that
R ≃ OS [[y]][x]/(f(x) − y) = OS [[y]]{x
i | i < d},
so
R⊗̂R ≃ OS [[y0, y1]][x0, x1]/(f(x0)− y0, f(x1)− y1) = OS [[y0, y1]]{x
i
0x
j
1 | i, j < d}.
It is clear that y1 − y0 is not a zero-divisor in this ring, and y1 − y0 = f(x1) − f(x0) which is
divisible by x1− x0, so x1− x0 is also not a zero-divisor. The multiplication map µ : R⊗̂R→ R is
surjective, split by the map σ : R→ R⊗̂R given by σ(f) = f ⊗1. The kernel I∆ is the same as the
image of 1−σµ, or in other words the set of functions of the form f(y0, y1, x0, x1)−f(y0, y0, x0, x0).
All such functions lie in the ideal generated by (y1 − y0, x1 − x0) and x1 − x0 divides y1 − y0 so
I∆ = (x1 − x0), so (c) holds. 
Definition 2.18. We say that a formal multicurve C over S is embeddable if it has the form
lim
−→k
V (fk) as above for some monic polynomial f .
We will see in Section 15 that any formal multicurve can be made embeddable by a faithfully
flat base change; this allows us to reduce many questions to the embeddable case.
Lemma 2.19. Suppose that k = OS is an algebraically closed field, and that C is a formal
multicurve over S. Then C is a finite disjoint union of copies of Â1S, and is embeddable.
Proof. Let y ∈ R be a good parameter. Then the ring R := R/y is a finite-dimensional algebra
over the field k, so it splits as a finite product of local algebras. As R is complete at (y) we can lift
this splitting to R, which splits C as a disjoint union, say C = C1 ∐ . . .∐Cr . One can check that
each Ci is a formal multicurve. Put Ri = OCi , so R = R1 × . . . × Rr. Let yi be the component
of y in Ri and put Ri = Ri/yi, so R = R1 × . . . × Rr. Moreover, Ri is local, with maximal
ideal mi say. As k is algebraically closed we see that Ri/mi = k. This gives an augmentation
u∗i : Ri −→ k, or equivalently a section ui : S −→ Ci. It follows from Corollary 2.12 that the kernel
of u∗i is generated by a single regular element, say xi. This means that the image of xi in Ri
generates mi, so Ri = k ⊕ Rixi. Next, the descending chain of finite-dimensional k-spaces (xni )
must eventually stabilise, say with (xni ) = (x
n+1
i ). This means that x
n
i = x
n+1
i y for some y, so
(1 − xiy)xni = 0 but 1 − xiy ∈ Ri \ (xi) = R
×
i so x
n
i = 0. We can combine this with the fact
that Ri = k ⊕ Rixi to see that Ri ≃ k[xi]/xmi for some m ≤ n, and thus yi divides x
m
i . On the
other hand, we clearly have u∗(yi) = 0 so xi divides yi. One can now check that the obvious map
k[xi]→ Ri extends to give a map k[[xi]]→ Ri which is an isomorphism, so Ci ≃ Â1S .
Finally, as k is algebraically closed, it is certainly infinite, so we can choose distinct elements
λ1, . . . , λr ∈ k say. If we put f(x) =
∏
i(x − λi) we find that the completion of k[x] at (f) is
isomorphic to
∏r
i=1 k[[x]] and thus to OC . This proves that C is embeddable. 
Lemma 2.20. Let k be an algebraically closed field, and let A be a finite-dimensional local k-
algebra whose maximal ideal is generated by a single element x. Then A = k[x]/xm for some
m.
Proof. As A is finite-dimensional the powers of x cannot be linearly independent, so there exists
a monic polynomial f(t) ∈ k[t] with f(x) = 0. We can factor this as f(t) = tng(t) with g(0) 6= 0.
Now g(x) = g(0) 6= 0 (mod m) so g(x) 6∈ m so g(x) ∈ A×, so xn = 0. 
We next explain how to find a topological basis for the ring OC , when (C, φ) is an A-equivariant
formal group. Put n = |A| = |A∗| and choose an enumeration of the elements of A∗, say A∗ =
{α0, . . . , αn−1}. More generally, for i ∈ N we can write i = nj + k with 0 ≤ k < n and we define
αi = αk. We then define ei ∈ OC by
ei(a) =
∏
j<i
x(a − φ(αj)) =
∏
j<i
xαj (a).
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Note that en is just the good parameter y =
∏
α∈A∗ xα and more generally enj+k = y
jek, so ei → 0
in the y-adic topology on OC . We can thus define a map µ :
∏
i∈NOS → OC by µ(t) =
∑
i tiei.
This also induces a map µi :
∏
j<iOS → OC/ei.
Proposition 2.21. The maps µi and µ are isomorphisms.
Proof. We can define a map ν0 : OS × OC → OC by ν0(t, u) = t + ux, and it follows from the
definition of a coordinate that this is a bijection. We can twist this by the translation action of
φ(α) to see that the map να(t, u) = t+ uxα is also a bijection.
Now define µ′i : (
∏
j<iOS) × OC → OC by µ
′
i(t, u) = (
∑
j<i tjej) + uei. We see that µ
′
0 = 1
and µ′i+1 = µ
′
i ◦ (1× ναi); it follows that µ
′
i is an isomorphism for all i. We can reduce mod ei to
see that µi is an isomorphism, and then pass to the limit to see that µ is an isomorphism. 
Remark 2.22. If we knew in advance that µn was an isomorphism, we could use Lemma 2.6 to
see that µi is an isomorphism for all i including i =∞. However, that approach does not save us
any effort, as the proof for µn is no easier than the proof for µi for all i.
3. Differential forms
We next recall some basic ideas about differential forms, and record some formulae that will be
useful later in our study of residues.
Given a formal multicurve C over S, we put
Ω = Ω1C/S = I∆/I
2
∆,
and call this the module of differential forms on C.
We also put ∆2 = spf(OC×SC/I
2
∆), and regard this as the second-order infinitesimal neigh-
bourhood of ∆ in C ×S C. In these terms, Ω is the module of functions on ∆2 that vanish on
∆.
Given a difference function d ∈ I∆, we let α be the image of d in Ω; this generates Ω freely as
a module over OC , so we can regard Ω as a trivialisable line bundle on C.
For any function f ∈ OC , we write df for the image of 1⊗ f − f ⊗ 1 in Ω, or equivalently the
function (a, b) 7→ f(b)− f(a) on ∆2. As usual, we have the Leibniz rule
d(fg) = fd(g) + gd(f).
Now suppose that C has a commutative group structure. In particular, this gives a zero-section
Z ⊂ C, and we write Z2 = spec(OC/I2Z) and
ω = IZ/I
2
Z = { functions on Z2 that vanish on Z }.
The map b 7→ (0, b) gives an inclusion Z2 −→ ∆2 and thus a map Ω −→ ω, which in turn gives an
isomorphism Ω|Z = ω of line bundles on S. The image of df under this map is the element d0f
corresponding to the function b 7→ f(b)−f(0) on Z2. If x is a coordinate on C, then d0x generates
ω freely as a module over OS .
Next, for any function f ∈ OC we define a function Df on ∆2 by
(Df)(a, b) = f(b− a)− f(0).
This construction gives a map D : OC −→ Ω. If x is a coordinate then Dx is the restriction of the
usual difference function d(a, b) = x(b − a) to ∆2, so it is a generator of Ω.
It is easy to see that Df depends only on d0f , and thus that D induces an OS-linear inclusion
ω −→ Ω, right inverse to the restriction map Ω −→ Ω|Z = ω. A differential form is said to be
invariant if it lies in the image of this map.
By extension of scalars, we obtain an OC -linear map OC ⊗OS ω −→ Ω, sending f ⊗d0g to fDg.
In particular, it sends f ⊗ d0x to fDx, and so is an isomorphism.
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4. Equivariant projective spaces
We now start to build a connection between multicurves and A-equivariant topology (where A
is a finite abelian group). Naturally, this involves the generalised cohomology of the projective
spaces of representations of A. In this section, we assemble some facts about the homotopy theory
of such projective spaces.
For α ∈ A∗ = Hom(A,Q/Z) we write Lα for C with A acting by a.z = e
2πiα(a)z. In particular,
L0 has trivial action, and Lα ⊗ Lβ = Lα+β . For any finite-dimensional representation V , we put
V [α] = {v ∈ V | av = e2πiα(a)v for all a ∈ A} ≃ HomA(Lα, V )⊗ Lα.
It is well-known that V =
⊕
α V [α] and HomC[A](V,W ) =
⊕
αHomC(V [α],W [α]). It follows that
if there exists an equivariant linear embedding V −→ W , then the space of such embeddings is
connected, giving a canonical homotopy class of maps PV −→ PW of projective spaces.
We write U [α] = Lα ⊗ C∞, and U = UA =
⊕
α U [α], so U is a complete A-universe. We
write PU for the projective space associated to U , which has a natural A-action. By the previous
paragraph, for any finite-dimensional representation V , there is a canonical map PV −→ PU up to
homotopy. Similarly, the space of equivariant linear isometries U ⊗ U −→ U is contractible, which
gives a canonical homotopy class of maps PU × PU −→ PU , making PU an abelian group up to
equivariant homotopy. We can choose a conjugate-linear equivariant automorphism χ : U −→ U ,
and the resulting map PU −→ PU is the negation map for our group structure.
It is well-known that PU is the classifying space for equivariant complex line bundles. More
precisely, for any A-space X , we write PicA(X) for the group of isomorphism classes of equivariant
complex line bundles over X . Let T denote the tautological line bundle over PU , so T ∈ Pic(PU).
Then for any A-space X , the construction [f ] 7→ [f∗T ] gives a group isomorphism [X,PU ]A ≃
PicA(X). Note that we regard T as the universal example; some other treatments in the literature
use the dual bundle T ∗ = O(1) instead.
Note that A acts by scalars on U [α], and thus acts as the identity on PU [α] ⊂ PU . Moreover,
the map L 7→ Lα ⊗ L gives a homeomorphism CP
∞ = P (C∞) −→ PU [α]. Using this, we have a
homeomorphism (PU)A =
∐
α PU [α] = A
∗ × CP∞, and thus a bijection π0((PU)A) = A∗, which
is easily seen to respect the natural group structures. Thus, the group structure on PU gives a
translation action (up to homotopy) of A∗ on PU .
Definition 4.1. We write τα : PU −→ PU for translation by an element α ∈ A∗.
For various purposes we will need to use an A-fixed basepoint in PU . We have embeddings
Lα −→ U [α] −→ U , and PLα is an A-fixed point. Any other fixed point lies in the same component
of (PU)A as PLα for some α, so it can be replaced by PLα for most purposes. Moreover, the
map τα gives a homotopy equivalence of pairs (PU , PLβ) −→ (PU , PLα+β). Where not otherwise
stated, we use PL0 as the basepoint.
Proposition 4.2. Let V , W and X be unitary representations of A, where V and W have finite
dimension and X is a colimit of finite-dimensional subrepresentations. Put U = V ⊕W ⊕ X.
Then there is a homotopy-commutative diagram as follows, in which the maps marked q are the
obvious collapses, the maps marked j are the obvious inclusions, and δ is the diagonal map.
PU
δ //
qV⊕W

PU × PU
qV ∧qW

PU/P (V ⊕W )
δ
// P (V ⊕X)/PV ∧ P (W ⊕X)/PW
j∧j
// PU/PV ∧ PU/PW
Moreover, if dim(X) = 1 then δ is just the standard homeomorphism
SHom(X,V⊕W ) = SHom(X,V ) ∧ SHom(X,W ).
All maps and homotopies are natural for isometric embeddings of V , W and X.
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Remark 4.3. For any ring spectrum E, the above diagram gives a map
δ
∗
: E∗(P (V ⊕X), PV )⊗ E∗(P (W ⊕X), PW ) −→ E∗(PU, P (V ⊕W )).
In his unpublished thesis [3], Cole writes a ∗ b for δ
∗
(a ⊗ b). The idea of using this construction
seems to be original to that thesis; our approach differs only in being somewhat more geometric.
Proof. Assume for the moment that X is finite-dimensional. We start by defining a map
γ : PU/P (V ⊕W ) −→ PU/PV ∧ PU/PW,
which will be homotopic to (j ∧ j) ◦ δ. For u = (v, w, x) ∈ U× := U \ {0} we put
s = s(u) = (‖w‖ − ‖v‖)/(‖v‖+ ‖w‖ + ‖x‖).
Note that s(u) ∈ [−1, 1], and s(λu) = s(u) for all λ ∈ C×, and s(u) ≥ 0 iff ‖w‖ ≥ ‖v‖. We next
define α, β : U× −→ U by
α(v, w, x) =
{
((1− s)v, sw, x) if s ≥ 0
(v, 0, x) if s ≤ 0
β(v, w, x) =
{
(0, w, x) if s ≥ 0
(−sv, (1 + s)w, x) if s ≤ 0.
Note that α(λu) = λα(u) and similarly for β.
We claim that when u 6= 0, the line joining u to α(u) never passes through 0 (so in particular
α(u) 6= 0). Indeed, if s ≤ 0, then the points on the line have the form (v, tw, x) for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1. Thus,
the line can only pass through zero if v = x = 0. The relation s ≤ 0 means that ‖w‖ ≤ ‖v‖ = 0,
so w = 0 as well, contradicting the assumption that u 6= 0. In the case s > 0, the points on the
line have the form ((1 − ts)v, (1 − t + ts)w, x). As s > 0 and 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 we have 1 − t + ts > 0.
For the line to pass through zero we must thus have x = w = 0, and the relation s ≥ 0 means
that ‖v‖ ≤ ‖w‖ = 0, again giving a contradiction. Similarly, the line from u to β(u) never passes
through 0.
It follows that α and β induce self-maps of PU that are homotopic to the identity, so the map
γ = (α, β) : PU −→ PU × PU is homotopic to the diagonal map δ.
Next, note that if u ∈ V ⊕W , then for s ≥ 0 we have γ(u) ∈ U ×W , and for s ≤ 0 we have
γ(u) ∈ V × U . It follows that the induced map on projective spaces has
γ(P (V ⊕W )) ⊆ (PU × PW ) ∪ (PV × PU),
so there is an induced map
γ : PU/P (V ⊕W ) −→ PU/PV ∧ PU/PW.
As γ is homotopic to δ, we see that γ ◦ qV⊕W ≃ (qV ∧ qW ) ◦ δ.
To construct the map δ, we need a slightly different model. Clearly
PU \ P (V ⊕W ) = (V ×W ×X×)/C× = (V ×W × S(X))/S1,
and PU/P (V ⊕W ) is the one-point compactification of this. Similarly, P (V ⊕X)/PV ∧ P (W ⊕
X)/PW is the one-point compactification of the space (V ×S(X))/S1× (W ×S(X))/S1. We can
thus define δ by giving a proper map
V ×W × S(X) −→ V × S(X)×W × S(X)
with appropriate equivariance. The map in question just sends (v, w, x) to (v, x, w, x).
If X is one-dimensional and (v, x) ∈ V × S(X) then we have a linear map α : X −→ V given
by α(x) = v, which does not change if we multiply (v, x) by an element of S1. This gives a
homeomorphism (V × S(X))/S1 = Hom(X,V ), and thus P (V ⊕X)/PV = SHom(X,V ). It is easy
to see that with this identification, δ is just the standard homeomorphism
SHom(X,V⊕W ) = SHom(X,V ) ∧ SHom(X,W ).
We now show that (j ∧ j) ◦ δ ≃ γ. Put
T = {((v0, w0, x0), (v1, w1, x1)) ∈ U
2 | ‖(w0, x0)‖ = ‖(v1, x1)‖ = 1},
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so that PU/PV ∧ PU/PW is the one-point compactification of T/(S1 × S1). Define maps
θt : V ×W × S(X) −→ T
for 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 by
θt(v, w, x) =

(
((1−st)v,stw,x)
‖(stw,x)‖ , (0, w, x)
)
if s ≥ 0(
(v, 0, x), (−stv,(1+st)w,x)‖(−stv,x)‖
)
if s ≤ 0,
where s = (‖w‖ − ‖v‖)/(‖v‖ + ‖w‖ + ‖x‖) as before. (Note that both clauses give θt(v, w, x) =
((v, 0, x), (0, w, x)) if s = 0, so the two clauses are consistent.)
We claim that the maps θt are proper. To see this, put
ν((v0, w0, x0), (v1, w1, x1)) = max(‖v0‖, ‖w1‖),
and Tk = {t ∈ T | ν(t) ≤ k}. Every compact subset of T is contained in some Tk, so it will
be enough to show that θ−1t Tk is compact. In the case s ≥ 0 we have 0 ≤ 1 − st ≤ 1 and
‖(stw, x)‖ ≥ ‖x‖ = 1 so ‖((1− st)v/‖(stw, x)‖)‖ ≤ ‖v‖ ≤ ‖w‖, so ν(θt(v, w, x)) = ‖w‖. Similarly,
when s ≤ 0 we have ν(θt(v, w, x)) = ‖v‖, so in general ν(θt(v, w, x)) = max(‖v‖, ‖w‖). It follows
immediately that θt is proper, and we get an induced family of maps
θt : PU/P (V ⊕W ) −→ PU/PV ∧ PU/PW.
We see from the definitions θ0 = (j ∧ j) ◦ δ and θ1 = γ. The proposition follows easily (for the
case where X has finite dimension).
If X has infinite dimension, we apply the above to all finite dimensional subrepresentations of
X . We see by inspection that all constructions pass to the colimit, so the conclusion is valid for
X itself. 
By an evident inductive extension, we obtain the following:
Corollary 4.4. Let L1, . . . , Ld be one-dimensional representations of A, and let X be as above.
Put Y =
⊕
i Li and U = Y ⊕X. Then there is a homotopy-commutative diagram as follows:
PU
q

δ // PU r
q

PU/PY
δ
//
∧
i P (Li ⊕X)/PLi j
//
∧
i PU/PLi
Moreover, if dim(X) = 1 then δ is just the standard homeomorphism
SHom(X,Y ) =
∧
i
SHom(X,Li). 
We mention one more useful special case.
Corollary 4.5. For any ring spectrum E, the group E∗(P (V ⊕W ), PV ) is naturally a module
over E∗PW .
Proof. Take W = 0 in Proposition 4.2 to get a map
δ : P (V ⊕X)/PV → (P (V ⊕X)/PV ) ∧ PX+,
and thus a map
δ
∗
: E0PX ⊗ E0(P (V ⊕X), PV )→ E0(P (V ⊕X), PV ).
If we identify P (V ⊕X)/PV as the one-point compactification of (V ×S(X))/S1 then the formula
is just δ([v, x]) = ([v, x], [x]); this is clearly coassociative and counital, so the corresponding map in
cohomology gives a module structure. A slight change of notation recovers the stated corollary. 
We conclude with some further miscellaneous observations about the space PU .
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Proposition 4.6. The space PU is equivariantly equivalent to F (EA+,CP∞) (where CP∞ is the
usual space with trivial A-action). Equivalently, PU is the second space in the Borel cohomology
spectrum F (EA+, H), so [X,PU ]A = H2(XhA) for any A-space X. Moreover, the space ΩPU is
equivariantly equivalent to S1 with the trivial action.
Proof. There is an evident inclusion CP∞ = P (UA) −→ (PU)A −→ PU , which is a nonequivariant
equivalence. It follows that the resulting map F (EA+,CP
∞) −→ F (EA+, PU) is an equivariant
equivalence (see Lemma 4.7). On the other hand, the collapse map EA+ −→ S0 gives a map
j : PU −→ F (EA+, PU) ≃ F (EA+,CP
∞). We claim that this is an equivalence. Indeed, if we take
fixed points for a subgroup A0 ≤ A we get a map A∗0×CP
∞ −→ F ((BA0)+,CP∞) of commutative
H-spaces. It is clear that
πk(A
∗
0 × CP
∞) =

A∗0 if k = 0
Z if k = 2
0 otherwise.
On the other hand, we have
πkF ((BA0)+,CP
∞) = [Σk(BA0)+,K(Z, 2)] = H
2−kBA0.
This clearly vanishes for k > 2 and gives Z for k = 2. The short exact sequence Z −→ Q −→ Q/Z
gives long exact sequences of cohomology groups, using which we find that H1BA0 = 0 and
H2BA0 = A
∗
0. This shows that π∗F ((BA0)+,CP
∞) is abstractly isomorphic to π∗(A
∗
0 × CP
∞).
With a little more work one sees that the isomorphism is induced by j, and the first part of the
proposition follows.
We now see that
ΩPU ≃ ΩF (EA+,CP
∞) = F (EA+,ΩCP
∞) = F (EA+, S
1).
As above we find that
πk(F (EA+, S
1)A0) = H1−kBA0 =
{
Z if k = 1
0 otherwise.
It follows that the obvious map S1 −→ F (EA+, S1) is an equivariant equivalence. 
For the convenience of the reader we record a proof of a standard lemma that was used above.
Lemma 4.7. If f : X → Y is an A-equivariant based map and a nonequivariant homotopy equiv-
alence, then the induced map F (EA+, X)→ F (EA+, Y ) is an equivariant homotopy equivalence.
Proof. Let C be the category of those based A-spaces C for which f∗ : F (C,X) → F (C, Y ) is an
equivariant equivalence. For any based A-spaces P,Q we have
[P, F (A+ ∧Q,X)]
A = [A+ ∧ P ∧Q,X ]
A = [P ∧Q,X ].
Using this and the Yoneda lemma we see that A+∧Q ∈ C. Moreover, the category C is closed under
homotopy pushouts, so it follows by cellular induction that it contains all finite free based A-CW-
complexes. Moreover, C is closed under telescopes, so one can take a colimit over skeleta to see
that C contains all free based A-CW-complexes. In particular we have EA+ ∈ C, as required. 
Proposition 4.8. Let T be the tautological line bundle over PU , and let S(T n) be the unit circle
bundle in the n’th tensor power of T . Then S(T n) is equivariantly equivalent to F (EA+, B(Z/n)).
Proof. First, we let Z/n act freely on the contractible space S(U) by multiplication by n’th roots of
unity, so S(U)/(Z/n) is a model for B(Z/n). Given a point v ∈ S(U) we have a line L = Cv ∈ P (U)
and an element v⊗n ∈ Ln, giving a point (L, v⊗n) ∈ S(T n) that depends only on the Z/n-orbit
of v. This construction gives a homeomorphism S(U)/(Z/n) → S(T n), so S(T n) is also a model
(nonequivariantly) for B(Z/n).
We now analyse the equivariant picture. Suppose that (L, u) ∈ S(T n) is fixed by a subgroup
A0 ≤ A. We see that A0 acts on L by some character α ∈ A
∗
0, so A0 acts on u by nα, but u is
fixed so nα = 0. Given that nα = 0, we see that every point in Ln is fixed by A0. Using this,
we see that S(T n)A0 = A∗0[n]×B(Z/n), where A
∗
0[n] denotes the subgroup of points of order n in
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A∗0. Using this, we find that π∗S(T
n)A0 = H1−∗(BA0;Z/n), and the claim follows by the same
method as in the previous proposition. 
It is also useful to describe S(U) as the universal space for a family of subgroups, as in the
following definition.
Definition 4.9. Let G be a finite group, and let F be a collection of subgroups such that
(a) 1 ∈ F
(b) If K ≤ H ∈ F then K ∈ F
(c) If H ∈ F and g ∈ G then gHg−1 ∈ F .
Then EF is the G-space characterised up to unique equivariant homotopy equivalence by the
following properties:
(A) (EF)H is contractible if H ∈ F
(B) (EF)H = ∅ if H 6∈ F .
We also write E˜F for the unreduced suspension Σ˜EF , or equivalently the cofibre of the collapse
map EF+ → S0.
(For the existence and uniqueness of EF , see [7]. Alternatively, uniqueness is straightforward
by obstruction theory, and we will have concrete models to prove existence in all cases that we
need.)
Proposition 4.10. Put F = {B ≤ S1 × A | B ∩ S1 = {1}}, which is a family of subgroups of
S1 ×A. Then the unit sphere S(U) is a model for EF , and so PU = (EF)/S1.
Proof. First, we let S1 ⊂ C× act on S(U) by multiplication, and let A act in the usual way.
These actions commute and so give an action of S1 × A. We need only check that S(U) has the
characterizing property of EF , or in other words that S(U)B is contractible for B ∈ F and empty
for B 6∈ F . If B ∈ F then B ∩ S1 is trivial so B is the graph of a homomorphism φ : A0 −→ S1 for
some subgroup A0 ≤ A. Put
V = {v ∈ U | a.v = φ(a)−1v for all a ∈ A0},
so S(U)B = S(V). As U is a complete A0-universe, we see that V is infinite dimensional, and so
S(V) is contractible as required. On the other hand, as S1 acts freely on S(U), it is clear that
S(U)B = ∅ whenever B 6∈ F . 
5. Equivariant orientability
Now let E be a commutative A-equivariant ring spectrum. We next need to formulate suitable
notions of orientability and periodicity for E, and deduce consequences for the rings E∗PV . Our
results differ from those of [3] only in minor points of technical detail. We start by introducing
some notation and auxiliary ideas.
Convention 5.1. All A-spectra are implicitly assumed to be indexed by a complete A-universe.
Notation 5.2. Given an A-equivariant spectrum X , we write En(X) for the group [X,ΣnE]A of
equivariant homotopy classes of equivariant maps. In many parts of the literature this is written
as EnA(X), but we omit the subscript to avoid cluttering the notation. If we have a B-spectrum
Y (for some subgroup B ≤ A) then we will write resAB(E)
n(Y ) or En(A+ ∧B Y ) or [Y,ΣnE]B for
the group that might otherwise be denoted EnB(Y ). For specific choices of E the subscript may
reappear as part of the name of E. For example, A-equivariant complex K-theory is represented
by an A-spectrum called KUA, and we write KU
n
A(X) for [X,Σ
nKUA]
A.
Similarly, we write πn(E) rather than π
A
n (E) for the group [S
n, E]A = E0(Sn) = E−n(S0).
When X is a based A-space we usually write Σ∞X (rather than Σ∞A X) for the corresponding
A-equivariant suspension spectrum.
Notation 5.3. Another potential source of clutter is the distinction between reduced and unre-
duced cohomology groups. When Y is an A-spectrum, we write E∗(Y ) = [Y,E]A−∗ as above. When
X is an A-space, we write E∗(X) for the unreduced groups, so E∗(X) = E∗(Σ∞+X). If X has an
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A-fixed basepoint then we can also define reduced groups E˜∗(X) = E∗(Σ∞X). Sometimes we will
use notation that is slightly ambiguous, in that it could refer to a based space or to its suspension
spectrum. In such cases we will use either a tilde or an explicit Σ∞ to resolve the ambiguity.
Definition 5.4. Let R be an E-algebra spectrum, and M a module spectrum over R. We
say that M is a free R-module if it is equivalent as an R-module to a wedge of (unsuspended)
copies of R, or equivalently, there is a family of elements ei ∈ π0M such that the resulting maps⊕
i[Σ
nA/B+, R] −→ [ΣnA/B+,M ] are isomorphisms for all n ∈ Z and all B ≤ A. We say that such
elements ei are universal generators for for π0M over π0R. We will often leave the identification of
R and M implicit. For example, if we say that an element e is a universal generator for E0(X,Y )
over E0X , we are referring to the case R = F (X+, E) and M = F (X/Y,E).
Definition 5.5. Let E an A-equivariant ring spectrum, and consider a class x ∈ E0(PU , PL0).
For any α ∈ A∗ we can embed Lα ⊕ L0 in U , and thus restrict x to get a class uLα ∈ E
0(P (Lα ⊕
L0), PL0) = E˜
0SLα . This in turn gives an E-module map mα : Σ
LαE −→ E.
We say that x is a complex coordinate for E if for all α the map mα is an equivalence, or
equivalently uLα generates Σ
−LαE as an E-module. We say that E is periodically orientable
if it admits such a coordinate. We say that E is evenly orientable if in addition, the group
πB1 E = [ΣA/B+, E]
A = E−1(A/B) vanishes for all B ≤ A.
From now on, we assume that E is periodically orientable. We choose a complex coordinate x,
but as far as possible we state our results in a form independent of this choice. We write x = χ∗x,
where χ : PU −→ PU is the negation map for the group structure. It is easy to see that this is
again a coordinate.
Recall that for any line bundle L over X , there is an essentially unique map fL : X −→ PU with
f∗T ≃ L (where T is the tautological bundle over PU). We define the Euler class of L by
e(L) = f∗L∗(x) = f
∗
L(x).
Thus, the element x ∈ E0PU is the Euler class of T ∗, and x is the Euler class of T .
Remark 5.6. There is some inconsistency in the literature about whether e(L) should be f∗L(x)
or f∗L(x). The convention adopted here is the opposite of that used in [24], but I believe that it is
more common in other work and has some technical advantages. The conventions used elsewhere
in this paper are fixed by the following requirements.
(a) We have e(V ⊕W ) = e(V )e(W ).
(b) The Euler class of V is the restriction of the Thom class in E˜0XV to the zero section
X ⊂ XV .
Our substitute for the nonequivariant theory of Chern classes will be more abstract, so we will
not need sign conventions. The roˆle normally played by the Chern polynomial
∑
i+j=dim(V )±cix
j
will be played by a certain element fV ; if A = 0 and V =
⊕
i Li then fV =
∏
i(x+F e(Li)).
Next note that we can define
xα := τ
∗
−αx ∈ E
0(PU , PLα).
(Here τα is the translation map as in Definition 4.1.) Because
(τ∗−αT )
∗ = (L−α ⊗ T )
∗ = Lα ⊗ T
∗ = Hom(T, Lα),
we have xα = e(Hom(T, Lα)). If L is a one-dimensional representation isomorphic to Lα, we also
use the notation xL for xα. We can identify E
0(P (Lβ ⊕ Lα), PLα) with E˜0SLβ−α , and we find
that xα restricts to uβ−α, which is a universal generator.
Now consider a finite-dimensional representation V of A. We have a canonical homotopy class of
embeddings PV −→ PU , and thus a well-defined group E0(PU , PV ). We can write V as
⊕d
i=1 Li,
and Corollary 4.4 gives a map
PU/PV −→
∧
i
PU/PLi
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compatible with the diagonal. Using this, we can pull back xL1 ∧ . . . ∧ xLd to get a class xV ∈
E0(PU , PV ) that maps to
∏
i xαi in E
0PU . Note that for any representation W containing V we
can choose an embedding W −→ U and pull back xV along the resulting map PW −→ PU to get a
class in E0(PW,PV ), which we again denote by xV .
Lemma 5.7. Let V ≤ W be complex representations of A, with dim(W/V ) = 1. Then xV is a
universal generator for E0(PW,PV ).
Proof. Write V = L1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ Ld as before, and X = W ⊖ V , so W = V ⊕ X and PW/PV =
SHom(X,V ) =
∧
i S
Hom(X,Li). Because x is a complex coordinate, we know that xLi ∈ E
0(PW,PLi)
restricts to a universal generator vi of S
Hom(X,Li). It follows from Corollary 4.4 that xV =
∏
i vi ∈
E˜0SHom(X,V ) = E0(PW,PV ), and this is easily seen to be a universal generator. 
Corollary 5.8. Let 0 = U0 < U1 < . . . < Ud = U be representations of A with dim(Ui) = i. Then
{xUi | i < d} is a universal basis for E
0PU over E0.
Proof. This follows by an evident induction from the lemma. 
Remark 5.9. As x is another coordinate, it gives rise to another universal basis {xUi | i < d} for
E0PU , which is sometimes more convenient.
We record separately some easy consequences that are independent of the choice of flag {Ui}:
Proposition 5.10. Let U be a d-dimensional representation of A. Then
(a) F (PU+, E) is a free module of rank d over E.
(b) If U = V ⊕W then the restriction map F (PU+, E) −→ F (PV+, E) is split surjective. The
kernel is a free module of rank one over F (PW+, E), generated by xV . 
We now put S = spec(E0) and R = E0PU and C = spf(R). We must show that C is an
equivariant formal group over S.
We first exhibit a topological basis for R. This will be essentially the same as in Proposition 2.21,
but we cannot appeal to that result because we do not yet know that we have a multicurve. We
can list the elements of A∗ as
A∗ = {α0 = 0, α1, . . . , αn−1}
(where n = |A|), and then define αk for all k ≥ 0 by αni+j = αj . We then have an evident
filtration
0 = V0 < V1 < V2 < . . . < U = lim
−→
k
Vk
where Vk =
⊕
j<k Lαj . If we put ek = xVk we find that {ei | 0 ≤ i < k} is a universal basis for
E0PVk, and it follows by an evident limiting argument that {ei | i ≥ 0} is a universal topological
basis for E0PU , giving an isomorphism F (PU+, E) =
∏
k E. If we put y = xC[A] = xVn = en, it
is easy to see that eni+j = y
iej, and it follows that E
0PU is a free module over E0[[y]] with basis
{ei | i < n}. Thus, conditions (a) and (b) in Definition 2.2 are satisfied.
Next, we have
F (PU2+, E) = F (PU+, F (PU+, E)) = F (PU+,
∏
j
E) =
∏
i,j
E.
By working through the definitions, we deduce that the elements ei⊗ej form a universal topological
basis for E0(PU × PU), so E0(PU × PU) = R⊗̂R, so spf(E0(PU × PU)) = C ×S C. As PU is
a commutative group up to equivariant homotopy, we now see that C is a commutative formal
group scheme over S.
Now note that e1 is just the coordinate x, and this divides ek for all k > 0. In particular it
divides y, which is a regular element in R, so x is also a regular element. It is also now easy to
see x generates the ideal E0(PU , PL0), which is just the augmentation ideal in the Hopf algebra
R, so the vanishing locus of x is the zero-section in C. Thus x is a coordinate on C, showing (via
Proposition 2.10) that C is in fact a formal multicurve group.
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Next, recall that π0((PU)A) = A∗, which gives a map A∗ −→ PU of groups up to homotopy, and
thus a map φ : A∗ × S −→ C of formal group schemes over S. By working through the definitions,
we see that the image of the section φ(α) is the closed subscheme spec(E0PLα) = spec(R/xα), so
the divisor D :=
∑
α[φ(α)] is
spec(R/
∏
α
xα) = spec(R/y) = E
0PC[A].
As y is topologically nilpotent, we see that any function on C that vanishes on D is topologically
nilpotent, so C is a formal neighbourhood of D. We have thus proved the following result:
Theorem 5.11. Let E be a periodically orientable A-equivariant ring spectrum. Then the scheme
C := spf(E0PU) is an A-equivariant formal group over S := spec(E0). 
Remark 5.12. We have I0 = {f ∈ OC | f(0) = 0} = E0(PU , PC), and thus I20 = E
0(PU , P (C⊕
C)), and thus
ω = I0/I
2
0 = E
0(P (C⊕ C), PC) = E˜0S2 = π2E.
It will be helpful to record the naturality properties of the above construction.
Definition 5.13. We write POA for the category whose objects are periodically orientable A-
equivariant ring spectra, and whose morphisms are homotopy classes of A-equivariant ring maps.
We also write EOA for the evenly orientable subcategory.
Next, we write GA for the category of triples (S,C, φ), where S is an affine scheme and (C, φ)
is an A-EFG over S. The morphisms from (S,C, φ) to (S′, C′, φ′) are the pairs (f, f˜) where
• f is a map S → S′ of schemes;
• f˜ is an isomorphism C → f∗C′ of formal group schemes over S;
• φ′ = f˜ ◦ φ.
The constructionE 7→ (spec(E0), spf(E0(PUA)), φ) then defines a contravariant functor Γ: POA →
GA.
6. Simple examples
Let Ĉ be a nonequivariant formal group over a scheme S, so Ĉ is the formal neighbourhood
of its zero section. For any finite abelian group A, we can of course let φ : A∗ × S −→ Ĉ be the
zero map, and this gives us an A-equivariant formal group. More generally, any homomorphism
A∗ × S −→ Ĉ will give an A-efg, although often there will not be any homomorphisms other than
zero.
Now suppose that Ĉ is the formal group associated to a nonequivariant even periodic ring
spectrum Ê. We then have an A-equivariant ring spectrum E = F (A+, Ê) (which the Wirthmu¨ller
isomorphism also identifies with A+ ∧ Ê). This satisfies E
∗X = Ê∗ res(X), where res: SA −→ S0 is
the restriction functor. It follows easily that E is periodically orientable, and that the associated
equivariant formal group is just Ĉ, equipped with the zero map φ : A∗ × S −→ Ĉ as above.
For a slightly more subtle construction, suppose we allow S to be a formal scheme, and assume
that some prime p is topologically nilpotent in OS . Suppose also that the formal group Ĉ has
finite height n. Put S′ = Hom(A∗, Ĉ); it is well-known that OS′ is a free module of rank |A(p)|
n
over OS , so S′ is finite and flat over S. By definition, S′ is the universal example of a formal
scheme T over S equipped with a homomorphism from A∗ to the group of maps T −→ Ĉ of formal
schemes over S, or equivalently the group of sections of T ×S C over T . If we put C′ = S′ ×S Ĉ,
there is thus a tautological map φ : A∗ × S′ −→ C′. Here C′ is an ordinary formal group over S′
and thus is the formal neighbourhood of its zero section. It follows that (C′, φ) is automatically
an A-equivariant formal group over S′.
Now suppose we have a K(n)-local even periodic ring spectrum Ê. We give the ring π0Ê
the natural topology as in [23, Section 11] — in most cases of interest, this is the same as the
In-adic topology. We then put S = spf(π0Ê) and Ĉ = spf(Ê
0CP∞), which gives an ordinary
formal group of height n over S. Let EA denote a contractible space with free A-action, and put
E = F (EA+, Ê). This is a commutative A-equivariant ring spectrum, with E
∗X = Ê∗XhA, where
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XhA denotes the homotopy orbit space or Borel construction. In particular, we have E
0(point) =
Ê0BA. A character α ∈ A∗ gives a map spf((Bα)∗) : spf(Ê0BA)→ Ĉ, and by letting α vary we
get a map spf(Ê0BA)→ Hom(A∗, C). By reduction to the cyclic case one can check that this is
an isomorphism; see [11, Proposition 5.12] for details.
Next, observe that we have an A-equivariant inclusion PU [0] −→ PU , which is nonequivariantly a
homotopy equivalence, so the mapEA×PU [0] −→ EA×PU is an equivariant homotopy equivalence.
It follows that E∗PU = E∗PU [0] = Ê∗(BA × CP∞) = Ê∗BA ⊗ bE∗ Ê
∗CP∞, and thus that
spf(E0PU) = Hom(A∗, Ĉ)×S Ĉ. This shows that the equivariant formal group associated to E is
just the pullback C′ = S′ ×S Ĉ as discussed above.
7. Formal groups from algebraic groups
We now show how to pass from algebraic groups (in particular, elliptic curves or the multiplica-
tive group) to equivariant formal groups.
7.1. The multiplicative group. Let S = spec(k) be a scheme, and consider the group scheme
Gm×S = spec(k[u, u−1]) over S. Suppose we are given a homomorphism φ from A∗×S to Gm×S
of group schemes over S, or equivalently a homomorphism φ : A∗ −→ k× of abstract groups. We
can then form the divisor
D =
∑
α
[φ(α)] = spec(k[u±1]/y),
where y =
∏
α(1 − u/φ(α)). It is convenient to observe that u is invertible in k[u]/y and thus in
k[u]/ym for all m, so D can also be described as spec(k[u]/y). We then define C to be the formal
neighbourhood of D in Gm × S, so
C = lim
−→
m
spec(k[u]/ym) = spf(k[u]∧y ),
which is an embeddable formal multicurve. It is easy to see that this is a subgroup of Gm×S and
is an equivariant formal group, with coordinate x = 1− u.
The universal example of a ring with a map A∗ −→ k× is k = Z[A∗], which can be identified with
the representation ring R(A). Thus, the universal example of a scheme S with a map A∗ × S −→
Gm×S as above is S = Hom(A∗,Gm) = spec(R(A)). We can apply the above construction in this
tautological case to get an equivariant formal group C over Hom(A∗,Gm). Explicitly, if we let
vα ∈ Z[A
∗] be the basis element corresponding to α ∈ A∗ and put y =
∏
α(1− uv−α) ∈ Z[A
∗][u],
then C = spf(Z[A∗][u]∧y ).
Theorem 7.1 (Cole-Greenlees-Kriz). The A-efg associated to the equivariant complex K-theory
spectrum KA is isomorphic to the A-efg C over Hom(A
∗,Gm) constructed above.
Proof. This is just a geometric restatement of [4, Section 6]. It is proved by identifying K∗APU
with K∗A×S1EF+ (where F = {B ≤ A× S
1 | B ∩ S1 = {1}} as in Proposition 4.10) and applying
a suitable completion theorem. 
7.2. Elliptic curves. We now carry out the same program with the multiplicative group replaced
by an elliptic curve (with some technical conditions assumed for simplicity). The resulting equi-
variant formal groups should be associated to equivariant versions of elliptic cohomology. See
Definition 7.3 and subsequent comments for more detail.
Suppose that we are given a ring k and an element λ ∈ k, and that 2, λ and 1−λ are invertible
in k. Let C˜ be the elliptic curve given by the homogeneous cubic y3 = x(x−z)(x−λz), so the zero
element is O = [0 : 1 : 0], and the points P := [0 : 0 : 1], Q := [1 : 0 : 1] and R := [λ : 0 : 1] are the
three points of exact order two in C˜. Define rational functions t and r on C˜ by t([x : y : z]) = x/y
and r([x : y : z]) = z/y. One checks that the subscheme U = C˜ \ {P,Q,R} is the affine curve with
equation r = t(t− r)(t − λr), and that on U , the function t has a simple zero at O and no other
poles or zeros.
Now let A be an abelian group of odd order n, and let φ : A∗ × S −→ C˜ be a homomorphism.
Define V =
⋂
α(U + φ(α)), which is an affine open subscheme of U .
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Lemma 7.2. For each β ∈ A∗, the section φ(β) : S −→ C˜ actually lands in V .
Proof. We first show that for all γ ∈ A∗, the section φ(γ) lands in U . Put D = [P ] + [Q] + [R],
so U = C˜ \D. Let T be the closed subscheme of points s ∈ S where φ(γ)(s) ∈ D; we must show
that T = ∅. As n is odd and D is the divisor of points of exact order 2, we see that multiplication
by n is the identity on D, but of course n.φ(α) = O. We conclude that over T we have O ∈ D.
As 2 is invertible in k we know that O and D are disjoint, so T = ∅ as required.
We now apply this to γ = β − α to deduce that φ(β) ∈ U + φ(α). This holds for all α, so
φ(β) ∈ V as claimed. 
We now define C to be the formal neighbourhood of the divisor D =
∑
α[φ(α)] in V . If we put
s(a) =
∏
α t(a−φ(α)) then s ∈ OV and the vanishing locus of s is just D, so we have OC = (OV )
∧
s .
Using this, we see that C is an equivariant formal group, with coordinate t and good parameter s.
Now suppose instead that we are given a curve C˜ over S as above, but not the map φ : A∗×S −→
C˜. We can then consider the scheme S1 = Hom(A
∗, C˜), which is easily seen to be a closed
subscheme of Map(A∗, U) and thus affine. We can thus pull back C˜ to get a curve C˜1 over S1
equipped with a tautological map φ : A∗×S1 −→ C˜1, and we can carry out the previous construction
to get an equivariant formal group C1 over S1.
Definition 7.3. An A-equivariant elliptic spectrum consists of an evenly orientable equivariant
ring spectrum E together with an elliptic curve C˜ over an affine scheme S and a compatible system
of isomorphisms spec(E0(A/B)) = Hom(B∗, C˜) and spf(E0PUA) = C (where C is constructed
from C˜ as above).
We will not take the trouble to make this definition more precise, as we will not use it very
seriously.
In Section 9 we will construct equivariant elliptic spectra associated to elliptic curves over
Q-algebras, as a simple application of the general theory of rational A-spectra.
Elsewhere we have obtained partial results about the existence of integral equivariant elliptic
spectra. These have unsatisfactory indeterminacy and awkward technical hypotheses, but nonethe-
less they are sufficient to make it clear that Definition 7.3 is the right one. Much better results
(relying on a far-reaching theory of equivariant E∞ ring spectra and derived algebraic geometry)
have been announced by Jacob Lurie, but details have yet to appear.
8. Equivariant formal groups of product type
A simple class of A-EFGs can be constructed as follows.
Definition 8.1. Let Ĉ be an ordinary, nonequivariant formal group, and let B be a subgroup of
A. We then have a formal multicurve C := B∗ × Ĉ and a homomorphism
φ := (A∗
res
−−→ B∗
inc
−−→ B∗ × Ĉ = C),
giving an A-efg. Equivariant formal groups of this kind are said to be of product type. We call B
the core of (C, S, φ).
We will show that EFGs over fields are of product type, and EFGs over Q-algebras are locally of
product type. Moreover, we will introduce equivariant analogues of the Morava K-theory spectra,
and show that the associated EFGs are of product type.
Proposition 8.2. An A-efg (C, φ) is of product type iff for every character α ∈ A∗ with φ(α) 6= 0
in C (or equivalently, x(φ(α)) 6= 0 in OS), the element x(φ(α)) is invertible in OS. (This is easily
seen to be independent of the choice of coordinate.)
Proof. First suppose that for all α with φ(α) 6= 0, the element x(φ(α)) is invertible. The kernel
of φ is a subgroup of A∗, so it necessarily has the form ann(B) for some B ≤ A, so φ factors as
A∗
res
−−→ B∗
ψ
−→ C for some ψ. By assumption, x(ψ(β)) is invertible for all β ∈ B∗ \ {0}.
Let Ĉ = {a ∈ C | x(a) is nilpotent } be the formal neighbourhood of 0 in C, and define
σ : B∗ × Ĉ −→ C by σ(β, a) = ψ(β) + a. We need to show that σ is an isomorphism. For this, we
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define xβ(a) = x(a−ψ(β)) and y =
∏
β∈B∗ xβ and R = OC . From the definition of an equivariant
formal group, we know that R = R∧y , and it is clear that
OB∗× bC =
∏
β
R∧xβ .
It will thus suffice to show that the natural map
R∧y −→
∏
β
R∧xβ
is an isomorphism. This will follow from the Chinese Remainder Theorem if we can check that
the ideal (xβ(a), xγ(a)) contains 1 whenever β 6= γ. This is clear because modulo that ideal, we
have ψ(β) = a = ψ(γ), so ψ(β − γ) = 0, so x(ψ(β − γ)) = 0, but x(ψ(β − γ)) is invertible by
assumption. Thus, C is of product type, as claimed.
Conversely, suppose that C is of product type. The vanishing locus of x is contained in {0}× Ĉ,
so x must be invertible on (B∗ \ {0}) × Ĉ. It follows immediately that when φ(α) 6= 0 we have
φ(α) ∈ (B∗ \ {0})× Ĉ and so x(φ(α)) is invertible, as required. 
Corollary 8.3. Every A-equivariant formal group over a field is of product type.
Proof. This is immediate from the proposition. 
We next show how groups of product type occur in topology. For this we need to use the
geometric fixed point functors φ
B
: SA −→ S0 for B ≤ A. These preserve smash products and
satisfy φ
B
Σ∞X = Σ∞XB for based A-spaces X . (The definition and further properties of these
functors will be recalled in Section 10.)
Theorem 8.4. Let K̂ be a nonequivariant even periodic cohomology theory, with associated formal
group Ĉ over S, and let B be a subgroup of A. Define a cohomology theory K∗ on SA by K∗X =
K̂∗φ
B
X. Then K is evenly orientable, and the associated equivariant formal group is just B∗× Ĉ
over S.
Proof. Note that φ
B
SV = SV
B
for any virtual complex representation V , and that φ
B
Σ∞X =
Σ∞XB for any based A-space X . It follows that π1K = π1K̂ = 0 and that the periodicity
isomorphism F (S2n, K̂) = K̂ gives an isomorphism
K∗(X+ ∧ S
V ) = K̂∗(XB+ ∧ S
V B ) = K̂∗XB+ = K
∗X+
of modules over K∗X+. This implies that K is evenly periodic, with K
0(point) = K̂0(point) and
thus spec(K0(point)) is the base scheme S for Ĉ. We also have
K0PU = K̂0(PU)B = K̂∗(B∗ × CP∞) = OB∗× bC ,
so the equivariant formal group associated to K is just B∗ × Ĉ as claimed. 
Example 8.5. Let K̂ = K̂(p, n) be the two-periodic version of Morava K-theory at a prime p,
with height n. We define an equivariant theory K = K(p, n,B) as above; this is called equivariant
Morava K-theory. In [25] we present evidence that these theories deserve this name, because
they play the expected roˆle in equivariant analogues of the Hopkins-Devinatz-Smith nilpotence
theorems, among other things. The same paper also explains the representing object for the theory
K, and shows that we have natural isomorphisms as follows:
K∗(X ∧ Y ) = K∗(X)⊗K∗ K∗(Y )
K∗X = HomK∗(K∗X,K∗).
We now give a slight generalisation.
Definition 8.6. We say that (C, S, φ) is locally of product type if there is a splitting S =
∐
B≤A SB
such that the restricted group CB = C ×S SB is of product type with core B.
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Definition 8.7. Let R be a ring, and r and element of R. We say that r is split if there is an
idempotent e ∈ R with Rr = Re, or equivalently there is a splitting R = R0 ×R1 with respect to
which r ∈ {0} ×R×1 .
Definition 8.8. Let (C, S, φ) be an A-equivariant formal group, and let x be a coordinate on C.
For each B ≤ A we put
IB = (x(φ(α)) | α ∈ ann(B) ≤ A
∗) ≤ OS .
We also put S[B] = spec(OS/IB), which can be described more invariantly as the largest closed
subscheme T ⊆ S over which φ : A∗ × T → C ×S T factors through B∗ × T .
Proposition 8.9. Let (C, S, φ, x) be as above. Then the following are equivalent:
(a) C is locally of product type.
(b) For each B ≤ A, the subscheme S[B] ⊆ S is open as well as closed.
(c) For each α ∈ A∗ the element eα = x(−φ(α)) ∈ OS is split.
Proof. First suppose that (a) holds, giving a decomposition S =
∐
B SB. It follows that each SB
is open and closed, and S[B] =
∐
B′≤B SB′ , which proves (b).
Next, suppose that (b) holds. For α ∈ A∗ one checks that S[ker(α)] is just the largest closed
subscheme of S where φ(α) vanishes, or equivalently where eα vanishes. As this is open as well as
closed, it is the vanishing locus of an idempotent, say fα. It follows that eα and fα generate the
same ideal, so eα is split. This proves (c).
Finally, suppose that (c) holds. This means that for each α we can split S as Eα ∐ Fα with eα
invertible on Eα and zero on Fα. Next, for any subset U ⊆ A
∗ we put
FU =
⋂
α∈U
Fα ∩
⋂
α6∈U
Eα.
We find that FU is both open and closed in S, and that S is the disjoint union of all the sets FU .
Now suppose that U is not a subgroup of A∗, so there must exist α, β ∈ U with γ = α+β 6∈ U .
Then we have FU ⊆ Fα ∩ Fβ ∩Eγ . This means that over FU ⊆ S we have x(φ(α)) = x(φ(β)) = 0
but x(φ(γ)) is invertible. As x is a coordinate we have φ(α) = φ(β) = 0, which implies φ(γ) = 0,
so x(φ(γ)) is zero as well as invertible. It follows that FU is the empty scheme.
Suppose instead that U is a subgroup of A∗, so U = ann(B) for some subgroup B ≤ A. We
then define SB to be FU , and observe that S =
∐
B SB, and that the restriction CB = C ×S SB
is of product type with core B. This proves (a). 
9. Equivariant formal groups over rational rings
We next prove an equivariant analogue of the well-known fact that all formal groups over a
Q-algebra are additive. We write Ĝa for the ordinary additive formal group over S. If we consider
formal schemes over S as functors in the usual way, this sends an OS-algebra R to the set Nil(R)
of nilpotents in R. Given a free module L of rank one over OS (or equivalently, a trivialisable
line bundle over S), we can instead consider the functor R 7→ L⊗OS Nil(R), which we denote by
L ⊗ Ĝa. This gives a formal group over S, noncanonically isomorphic to Ĝa. If C is a formal
multicurve group over S, then the cotangent spaces to the fibres give a trivialisable line bundle
ωC on S. This is easily seen to be the same as ω bC , where Ĉ is the formal neighbourhood of zero,
as usual. From now on we just write ω for this module. If S lies over spec(Q) then the theory of
logarithms for ordinary formal groups gives a canonical isomorphism Ĉ −→ ω−1 ⊗ Ĝa.
Theorem 9.1. Let (C, φ) be an A-equivariant formal group over a scheme S, such that the integer
n = |A| is invertible in OS. Then C is of local product type. Moreover, if OS is a Q-algebra then
Ĉ ≃ ω−1C ⊗ Ĝa and so
C ≃
∐
SB ×S B
∗ × (ω−1C ⊗ Ĝa).
Proof. Put n = |A|, and choose a coordinate x on C. For formal reasons we have x(a + b) =
x(a) + x(b) (mod x(a)x(b)) as functions on C2, and it follows that x(na) = vn(a)x(a) for some
function vn on C with vn(0) = n. (These functions will be studied in greater detail in Section 23.)
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Put Q = OC/(x.vn), so spf(Q) is just the closed subscheme C[n] of points of order n in C. In
Q we have xvn = 0, and for any function f ∈ OC we have f − f(0) ∈ (x) so f.vn = f(0).vn. In
particular, we can take f = vn to see that v
2
n = nvn, so the function u = 1− vn/n is idempotent
in Q. We have u(0) = 0 so u ∈ Qx, but also vnx = 0 so ux = x so x ∈ Qu. For any α ∈ A
∗ we
know that nφ(α) = 0 so φ(α) : S → C[n], and we find that x(φ(α)) generates the same ideal in
OS as u(φ(α)), so x(φ(α)) is split (in the sense of Definition 8.7). It follows by Proposition 8.9
that C is of local product type.
The rational statement now follows from the nonequivariant theory. 
The following slight extension can easily be proved in the same way.
Proposition 9.2. Let (C, φ) be an A-equivariant formal group over a scheme S, such that OS is
an algebra over Z(p). There is of course a unique splitting A = A0×A1, where A0 is a p-group and
p does not divide |A1|. Let C0 ⊆ C be the formal neighbourhood of [φ(A∗0)], and let φ0 : A
∗
0 −→ C0 be
the restriction of φ. Then there is a canonical decomposition S =
∐
B≤A1
SB, and a corresponding
decomposition
C ≃
∐
SB ×S C0 ×B
∗,
such that over SB, the map φ is the product of φ0 and the restriction map A
∗
1 −→ B
∗. 
We would like to understand how the splitting in Theorem 9.1 works out when the equivariant
formal group comes from a ring spectrum. For simplicity we will treat only the rational case,
although many parts of our analysis can also be made to work assuming only that |A| is invertible.
We start by recalling an algebraic description of the category QSA of rational A-spectra. Let
V∗[A] denote the category of graded modules over the group ring Q[A]. If X ∈ QSA and B ≤ A
then the nonequivariant spectrum φ
B
(X) has a homotopical action of the Weyl group A/B, so
π∗(φ
B
(X)) ∈ V∗[A/B]. Put AA =
∏
B≤A V∗[A/B], and define Φ: QSA → AA by
Φ(X)B = π∗(φ
B
(X)).
We can make AA into a symmetric monoidal category by the rule (M ⊗ N)B = MB ⊗ NB. For
nonequivariant rational spectra X and Y we have
π∗(X ∧ Y ) = H∗(X ∧ Y ;Q) = H∗(X ;Q)⊗H∗(Y ;Q) = π∗(X)⊗ π∗(Y ).
Using this, we we that Φ takes smash products to tensor products.
Theorem 9.3. The functor Φ: QSA → A is an equivalence.
As far as we know, the literature only contains a rather indirect proof of this fact, going via
the theory of Mackey functors. Here we give a slightly more direct argument.
Proof. All spectra in this proof are implicitly rationalised; we will not indicate this explicitly in
the notation.
We have a natural map
ΦXY : QSA(X,Y )∗ → AA(Φ(X),Φ(Y ))∗,
which we claim is an isomorphism.
Using Maaschke’s theorem we see that all objects in A are both injective and projective. It is
also clear that Φ preserves all coproducts. It follows that both QSA(X,Y )∗ and A(Φ(X),Φ(Y ))∗
are cohomology theories of X . If X is finite then they are also homology theories in Y . We can
thus reduce easily to the case where X and Y are both finite.
Now let DY be the Spanier-Whitehead dual of Y . The duality between Y and DY is encoded
by the unit map η : S → DY ∧ Y and the counit ǫ : Y ∧ DY → S, which make the following
diagrams commute:
DY
η∧1 //
1 ''NN
NN
NN
NN
NN
N DY ∧ Y ∧DY
1∧ǫ

Y
1∧η //
1
%%LL
LL
LL
LL
LL
LL
Y ∧DY ∧ Y
ǫ∧1

DY Y
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We can apply Φ to this to get a perfect duality between Φ(Y ) and Φ(DY ), which in turn gives a
commutative square
QSA(X,Y )
ΦXY //
≃

AA(Φ(X),Φ(Y ))
≃

QSA(X ∧DY, S0) ΦX∧DY,S0
// AA(Φ(X ∧DY ),Φ(S0)).
Using this we reduce to the case Y = S0. We can then reduce further by cellular induction to the
case X = A/B+. Here QSA(A/B+, S
0)0 is the Burnside ring of B, which we will call Ω(B). Using
the tom Dieck splitting (Σ∞A S
0)B =
∨
C≤B Σ
∞B(B/C)+ we also see that QSA(A/B+, S0)n =
Hn((Σ
∞
A S
0)B;Q) = 0 for n 6= 0. We also find that AA(Φ(A/B+),Φ(S0)) =
∏
C≤B Q, and the
map ΦA/B+,S0 is just the usual fixed-point map, which is well-known to be an isomorphism.
We now know that the functor Φ is full and faithful. As QSA has all coproducts, and split-
tings for idempotents, we see that the essential image of Φ is closed under coproducts and re-
tracts. Moreover, all monomorphisms and epimorphisms in AA are split, so image(Φ) is closed
under taking subobjects and quotient objects. If M ∈ AA and m ∈ MB,d then there is a map
fm : Φ(Σ
dA/B+)→M sending an evident generator to m. By taking a large direct sum of maps
like this, we can express M as a quotient of an object in the image of Φ. It follows that Φ is
essentially surjective, as claimed. 
Remark 9.4. The group Y mX = [X,Y ]−m = AA(Φ(X),Φ(Y ))−m can also be described as∏
B
∏
iH
m+i(φ
B
(X);πi(φ
B
(Y )))A/B .
Remark 9.5. The action of A/B on π∗(φ
B
(X)) plays a central roˆle here, so it is useful to know
when this action is trivial. Choose an embedding of A in a torus T , and suppose that X arises by
applying the restriction functor resTA to a T -spectrum which we also call X . Then the action map
A/B → [φ
B
(X), φ
B
(X)] factors through π0(T/B) = 1, so A/B acts trivially on all homotopical
invariants of φ
B
(X).
In particular, elementary character theory tells us that any complex representation V of A
admits a compatible T -action, so the above remarks apply to all spaces constructed functorially
from V such as the projective space PV , the sphere S(V ) and so on.
Proposition 9.6. Let E be an evenly orientable rational A-spectrum, let (C, S, φ) be the corre-
sponding formal group, and let SB ⊆ S be as in Theorem 9.1. Put jB = π0(φ
B
E) and kB = j
A/B
B
and ω = π2E. Then SB = spec(kB), and for all X we have
Em(X) =
∏
B≤A
∏
d∈Z
Hm+2d(φ
B
(X); jB ⊗ ω
d)A/B.
Proof. Using Theorem 9.3 and Remark 9.4 we have
Em(X) =
∏
B
∏
i
Hm+i(φ
B
(X);πi(φ
B
(E)))A/B .
We now take m = 1 and X = (A/B′)+. As E is evenly periodic, the left hand side vanishes. On
the right, the factor where B = B′ is
H0(A/B′;π−1(φ
B′
(E)))A/B
′
= π−1(φ
B′
(E));
this must therefore vanish as well. As E is periodically orientable we find that πi+2(φ
B
(E)) ≃
πi(φ
B
(E)) ⊗E0 ω. It follows that π2i(φ
B
(E)) = jB ⊗E0 ω
i and π2i+1(φ
B
(E)) = 0. Using this we
get
Em(X) =
∏
B≤A
∏
d∈Z
Hm+2d(φ
B
(X); jB ⊗ ω
d)A/B
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as claimed. We apply this to the spectrum X = Σ∞+ PU , noting that the action of A/B on
φ
B
(X) = Σ∞+ (B
∗ × CP∞) is homotopically trivial by Remark 9.5. This gives
E0PU =
∏
B
∏
d
Map(B∗, H2d(CP∞; kB ⊗ ω
d))
and thus
C ≃
∐
B
B∗ × spec(kB)× Ĝa.
We also find that the map φ : A∗ × S → C is given over spec(kB) by the restriction A∗ → B∗ and
the obvious inclusion B∗ → B∗ × Ĝa, so SB = spec(kB). 
Construction 9.7. Let (C, S, φ) be an A-EFG as in Theorem 9.1. Put kB = OSB , which is a
Q-algebra. Let ω be the cotangent space to C at zero, and put ωB = ω|SB , which is a free module
of rank one over kB . Define a multiplicative cohomology theory E
∗ on A-spectra by
Em(X) =
∏
B
∏
d
Hm+2d(φ
B
(X);ωdB)
A/B.
(Here we use the trivial action of A/B on ωdB, so the action on the cohomology group comes
solely from the action on φ
B
(X).) Write E = ∆(C, S, φ) for the spectrum that represents this
cohomology theory.
Proposition 9.8. ∆(C, S, φ) is evenly orientable, with Γ∆(C, S, φ) ≃ (C, S, φ).
Proof. Put E = ∆(C, S, φ). From the definitions we have E0 =
∏
B H
0(1; kB)
A/B =
∏
B kB = OS
and
E0PU =
∏
B
∏
d
H2d(B∗ × CP∞;ωdB) =
∏
B
∏
d
∏
β∈B∗
H2d(CP∞;ωd).
Choose a generator u of ω, and let y be the standard generator of H2(CP∞). Put
xB,d,β =

1 if d = 0, β 6= 0
y ⊗ u if d = 1, β = 0
0 otherwise.
This defines a class x ∈ E0PU . If we quotient out the ideal generated by x then all factors where
β 6= 0 or d > 0 are killed, and this leaves (E0PU)/x =
∏
B kB = E
0.
Now consider a character α of A and the subspace P (L0 ⊕ Lα) ⊂ PU . If B ≤ ker(α) we find
that
φ
B
P (L0 ⊕ Lα) = {0} × CP
1 ⊂ B∗ × CP∞ = φ
B
PU .
On the other hand, if B 6≤ ker(α) we find that
φ
B
P (L0 ⊕ Lα) = {0, α|B} ⊆ B
∗ ⊂ B∗ × CP∞ = φ
B
PU .
Either way, we see that the reduced cohomology of this space with coefficients in k∗B =
⊕
d ω
d
B is
freely generated over k∗B by the image of x. By taking the product over all B, we see that the image
of x generates E∗(P (L0 ⊕ Lα), PL0) as a module over E∗. We leave it to the reader to check in
the same way that E∗((A/A′)×P (L0⊕Lα), A/A′×PL0) is freely generated by x over E∗(A/A′),
so x has the required universal generating property and is a coordinate for E. This shows that E
is periodically orientable, and it is immediate from the definitions that E−1(A/A′) = 0, so in fact
it is evenly orientable.
It is clear by construction that
spf(E0PU) =
∐
B
B∗ × SB × (ω
−1
B ⊗ Ĝa) ≃ C,
so Γ∆ is the identity functor. 
Proposition 9.9. There is a natural map ξE : ∆Γ(E) → E for E ∈ QEOA. Moreover, the
following are equivalent:
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(a) E0(A/B) = E0/(x(φ(α)) | α ∈ (A/B)∗ ≤ A∗) (for any coordinate x and any subgroup
B ≤ A).
(b) The unit map E0 → E0(A/B) is surjective (for any subgroup B ≤ A).
(c) A/B acts trivially on E0(A/B) (for any subgroup B ≤ A).
(d) ξE is an isomorphism.
Remark 9.10. If E is the restriction of a T -spectrum for some torus T ⊇ A then we see as in
Remark 9.5 that (c) holds, and so the other conditions hold as well. In particular, this will hold
automatically for the rationalisations of popular examples such as K-theory and cobordism, which
are constructed in a uniform way for all compact Lie groups.
Proof. Let E be a rational, evenly periodic A-equivariant ring spectrum. Put jB = π0(φ
B
E) and
kB = j
A/B
B and ω = π2E as in Proposition 9.6. The inclusions kB → jB give an inclusion
ξE,X :
∏
B
H∗(φ
B
(X); kB ⊗ ω
∗)A/B →
∏
B
H∗(φ
B
(X); jB ⊗ ω
∗)A/B,
or equivalently ∆Γ(E)∗(X)→ E∗(X). By the Yoneda lemma, this is induced by a map ∆Γ(E)→
E of equivariant ring spectra.
Next, it is trivial that (a) implies (b), and a naturality argument shows that (b) implies (c).
Now note that
E0(A/A′) =
∏
B≤A′
H0(A/A′; jB)
A/B =
∏
B≤A′
j
A′/B
B ,
and the factor indexed by B = A′ is just jA′ . It follows that A acts trivially on E
0(A/A′) for all
A′ iff it acts trivially on jA′ for all A
′ iff kA′ = jA′ for all A
′. If this holds, it is clear that ξE is an
isomorphism. Thus (c) implies (d). Finally, suppose that (d) holds. Note that ∆Γ(E)0(A/A′) =∏
B≤A′ kB, so if ξE is an isomorphism we must have kB = j
A′/B
B for all B ≤ A
′ ≤ A. By
considering the case A′ = B we see that jB = kB , so the action of A on jB is trivial. This
gives E0 =
∏
B kB and E
0(A/A′) =
∏
B≤A′ kB. We also know that the map φ : A
∗ × S → C is
given over SB = spec(kB) by the restriction A
∗ → B∗ and the inclusion B∗ → B∗ × Ĉ, so the
largest closed subscheme where φ((A′)∗) = 0 is just
∐
B≤A′ SB, which is the spectrum of the ring∏
B≤A′ kB = E
0(A/A′). On the other hand, this closed subscheme can also be described as the
spectrum of the ring
k′A′ = E
0/(x(φ(α)) | α ∈ (A/A′)∗ ≤ A∗).
We must therefore have E0(A/A′) = k′A′ , so (a) holds. 
The following corollary follows directly.
Corollary 9.11. Let QEO′A be the full subcategory of QEOA generated by objects for which the
equivalent conditions of Proposition 9.9 are satisfied. Then the functors Γ and ∆ give an equiva-
lence between QEO′A and QGA. 
Example 9.12. Suppose we have an elliptic curve C˜ over a scheme S = spec(k) as in Section 7.2,
and suppose that k is a Q-algebra. We then define an equivariant formal group C over S1 =
Hom(A∗, C˜) as described in Section 7.2, and use this to construct an evenly periodic A-equivariant
ring spectrum E = ∆(C). Using Proposition 9.9 we see that E0(A/B) = OHom(B∗, eC) for all B ≤ A,
so we have an elliptic spectrum as defined in Definition 7.3.
10. Equivariant formal groups of pushout type
We next consider a slightly different generalization of the notion of a group of product type.
Definition 10.1. Suppose we have a subgroup B ≤ A and a formal multicurve group C′, with a
map φ′ : (A/B)∗ −→ C′ making it an A/B-equivariant formal group. There is an evident embedding
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(A/B)∗ −→ A∗, which we can use to form a pushout
(A/B)∗
φ′ //


C′

A∗
φ
// C.
If we choose a transversal T to (A/B)∗ in A∗, then the underlying scheme of C is just
∐
α∈T C.
This implies that the formation of the pushout is compatible with base change, and that C is an
A-equivariant formal group. Formal groups constructed in this way are said to be of pushout type.
(The case where φ′ = 0 evidently gives groups of product type.)
We next examine how formal groups of this kind can arise in equivariant topology. For this,
we need to recall in more detail the various different change of group functors and fixed-point
functors for A-spectra.
Given a homomorphism ζ : B −→ A, there is a pullback functor ζ∗ : SA −→ SB , which preserves
smash products and function spectra. (Note that if ζ is not injective, then ζ∗UA is not a complete
B-universe, so the definition of ζ∗ contains an implicit change of universe.) If ζ is the inclusion of
a subgroup then ζ∗ is called restriction and written resAB. This functor has a left adjoint written
X 7→ A+ ∧B X , and a right adjoint written X 7→ FB(A+, X). These two adjoints are actually
isomorphic, by the generalized Wirthmu¨ller isomorphism [14, Theorem II.6.2].
If ζ is the projection A −→ A/B then ζ∗ is called inflation. This has a right adjoint functor
λB : SA −→ SA/B, which we call the Lewis-May fixed point functor. The adjunction is discussed
in [14, Section II.7]; there λBX is written XB. One can check that the following square commutes
up to natural isomorphism:
SA
λC //
resAB

SA/C
res
A/C
B/C

SB
λC
// SB/C .
It will be convenient to write
λ
B
= res
A/B
0 λ
B = λB resAB : SA −→ S0.
The usual equivariant homotopy groups of X are defined by πB∗ X = π∗λ
B
X . The functors λB
and λ
B
do not preserve smash products, and there is no sense in which λB acts as the identity on
B-fixed objects.
Lewis and May also introduce another functor φB : SA −→ SA/B , called the geometric fixed point
functor. To explain the definition, let V be a complex representation of A. We write χV for the
usual inclusion S0 −→ SV , which can be regarded as an element of the R(A)-graded homotopy
ring π∗S
0 in dimension −V . It is easily seen to be zero if V A 6= 0, but it turns out to be nonzero
otherwise. It is also clear that χV⊕W = χV χW .
By dualizing the standard cofibration S(V )+ −→ S0
χV
−−→ SV , we see that D(S(V )+) deserves to
be called S0/χV . On the other hand, we have
S0[χ−1V ] = lim−→
(S0
χV
−−→ SV
χV
−−→ S2V −→ . . .) = S∞V .
It follows that for any X ∈ SA, the spectrum X [χ
−1
V ] = X ∧S
∞V is a Bousfield localization of X ,
or more specifically, the finite localization away from the thick ideal generated by S0/χV . There
is another characterization as follows. Let F be the family of those subgroups A′ ≤ A such that
V A
′
6= 0, and let C be the thick ideal generated by {A/A′+ | A
′ ∈ F}. It is not hard to see that
S(∞V )A
′
is contractible for A′ ∈ F and empty for A′ 6∈ F . Thus S(∞V ) is a model for the space
EF (as in Definition 4.9) and S∞V = Σ˜S(∞V ) = Σ˜EF = E˜F . It follows that X [χ−1V ] is the finite
localization of X away from C. It also follows that C is the same as the thick ideal generated by
S0/χV .
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Now fix a subgroup B ≤ A, and take
V = VA,B := C[A]⊖ (C[A]
B) =
⊕
α∈A∗\ann(B)
Lα.
In this context, we write χA,B for χV , and we also write χA for χA,A. We also put F [B] = {C ≤
A | B 6≤ C}, and note that E˜F [B] = S∞V . The geometric fixed-point functor φB : SA −→ SA/B is
defined by
φBX = λB(X [χ−1A,B]) = λ
B(X ∧ E˜F [B]).
(In [14] the functor φB is actually defined in a different way, but the above description is proved
as Theorem II.9.8). Let π : A −→ A/B be the projection. One can check that φB preserves smash
products [14, Proposition 9.12], the composite
SA/B
π∗
−→ SA
φB
−−→ SA/B
is the identity [14, Proposition 9.10], and the following diagram commutes:
SA
φC //
resAB

SA/C
res
A/C
B/C

SB
φC
// SB/C .
Moreover, for any A-space X we have φBΣ∞X = Σ∞XB [14, Corollary 9.9]. It will be convenient
to write
φ
B
= res
A/B
0 φ
B = φB resAB : SA −→ S0.
This again preserves smash products, and it is known that a spectrum X ∈ SA satisfies X = 0 iff
φ
B
X = 0 in S0 for all B ≤ A. We will also need the following property:
Lemma 10.2. Suppose that B ≤ A, and write χ = χA,B. Then for X,Y ∈ SA there are natural
equivalences
λBF (X,Y [χ−1]) = λBF (X [χ−1], Y [χ−1]) = F (φBX,φBY ).
Proof. First note that the map W −→ W [χ−1] is an equivalence iff W is concentrated over B as
defined in [14, page 109]. Let C be the category of suchW , so we have functors φB = λB : C −→ SA/B
and ψ : SA/B −→ C given by ψ(Z) = (π
∗Z)[χ−1]. We see from [14, Corollary II.9.6] that φB and ψ
are mutually inverse equivalences, and it follows that
[X,Y [χ−1]]B∗ = [X [χ
−1], Y [χ−1]]B∗ = [φ
BX,φBY ]
A/B
∗ .
Now consider W ∈ SA/B and replace X by (π
∗W ) ∧X in the above. We deduce that
[W,λBF (X,Y [χ−1])]
A/B
∗ = [W,λ
BF (X [χ−1], Y [χ−1])]
A/B
∗ = [W,F (φ
BX,φBY )]
A/B
∗ .
The claim now follows by the Yoneda lemma. 
Theorem 10.3. Let E′ be an A/B-equivariant periodically orientable ring spectrum, with as-
sociated equivariant formal group (A/B)∗
φ′
−→ C′. Let π : A −→ A/B be the projection, and put
E = (π∗E′)[χ−1A,B]. Then E is an A-equivariant periodically orientable ring spectrum, and for all
X ∈ SA we have
E∗X = E
′
∗φ
BX
E∗X = (E′)∗φBX.
Moreover, the formal group associated to E is the pushout of C′ along the inclusion (A/B)∗ −→ A∗.
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Proof. Because π∗ preserves smash products, it is clear that π∗E′ is a commutative A-equivariant
ring spectrum, and so the same is true of E. We saw earlier that φBπ∗ = 1, so φBE = E′. Also,
we have E ∧X = E ∧X [χ−1A,B], so
λB(E ∧X) = φB(E ∧X) = φB(E) ∧ φB(X) = E′ ∧ φB(X).
We can apply λA/B to this to see that λA(E ∧X) = λA/B(E′ ∧ φB(X)), and by applying π∗ we
deduce that E∗X = E
′
∗φ
BX .
For the corresponding statement in cohomology, we see using Lemma 10.2 that λBF (X,E) =
F (φBX,φBE) = F (φBX,E′). We again apply the functor π∗λ
A/B(−) to see that E∗X =
E′
∗
φBX , as claimed.
In particular, if X is an A-space we have φBΣ∞X = Σ∞XB and so E∗X = E′
∗
XB. Thus,
if we put S = spec(E′0(point)), then S is also the same as spec(E0(point)). We next consider
the space PV , where V is a representation of A. We can split V into isotypical parts for the
action of B, say V =
⊕
β V [β], where V [β] is a sum of representations Lα with α|B = β. We then
have (PV )B =
∐
β PV [β], and so E
∗PV =
∏
β E
′∗PV [β]. Using this, it is easy to see that E
is periodically orientable. Next, consider the space PUA, so (PUA)B =
∐
β P (UA[β]). The space
P (UA[0]) is canonically identified with PUA/B, so spf(E
′0PUA[0]) = C′. For β 6= 0, we can choose
β˜ ∈ A∗ extending β, and then tensoring with L−β˜ gives an equivalence θ : PUA[β] ≃ PUA/B. If we
change β˜ by an element γ ∈ (A/B)∗, then θ changes by the automorphism τ−γ of PUA/B. Using
this, it is not hard to identify the curve C = spf(E0PUA) =
∐
spf(E′
0
PUA[β]) with the pushout
of C′ along the map (A/B)∗ −→ A∗. 
11. Equivariant Morava E-theory
Let Ĉ0 be the standard p-typical formal group of height n over S0 = spec(Fp). We write K̂ for
the two-periodic MoravaK-theory spectrum whose associated formal group is Ĉ0, so K̂∗ = Fp[u
±1]
with |u| = 2. This formal group has a universal deformation Ĉ1 over S1 := spf(Zp[[u1, . . . , un−1]]).
We write Ê for the corresponding Landweber-exact cohomology theory, and refer to it as Morava
E-theory. Now suppose we have a finite abelian group A and a subgroup B. We define C0 =
B∗×Ĉ0, which is an A-efg of product type over S0, associated to the equivariant MoravaK-theory
K∗X := K̂∗φ
B
X . We can also define an A/B-equivariant cohomology theory by X 7→ Ê∗Xh(A/B),
as in Section 6. The associated equivariant formal group is Ĉ2 = Ĉ1 ×S1 S over S, where S =
Hom((A/B)∗, Ĉ1). We then perform the construction in Section 10. This gives an A-equivariant
theory E = E(p, n,B), defined by
E∗X = Ê∗((φBX)h(A/B)),
whose associated equivariant formal group is the pushout of Ĉ2 along the inclusion (A/B)
∗ −→ A∗.
We write C for this pushout, and we refer to E as equivariant Morava E-theory. In [25] we
give some evidence that this name is reasonable, related to the theory of Bousfield classes and
nilpotence. Here we give a further piece of evidence, based on formal group theory.
We first note that S0 is a closed subscheme of S1, which is in turn a closed subscheme of
S = Hom((A/B)∗, Ĉ1) (corresponding to the zero homomorphism). The restriction of C to S1 is
just B∗ × Ĉ1, and the restriction of this to S0 is just C0. The inclusion C0 −→ C corresponds to
a ring map OC −→ OC0 , or equivalently E
0PU −→ K0PU . It can be shown that this comes from
a natural map E∗X −→ K∗X of cohomology theories. Indeed, there is certainly a nonequivariant
map q : Ê −→ K̂. Moreover, up to homotopy there is a unique map A/B −→ E(A/B) of A/B-spaces,
which gives a natural map
res(Y ) = (A/B+ ∧ Y )/(A/B) −→ (E(A/B)+ ∧ Y )/(A/B) = Yh(A/B)
for A/B-spectra Y . If Y = φBX then res(Y ) = φ
B
X and so we get a map
E∗X = Ê∗(φBX)h(A/B) −→ Ê
∗φ
B q∗
−→ K̂∗φ
B
X = K∗X,
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as required.
Definition 11.1. A deformation of the A-efg C0 over S0 consists of an A-efg C
′ over a base S′
together with a commutative square
C0
f˜ //

C′

S0
f
// S′
such that
(a) f is a closed inclusion, and S′ is a formal neighbourhood of f(S0)
(b) f˜ induces an isomorphism C0 −→ f
∗C of A-efg’s over S0.
If C′ and C′′ are deformations, a morphism between them means a commutative square
C′
g˜ //

C′′

S′ g
// S′′
such that g˜ induces an isomorphism C′ −→ g∗C′′ of A-efg’s over S′. A universal deformation means
a terminal object in the category of deformations.
As mentioned previously, the formal group Ĉ1 associated to Ê is the universal deformation of
the formal group Ĉ0 associated to K̂. Equivariantly, we have the following analogue.
Theorem 11.2. The A-equivariant formal group C (associated to equivariant Morava E-theory)
is the universal deformation of C0 (associated to equivariant Morava K-theory).
Proof. Suppose we have an A-efg (C′, φ′) over S′ equipped with maps (f, f˜) making it a deforma-
tion of C0. We will identify S0 with f(S0) and thus regard it as a closed subscheme of S
′. Similarly,
we regard C0 as the closed subscheme C
′|S0 of C
′. Note that S′ is a formal neighbourhood of S0,
and it follows that C′ is a formal neighbourhood of C0. We choose a coordinate x
′ on C′, and
note that it restricts to give a coordinate on C0.
Now let Ĉ′ denote the formal neighbourhood of the zero section in C′. We have (Ĉ′)|S0 = Ĉ0,
so we can regard Ĉ′ as a deformation of the ordinary formal group Ĉ0. As Ĉ1 is the universal
deformation of Ĉ0, this gives us a pullback square
Ĉ′
g˜ //

Ĉ1

S′ g
// S1.
Next, suppose we have α ∈ (A/B)∗ ⊂ A∗, giving a section φ′(α) of C′ and an element x′(φ′(α)) ∈
OS′ . As C′|S0 = C0 = B
∗ × Ĉ0 and α|B = 0 we have φ′(α)|S0 = 0, so x
′(φ′(α)) maps to 0 in OS0 .
As S′ is a formal neighbourhood of S0, it follows that x
′(φ′(α)) is topologically nilpotent in OS′ ,
and thus that φ′(α) is actually a section of Ĉ′. Thus, g˜ ◦ φ′ gives a map (A/B)∗ −→ Ĉ1, which is
classified by a map h : S′ −→ Hom((A/B)∗, Ĉ1) = S. The maps g˜ and h combine to give a map
θ : Ĉ′ −→ h∗Ĉ = h∗(Ĉ1 ×S1 S) = g
∗Ĉ1.
This can be regarded as an isomorphism of A/B-equivariant formal groups.
Next, the decomposition C0 = B
∗ × Ĉ0 =
∐
β∈B∗ Ĉ0 gives orthogonal idempotents eβ ∈ OC0
with
∑
β eβ = 1. As C
′ is a formal neighbourhood of C0, these can be lifted to orthogonal
idempotents in OC′ , giving a decomposition C′ =
∐
β C
′
β say. One can check that C
′
β = φ
′(α)+ Ĉ′
for any α ∈ A∗ with α|B = β, and it follows that C′ is just the pushout of the map φ′ : (A/B)∗ −→ Ĉ′
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and the inclusion (A/B)∗ −→ A∗. It follows in turn that h˜ extends to give an isomorphism
C′ −→ g∗C, and thus a morphism C′ −→ C of deformations. All steps in this construction are
forced, so one can check that this morphism is unique. This means that C is the universal
deformation of C0, as claimed. 
12. A completion theorem
Suppose we have an A-equivariant formal group (C, φ), and a subgroup B ≤ A, giving a
subgroup (A/B)∗ ≤ A∗. Let S0 be the closed subscheme of S where φ((A/B)∗) = 0. Equivalently,
if we put eα = x(φ(−α)) and J = (eα | α ∈ (A/B)
∗), then S0 = V (J) = spec(OS/J). If we put
C0 = S0 ×S C then φ induces a map ψ : B∗ × S0 −→ C0 making C0 into a B-equivariant formal
group over S0. Next, we put S1 = lim
−→m
spec(OS/Jm) = spf((OS)∧J ), the formal neighbourhood of
S1 in S, and C1 = S1 ×S C. This is an A-equivariant formal group over S1 for which φ((A/B)∗)
is infinitesimally close to 0.
Now suppose that C comes from an A-equivariant periodically orientable theory E. We would
like to interpret C0 and C1 topologically.
Proposition 12.1. Let E0 be the B-spectrum res
A
B(E), representing the theory E
∗(A×BY ) for B-
spaces Y . Let C′0/S
′
0 be the associated B-equivariant formal group. Then there is a map S
′
0 −→ S0
(which may or may not be an isomorphism) and an isomorphism C′0 = C0 ×S0 S
′
0.
Proof. We have S′0 = spec(π0E0) = spec(E
0A/B), so there is a natural map S′0 −→ S. Moreover,
we have PUB ≃ resAB PUA, which gives an isomorphism A×B PUB ≃ A/B × PUA and thus
E00PUB ≃ E
0(A/B × PUA) = E
0(A/B)⊗E0 E
0PUA.
This shows that the formal group for E0 is just C
′
0 := C×S S
′
0. All that is left is to check that the
map S′0 −→ S factors through S0, so C
′
0 can also be described as C0 ×S0 S
′
0. To see this, note that
φ comes from the inclusion j : A∗ = πA0 PU −→ PU , so the corresponding map φ
′
0 over S
′
0 comes
from the map 1× j : (A/B)×A∗ −→ (A/B)× PU . Using the isomorphism
[(A/B)×A∗, (A/B)× PU ]A = [A∗, (A/B)× PU ]B
= Map(A∗, πB0 ((A/B)× PU))
= Map(A∗, (A/B)×B∗)
we see that the restriction of (1 × j) to (A/B) × (A/B)∗ is null, so that φ′0((A/B)
∗) = 0 as
claimed. 
If E is the complex K-theory spectrum KUA, then we saw earlier that S = Hom(A
∗,Gm) and
so
S0 = {φ ∈ Hom(A
∗,Gm) | φ((A/B)
∗) = 0} = Hom(B∗,Gm).
On the other hand, it is well-known that KU∗A(A ×B Y ) = KU
∗
BY so E0 = KUB so S
′
0 =
Hom(B∗,Gm) = S0. A similar argument works for theories of the form E
∗X = Ê∗XhA where Ê
is K(n)-local as in Section 6, in which case we have S = Hom(A∗, Ĉ) and S0 = S
′
0 = Hom(B
∗, Ĉ).
At the other extreme, for theories of the form E∗X = Ê∗(resA0 (X)), we have S0 = S and S
′
0 =
(A/B)× S.
We next consider C1. Recall that there is an A-space E[≤ B] characterised by the property
that E[≤ B]C is contractible for C ≤ B and empty for C 6≤ B. The first approximation would be
to consider the ring spectrum F (E[≤ B]+, E). However, as S1 is a formal scheme rather than an
affine scheme, we need a pro-spectrum rather than a spectrum. The solution is to define F•(X+, E)
to be the pro-system of ring spectra F (Xα+, E), where Xα runs over finite subcomplexes of X ,
and to put E1 = F•(E[≤ B]+, E). The desired description of E∗1PU is a kind of completion
theorem in the style of Atiyah-Segal, so we expect to need finiteness hypotheses. However, with
these hypotheses, we have an exact result rather than an approximate one as in the previous
proposition.
Theorem 12.2. Suppose that E∗(point) is a Noetherian ring, and that E∗(A/C) is finitely gen-
erated over it for all C ≤ A. Then the A-equivariant formal group associated to E1 is C1.
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Proof. This is essentially taken from [8]. Choose generators α1, . . . , αr for (A/B)
∗, let Li be the
one-dimensional representation corresponding to αi and let χi denote the inclusion S
0 −→ SLi .
There is a canonical Thom class ui in E
0SLi , and χ∗i (ui) is the Euler class ei = x(φ(−αi)). One
checks easily that the space P :=
∏
i S(∞Li) is a model for E[≤ B], and the spaces T (m) :=∏
i S(mLi) form a cofinal system of finite subcomplexes, so E1 is equivalent to the tower of ring
spectra F (T (m)+, E) = D(T (m)+) ∧ E. Next, by taking the Spanier-Whitehead dual of the
cofibration S(mLi)+ −→ S0
χmi−−→ SmLi , we see that D(S(mLi)+) deserves to be called S/χmi , and
so D(T (m)+) deserves to be called S/(χ
m
1 , . . . , χ
m
r ). This suggests that π∗(E∧D(T (m)+)) should
be E∗/Jm, where Jm = (u
m
1 , . . . , u
m
r ) ≤ E∗. Unfortunately, there are correction terms. More
precisely, the cofibration displayed above gives a two-stage filtration of D(S(mLi)+) for each i,
and by smashing these together we get a (r+1)-stage filtration of D(T (m)+), and thus a spectral
sequence converging to π∗(E ∧D(T (m)+)). The first page is easily seen to be the Koszul complex
for the sequence em1 , . . . , e
m
r , so the bottom line of the second page is E∗/Jm, and the remaining
lines are higher Koszul homology groups. The filtrations are compatible as m varies, so we get a
spectral sequence in the abelian category of pro-groups converging to π∗E1. In the second page,
the bottom line is the tower {E∗/Jm}m≥0, and the remaining lines are pro-trivial by [8, Lemma
3.7]. It follows that π∗E1 ≃ {E∗/Jm} as pro-groups, and so the formal scheme corresponding to
π0E1 is lim
−→m
spec(E0/Jm) = lim
−→m
spec(E0/Jm) = S1. We now replace E by F (P (n.C[A])+, E)
and then take the limit as n tends to infinity to conclude that spf(E01PU) = C ×S S1 = C1 as
claimed. 
Remark 12.3. Using the same circle of ideas one proves that the kernel of the map E0/J −→
E0(A/B) is nilpotent, so the map S′0 −→ S0 is dominant; compare [8, Theorem 1.4].
13. A counterexample
Here we exhibit a Z/2-equivariant formal group C with a number of unusual properties, which
are only possible because the base scheme S is not Noetherian. The phenomena described here
are the main obstruction to our understanding of the equivariant Lazard ring.
For any A-equivariant formal group (C, φ), there is a natural map ψ : A∗ × Ĉ −→ C given by
ψ(α, a) = φ(α) + a. As C is a formal neighbourhood of [φ(A∗)], it is natural to expect that ψ
should be an epimorphism, or equivalently that the map ψ∗ : OC −→
∏
αO bC should be injective.
The key feature of the example to be constructed here is that ψ∗ is not in fact injective.
Start with k0 = F2[e], letM be the module F2[e
±1]/F2[e], and let k be the square-zero extension
k0⊕M . More explicitly, k is generated over k0 by elements u1, u2, . . . subject to eui+1 = ui (with
u0 interpreted as 0) and uiuj = 0. Put S = spec(k).
Next, let R be the completion of k[x] at the element y = x2 + ex, so R = k[[y]]{1, x}, and put
C = spf(R) = {x ∈ A1S | x
2 + ex is nilpotent }.
This is a subgroup of A1S under addition. In the corresponding Hopf algebra structure on R, the
elements x and y are both primitive. There is a homomorphism φ : Z/2 −→ C sending 0 to 0 and
1 to e. The corresponding divisor is just R/y, and as R is complete at y, we deduce that (C, φ) is
an equivariant formal group.
Next, we can define maps λ0, λa : R −→ k[[t]] by
λ0(x) = t
λa(x) = t+ e
λ0(y) = λa(y) = t
2 + te.
The map ψ∗ : OC −→
∏
αO bC is just the map (λ0, λa) : R −→ k[[t]]× k[[t]]. Now consider the element
f =
∑
k≥0
u1−2k+1y
2k ∈ R.
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We then have
λ0(f) =
∑
k≥0
u1−2k+1(t
2 + et)2
k
=
∑
k≥0
u1−2k+1t
2k+1 +
∑
k≥0
u1−2k+1e
2k t2
k
=
∑
k≥0
u1−2k+1t
2k+1 +
∑
k≥0
u1−2kt
2k
= u1−20t
20 = u0t = 0.
We also have λa(f) = 0 by the same argument, so ψ
∗(f) = 0.
14. Divisors
We now return to the purely algebraic theory of formal multicurves and their divisors.
Recall that a divisor on C is a regular hypersurface D ⊆ C such that OD is a finitely generated
projective module over OS , which is discrete in the quotient topology. We also make the following
temporary definition; one of our main tasks in this section is to show (in Proposition 14.15) that it
is equivalent to the preceeding one. (For divisors of degree one, this follows from Corollary 2.12.)
Definition 14.1. A weak divisor on C is a closed subscheme D ⊂ C that is finite and very flat
over S (so OD is a discrete finitely generated projective module over OS). Thus, a weak divisor
D = spf(R/J) is a divisor iff the ideal J is open and generated by a regular element. If y is a
good parameter on C, we note that J is open iff yN ∈ J for N ≫ 0.
If D0 = spf(R/J0) is a divisor and D1 = spf(R/J1) is a weak divisor then one checks that the
scheme D0 +D1 := spf(R/(J0J1)) is again a weak divisor.
Definition 14.2. Now suppose we have a map q : T −→ S of schemes which is finite and very
flat, so that OT is a discrete finitely generated projective module over OS . If g ∈ OT then
multiplication by g gives an OS-linear endomorphism µg of OT , whose determinant we denote by
Nq(g) or NT/S(g).
Definition 14.3. Fix a difference function d on C. For any weak divisor D on C over, we can
regard d by restriction as a function on D ×S C. We also have a projection q : D ×S C −→ C, and
we put
fD = Nq(d) = N(D×SC)/C(d) ∈ OC .
We will eventually show that D = spf(OC/fD).
Remark 14.4. Consider the case where C is an ordinary formal group, with coordinate x and
associated formal group law F . We then have OC = OS [[x]] and OC×C = OS [[x0, x1]], and we can
take d = x1−F x0. If D has the form
∑
i[ui] for some family of sections ui, then we have elements
ai = x(ui) ∈ OS and we will see that fD =
∏
i(x −F ai). This is a unit multiple of the Chern
polynomial gD =
∏
i(x − ai), and it is familiar that D = spf(OC/gD), so D = spf(OC/fD) also.
In the multicurve case, one can still define gD (as the norm of the function (a, b) 7→ x(b) − x(a))
and we find that it is divisible by fD, but gD/fD need not be invertible so OC/gD 6= OD.
Lemma 14.5. Let R be a ring, P a finitely generated projective R-module, and α an automorphism
of P . Then α is injective iff det(α) is a regular element.
Proof. After localising we may assume that P = Rd for some d, and α is represented by a d × d
matrix A. If det(A) is regular, the equation adj(A)A = det(A)Id implies immediately that α is
injective. Conversely, suppose that α is injective. As P is flat, it follows that α⊗d : P⊗d −→ P⊗d is
also injective. It is easy to check with bases that λdP is naturally isomorphic to the image of the
antisymmetrisation map P⊗d −→ P⊗d. In particular, it embeds naturally in P⊗d, and it therefore
follows that λdα is injective. On the other hand, λdP is an invertible R-module, so End(λdP ) = R,
and λd(α) = det(α) under this isomorphism. It follows that det(α) is regular as claimed. 
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Corollary 14.6. For any weak divisor D on C, the element fD ∈ OC is regular.
Proof. Take R = OC and P = OD×SC and α = µd. We know from Lemma 2.11 that α is injective,
and the claim follows. 
Lemma 14.7. Let q : T −→ S be finite and very flat, and let g be a function on T . If there is a
section u : S −→ T such that g ◦ u = 0 then Nq(g) = 0.
Proof. Put J = ker(u∗ : OT −→ OS), so g ∈ J . We have a short exact sequence of OS modules
J −→ OT
u∗
−→ OS , which is split by the map q∗ : OS −→ OT . The sequence is preserved by µg,
and µg(OT ) = OT .g ≤ J so the induced map on the cokernel is zero. Zariski-locally on S we
can choose bases adapted to the short exact sequence and it follows easily that det(µg) = 0 as
claimed. 
Corollary 14.8. The function fD ∈ OC vanishes on D.
Proof. We have fD|D = Nq′(d), where q′ : D ×S D −→ D is the projection on the second factor.
The diagonal map δ : D −→ D ×S D is a section of q′ with d ◦ δ = 0, so Nq′(d) = 0. 
Lemma 14.9. If D = D0 +D1 (where D0, D1 are divisors) and g ∈ OD then
ND/S(g) = ND0/S(g)ND1/S(g).
Proof. Put R = OC , and let the ideals corresponding to Di be Ji = (fi) for i = 0, 1. We then
have a short exact sequence of OD-modules as follows:
OD0 = R/f0
×f1
−−→ OD = R/(f0f1) −→ OD1 = R/f1.
This is splittable, because OD1 is projective over OS . The map µg preserves the sequence, and it
follows easily that det(µg) = det(µg|OD0) det(µg|OD1), as required. 
Corollary 14.10. If D = D0 +D1 as above then fD = fD0fD1 .
Proof. Just change base to C and take g = d. 
Lemma 14.11. Suppose that D is a weak divisor of degree r, that D′ is a divisor of degree r′,
and that D′ ⊆ D. Then D = D′ +D′′ for some weak divisor D′′ of degree r − r′.
Proof. Put J = ID and J
′ = ID′ . As D
′ is a genuine divisor, we have J ′ = Rf ′ for some regular
element f ′ ∈ R. As D′ ⊆ D, we have J ≤ J ′. Put J ′′ = {g ∈ R | f ′g ∈ J} ≥ J . We then have a
short exact sequence
R/J ′′
×f ′
−−→ R/J −→ R/J ′.
As R/J and R/J ′ are projective modules of ranks r and r′ over k, it follows that R/J ′′ is a
projective module of rank r − r′. Thus, the scheme D′′ := spf(R/J ′′) is a weak divisor. From the
definition of J ′′ we have J ′J ′′ ≤ J . Conversely, if h ∈ J then certainly h ∈ J ′ = Rf ′ so h = gf ′
for some g ∈ R. From the definitions we have g ∈ J ′′, so h ∈ J ′′J ′. This shows that J = J ′J ′′
and so D = D′ +D′′. 
Definition 14.12. Let D be a weak divisor of constant degree r. A full set of points for D is a
list u1, . . . , ur of sections of S such that D =
∑
i[ui]. If there exists a full set of points, it is clear
that D is actually a genuine divisor. (This concept is due to Drinfeld, and is explained and used
extensively in [12].)
Proposition 14.13. If u1, . . . , ur is a full set of points for D, then ND/S(g) =
∏
i g(ui) for any
function g on D. Moreover, we have fD(a) =
∏
i d(a, ui), and so OD = OC/fD.
Proof. As the projection [ui] −→ S is an isomorphism, we see that N[ui]/S(g) = g(ui). The
first claim follows easily using from Lemma 14.9 by induction on r. It follows similarly from
Corollary 14.10 that fD(a) =
∏
i d(a, ui). As d is a difference function we have O[ui] = OC/d(a, ui)
and so OD = OC/fD as claimed. 
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Lemma 14.14. Let D be a weak divisor of constant degree r. Then there is a finite, very flat
scheme T over S such that the weak divisor T ×S D on T ×S C has a full set of points (and so is
genuine).
Proof. By an evident induction, it suffices to show that after very flat base change we can split D
as [u]+D′′ for some section u and some weak divisor D′′. It is enough to find a section u : S −→ D,
for then [u] ⊆ D and we can apply the previous lemma. For this we can simply pull back along the
projection map D −→ S (which is very flat by assumption) and then the diagonal map D −→ D×SD
gives the required “tautological” section. 
Proposition 14.15. Every weak divisor is a genuine divisor.
Proof. Let D = spf(R/J) be a weak divisor. We may assume without loss that it has constant
degree r. We know from Corollary 14.6 and Corollary 14.8 that fD is regular in R and lies in J ;
we need only show that it generates J . It is enough to do this after faithfully flat base change, so
by Lemma 14.14 we may assume that we have a full set of points. Proposition 14.13 completes
the proof. 
15. Embeddings
Let C be a nonempty formal multicurve over a scheme S. In this section we study embeddings
of S in the affine line A1S = A
1 × S. If q is the given map C −→ S, then any map C −→ A1S of
schemes over S has the form (x, q) for some x : C −→ A1, or equivalently x ∈ OC .
Now choose a difference function d on C. Given x ∈ OC , we can define x′ : C ×S C −→ A1 by
x′(a, b) = x(b) − x(a). Equivalently, x′ is the element 1 ⊗ x − x ⊗ 1 in OC×SC = OC⊗̂OSOC .
It is clear that x′ vanishes on the diagonal, and thus is divisible by d, say x′ = θ(x)d for some
θ(x) ∈ OC×SC . This element θ(x) is unique, because d is not a zero-divisor.
Proposition 15.1. Let C
q
−→ S be a nonempty formal multicurve. A map (x, q) : C −→ A1S
is injective if and only if θ(x) is invertible. If so, then (x, q) induces an isomorphism C −→
lim
−→k
V (fk) ⊂ A1S for some monic polynomial f ∈ OS [t], showing that C is embeddable.
Proof. Put X = {(a, b) ∈ C ×S C | x(a) = x(b)} = V (x′) = V (θ(x)d). We see that x is injective if
and only if V (x′) = ∆ = V (d), if and only if d = ux′ = uθ(x)d for some u ∈ OC×SC . As d is not
a zero divisor, this holds if and only if θ(x) is invertible.
If so, we may assume without loss that d = x′. Choose a good parameter y, so OC/y has
constant rank r over OS for some r. Put D = spec(R/y), let p : C ×S D −→ C be the projection,
and put z = Np(x
′). The proof of Proposition 14.15 shows that z is a unit multiple of y.
We next claim that {1, x, . . . , xr−1} is a basis for R/y = R/z over k, and that z = f(x) for a
unique monic polynomial f of degree r. It is enough to check this after faithfully flat base change,
so we may assume that D = [u0]+ . . .+[ur−1] for some list of sections ui of D. If we put ai = x(ui)
we see that z =
∏
i(x− ai). If we put ei =
∏
j<i(x− aj) we also find that {e0, . . . , en−1} is a basis
for R/z. As ei = x
i + lower terms , we also find that {1, . . . , xn−1} is a basis as claimed.
The rest of the proposition follows easily from this. 
Now suppose we have an arbitrary element x ∈ OC . Given a map u : S
′ −→ S we get a multicurve
C′ := S′ ×S C over S′ and a function x′ = (C′ −→ C
x
−→ A1) ∈ OC′ .
Lemma 15.2. There is a basic open subscheme U ⊂ S such that (x′, q′) : C′ −→ A1S′ is an embed-
ding if and only if u : S′ −→ S factors through U .
Proof. Choose a good parameter y on C and put D = spec(OC/y). Put w = ND×SD/S(θ(x)) ∈
OS . We see that w is invertible in OS if and only if θ(x) is invertible in OD×SD. As OC is complete
at y, we see that θ(x) is invertible in OC×SC if and only if it is invertible in OD×SD. Given this,
it is clear that the scheme U = spec(OS [1/w]) has the stated property. 
Corollary 15.3. Let C be a formal multicurve over S. Then there is a faithfully flat map S′ −→ S
such that the pullback C′ := S′ ×S C is embeddable.
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Proof. Put R = OC and k = OS , and let y be a very good parameter on C. Let P be the
continuous dual of R, which is a projective module of countable rank over k. We have P ⊗̂kR ≃
Homctsk (R,R), so there is an element x ∈ P ⊗̂kR corresponding to the identity map 1R. The
scheme M := MapS(C,A
1) is the spectrum of the symmetric algebra k[P ], with the tautological
map M ×S C −→ A1 corresponding to the element x ∈ P ⊗̂kR ⊂ k[P ]⊗̂kR = OM×SC . As in the
lemma, there is a largest open subscheme S′ ⊆M where this tautological map gives an embedding
S′×S C −→ A
1
S′ . Note that M = spec(k[P ]) is flat over S and S
′ is open in M , it is again flat over
S. It is clear by construction that S′ ×S C has a canonical embedding in A1S′ . All that is left is
to check that the map u : S′ −→ S is faithfully flat. It will suffice to show that u is surjective on
geometric points, and this follows easily from Lemma 2.19. 
16. Symmetric powers of multicurves
In this section, we study the formal schemes Cr/Σr, or in other words the symmetric powers
of C. As usual, we write R = OC and k = OS . We choose a good parameter y on C, and a basis
{e0, . . . , en−1} for R/y. We then put eni+j = yiej , which gives a topological basis {ei | i ≥ 0} for
R over k and thus an isomorphism R ≃
∏
i k of topological k-modules. We write
Rr = R⊗̂k . . . ⊗̂kR
Sr = R
Σr
r
R = k[[y]]
Rr = R⊗̂k . . . ⊗̂kR = k[[y1, . . . , yr]]
ui = i’th elementary symmetric function of y1, . . . , yr
Sr = R
Σr
r = k[[u1, . . . , ur]]
Cr = C ×S . . .×S C = spf(Rr)
Cr/Σr = spf(Sr)
C = spf(R)
C
r
= C ×S . . .×S C = spf(Rr)
C
r
/Σr = spf(Sr).
Here we have topologized Rr, Sr and Sr as closed subrings of Rr. We clearly have a commutative
square of topological rings as shown on the left below, and thus a commutative square of formal
schemes as shown on the right.
Rr Sroooo Cr // //

Cr/Σr

Rr
OO
OO
Sr
oooo
OO
OO
C
r // // C
r
/Σr
We next exhibit topological bases for the above rings. Put
A = Nr
A = (nN)r = {α ∈ A | αi = 0 (mod n) for all i}
B = {β ∈ N∞ |
∞∑
i=0
βi = r}
B = {β ∈ B | βi = 0 whenever i 6= 0 (mod n)}.
Next, for α ∈ A we put
eα = eα1 ⊗ . . .⊗ eαr ∈ Rr.
Note that enα =
∏r
i=1 y
αi
i ∈ Rr, and enα+α′ = enαeα′ .
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Now define τ : A −→ B by τ(α)j = |{i | αi = j}|. This gives bijections A/Σr = B and A/Σr = B.
For β ∈ B, we put
e′β =
∑
τ(α)=β
eα ∈ Sr.
It is clear that
• {eα | α ∈ A} is a topological basis for Rr over k, giving an isomorphism Rr =
∏
A k.
• {eα | α ∈ A} is a topological basis for Rr.
• {e′β | β ∈ B} is a topological basis for Sr.
• {e′β | β ∈ B} is a topological basis for Sr.
Of course, the monomials in the symmetric functions ui give another topological basis for Sr over
k.
Proposition 16.1. If S′ = spec(k′) is any scheme over S, and C′ = S′ ×S C (considered as a
multicurve over S′) then (C′)r/Σr = S
′ ×S (Cr/Σr). The schemes C, C
r
and C
r
/Σr are also
compatible with base change in the same sense.
Proof. Put R′ = OC′ = k′⊗̂kR =
∏
i∈N k
′, and R′r = O(C′)r = R
′⊗̂k′ . . . ⊗̂k′R′ =
∏
α∈A k
′, and
S′r = O(C′)r/Σr =
∏
β∈B k
′. This is clearly the same as k′⊗̂kSr, so (C′)r/Σr = (Cr/Σr) ×S S′.
The same argument works for the other claims. 
We next need to formulate and prove various compatibility statements for the topologies on the
rings considered above.
Definition 16.2. Let A be a linearly topologised ring, and letM be a topological module over A.
We say that M is topologically free of rank r if it is isomorphic to Ar (with the product topology)
as a topological module.
Definition 16.3. Let A be a linearly topologised ring, and let B be a closed subring (with the
subspace topology). We write I ≤O A to indicate that I is an open ideal in A. We say that B is
neat if for every open ideal J ≤O B, the ideal JA is open in A.
Remark 16.4. As B has the subspace topology, we see that {I ∩B | I ≤O A} is a basis of open
ideals in B. It follows that B is neat iff (I ∩B)A is open in A whenever I ≤O A. If so, then (using
the inclusion (I ∩B)A ≤ I) we see that {(I ∩B)A | I ≤O A} is a basis of open ideals in A.
Remark 16.5. Suppose that we start with a linear topology on B. We can then give A a linear
topology by declaring {AJ | J ≤O B} to be a basis of open ideals in A. By regarding B as a
subspace of A, we obtain a new linear topology on B, which may or may not be the same as the old
one. Now suppose that A is faithfully flat over B. It follows that A/JA = A⊗B B/J is faithfully
flat over B/J , and in particular that the map B/J −→ A/JA is injective, so J = (JA) ∩B. Using
this we see that the two topologies on B are the same, and that B is neat in A.
In particular, if A is topologically free of finite rank over B, then B is neat in A. Conversely,
if A is free of finite rank over B and B is neat, it is easy to see that A is topologically free.
Proposition 16.6. (a) Rr is topologically free of rank n
r over Rr
(b) Rr is topologically free of rank r! over Sr
(c) Rr is topologically free of rank n
rr! over Sr
(d) Sr is topologically free of rank n
r over Sr
(e) Rr is a finitely generated module over Sr, and Sr is neat in Rr.
Moreover, in each of the four rings there is a finitely generated ideal J such that {Jm | m ≥ 0}
is a basis of open ideals.
The proof will follow after a number of lemmas. In Corollary 16.14, we will extend part (e) by
proving that Rr is a projective module of rank r! over Rr.
Lemma 16.7. Suppose we have a ring A and elements a1, . . . , an ∈ A, and we put Im =
(am1 , . . . , a
m
n ). Then I
n(m−1)+1
1 ≤ Im ≤ I
m
1 , so the topology defined by the ideals Im is the same as
that defined by the ideals Im1 .
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Proof. The ideal Im1 is generated by the monomials
∏
i a
vi
i for which
∑
i vi = m. It is clear from
this that Im ≤ Im1 , and thus that I
m
1 is open in the topology defined by the ideals Ik. Now suppose
we have a monomial
∏
i a
vi
i that is not contained in Im. This means that vi ≤ m− 1 for all i, and
thus
∑n
i=1 vi < n(m− 1) + 1. By the contrapositive, we see that I
n(m−1)+1
1 ≤ Im, so Im is open
in the topology defined by the ideals Ik1 . 
Lemma 16.8. Let A be a linearly topologised ring with a continuous action of a finite group
G. Suppose that there exists a finitely generated G-invariant ideal I = (a1, . . . , an) such that
{Im | m ≥ 0} is a basis of open ideals. Then AG is neat in A. Moreover, if A is faithfully flat
over AG then {(IG)m | m ≥ 0} is a basis of open ideals in AG.
Proof. Put r = |G|. For any a ∈ A, put φa(t) =
∏
g∈G(t − g.a), so φa(a) = 0. If J is any
G-invariant ideal containing a we see that φa(t) ∈ t
r + JG[t], so the equation φa(a) = 0 gives
ar ∈ A.JG. Thus, all elements of J are nilpotent modulo A.JG. If J is finitely generated we
deduce that there exists s > 0 with Js ≤ A.JG.
Now apply this with J = Im; we see that A.(Im)G contains Ims for some s, and thus is open.
This shows that AG is neat in A.
Now suppose that A is faithfully flat over AG. We claim that (IG)m is open in AG. Indeed,
the above shows that for large j we have Ij ≤ A.IG. It follows that Ijm ≤ (IGA)m = A.(IG)m.
It is also clear that A.(Ijm)G ≤ Ijm, so A.(Ijm)G ≤ A.(IG)m. By faithful flatness, for any
ideals J, J ′ ≤ AG we have A.J ≤ A.J ′ iff J ≤ J ′. We deduce that (Ijm)G ≤ (IG)m. The ideal
(Ijm)G = Ijm ∩AG is open in the subspace topology, so the same is true of (IG)m. We also have
(IG)m ≤ (Im)G and the ideals (Im)G form a basis of neighbourhoods of 0; it follows that the same
is true of the ideals (IG)m. 
Corollary 16.9. Let A, I and G be as in the lemma, and let H be a subgroup of G. Suppose that
the inclusion AH −→ A is faithfully flat, and that IH is finitely generated. Then AG is neat in AH .
Proof. The lemma (with G replaced by H) tells us that {(IH)m | m ≥ 0} is a basis of open ideals
in AH . As IH is finitely generated, the same is true of (IH)m, say (IH)m = (b1, . . . , bn). Consider
the polynomial φbi(t) =
∏
g(t − g.bi) as in the proof of the lemma. As bi ∈ (I
H)m ⊆ Im, we see
that φbi(t) ∈ t
r + (Im)G[t]. Using the relation φbi(bi) = 0 we see that b
r
i ∈ (I
m)GAH , so
(IH)m(n(r−1)+1) ≤ (br1, . . . , b
r
n) ≤ (I
m)GAH ,
so (Im)GAH is open in AH . As the ideals (Im)G are a basis of open ideals in AG, we deduce that
AG is neat as claimed. 
Lemma 16.10. Suppose that A = k[y1, . . . , yr], with the evident action of G = Σr, and with
topology determined by the powers of the ideal I = (y1, . . . , yr). Let H be a subgroup of G of the
form Σr1 × . . .× Σrk , with r = r1 + . . .+ rk. Then
(a) A is topologically free of rank |G| = r! over AG
(b) A is topologically free of rank |H | =
∏
i ri! over A
H
(c) AH is topologically free of rank |G/H | over AG
(d) The topology on AH (resp. AG) is determined by powers of the ideal IH (resp. IG), which
is finitely generated.
Proof. It is well-known that AG = k[u1, . . . , ur], where ui is the i’th elementary symmetric function
in the variables yi. Similarly, we have A
H = k[v1, . . . , vr], where v1, . . . , vr1 are the elementary
symmetric functions of y1, . . . , yr1 , and vr1+1, . . . , vr1+r2 are the elementary symmetric functions
of yr1+1, . . . , yr1+r2 and so on. By considering the maps
AG −→ AH −→ A −→ A/I = k,
we see that IG = (u1, . . . , ur) and I
H = (v1, . . . , vr), so in particular these ideals are finitely
generated.
We next claim that A is algebraically free of rank |H | over AH . Everything is compatible with
base change, so it will be enough to prove this when k = Z. In this case, all the rings involved
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are Noetherian domains with unique factorisation and the claim is a standard piece of invariant
theory. Similarly, we see that A and AH are algebraically free of the indicated ranks over AG, and
so the inclusions AG −→ AH −→ A are faithfully flat.
Using Lemma 16.8 and Corollary 16.9 we deduce that the inclusions AG −→ AH −→ A are neat.
A neat extension that is an algebraically free module is always topologically free, which proves (a),
(b) and (c). We have seen that IG and IH are finitely generated, and the rest of (d) follows from
Lemma 16.8. 
Proof of Proposition 16.6. Claim (a) is clear. Claim (b) follows from part (a) of Lemma 16.10 by
passing to completions, and part (c) follows immediately from (a) and (b).
For claim (d), put
A′ = {α ∈ A | αi < n for all i}
B′ = A′/Σr = {β ∈ B | βj = 0 for all j ≥ n}.
For β ∈ B′ we put Hβ =
∏
i Σβi ≤ Σr, so τ
−1{β} ≃ Σr/Hβ . As A′ is a basis for Rr over Rr, we
deduce that Sr = R
Σr
r is isomorphic to
⊕
β R
Hβ
r as a module over Sr. It will thus suffice to show
that k[[y1, . . . , yr]]
Hβ is topologically free of rank |Σr/Hβ| over k[[y1, . . . , yr]]
Σr , and this follows
from part (c) of Lemma 16.10 by passing to completions.
For part (e), note that Rr is finitely generated over Sr and thus is certainly finitely generated
over the larger ring Sr. Neatness follows from Lemma 16.8.
Finally, we must show that for each of our rings there is a finitely generated ideal J whose
powers determine the topology. For Rr, we can obviously take J to be the ideal Ir := (y1, . . . , yr).
Lemma 16.8 tells us that for Sr we can use the ideal Jr := I
Σr
r = (u1, . . . , ur). For Sr (which is
topologically free over Sr) we can therefore use the ideal Jr := JrSr. Similarly, for Rr we can use
the ideal Ir = IrRr. 
Lemma 16.11. If the curve C is embeddable, then Rr is topologically free of rank r! over Sr.
Proof. We may assume that
C = spf(k[x]∧f(x)) = lim−→
m
spec(k[x]/f(x)m)
for some monic polynomial f(x). Put A = k[x1, . . . , xr], and give this the topology determined by
the powers of the ideal I = (f(x1), . . . , f(xr)), so C
r = spf(A∧I ). The evident action of G := Σr on
A is continuous, and A is free of rank r! over AG. We see from Lemma 16.8 that AG is neat in A,
so A is topologically free over AG of rank r!, and the claim follows by passing to completions. 
Lemma 16.12. Let A be a ring, M a finitely generated A-module, and B a faithfully flat A-
algebra. Suppose that B ⊗AM is a free B-module of rank s. Then M is a projective A-module of
the same rank.
Proof. First, we claim that if m is a maximal ideal in A with residue field K = A/m, then
dimK(K ⊗AM) = s. Indeed, by faithful flatness there exists a prime ideal n ≤ B with n∩A = m.
Using Zorn’s lemma we can find a maximal element of the set of all such ideals n, and this is easily
seen to be a maximal ideal in B. It follows that the residue field L = B/n is a field extension of
K, so
dimK(K ⊗A M) = dimL(L⊗K K ⊗A M) = dimL(L⊗B (B ⊗A M)),
which is evidently equal to s.
We now choose a finite generating set {m1, . . . ,mt} for M . For each subset S ⊆ {1, . . . , t} with
|S| = s, we let fS : AS −→ M be the map a 7→
∑
s asms, and we let PS and QS be the kernel and
cokernel of fS.
Next, we put IS = ann(QS) ≤ A. If m is maximal as before, we claim that there exists S such
that IS 6≤ m. Indeed, as dimK(K⊗M) = s, we can certainly choose S such that {mi | i ∈ S} gives
a basis for K ⊗A M . It follows that K ⊗A QS = 0, or equivalently that mQS = QS. The module
QS is generated by the elements mj for j 6∈ S, so we can find elements ujk ∈ m for each j, k 6∈ S
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such that mj =
∑
k ujkmk. Let U be the square matrix with entries ujk and put u = det(I − U).
As in [15, Theorem 2.1], we see that u = 1 (mod m) and u ∈ IS , so IS 6≤ m as claimed.
It follows from this claim that
∑
S IS is not contained in any maximal ideal, so
∑
S IS = A.
We can thus choose aS ∈ IS with
∑
S aS = 1. It follows that spec(A) is the union of the basic
open subschemes D(aS) = spec(A[a
−1
S ]).
We have aSQS = 0 and so QS[a
−1
S ] = 0, so the map fS becomes surjective after inverting
aS . It follows that the resulting map 1 ⊗ fS : B[a
−1
S ]
S −→ B[a−1S ] ⊗A M is also surjective. Here
both source and target are free modules of the same finite rank over B[a−1S ], so our map must
in fact be an isomorphism. As B[a−1S ] is faithfully flat over A[a
−1
S ], we deduce that fS actually
gives an isomorphism A[a−1S ]
s −→M [a−1S ]. This shows that M is locally free of rank s, and thus is
projective. 
Corollary 16.13. Let k be a ring, and let A be a formal k-algebra whose topology is defined by
the powers of a single open ideal J (so A = lim
←−m
A/Jm). Let M be a finitely generated A-module
such that M = lim
←−m
M/JmM . Let k′ be a faithfully flat k-algebra, and put A′ = k′⊗̂kA and
M ′ = k′⊗̂kM = A′⊗̂AM . Suppose that M ′ is a free module of rank s over A′; then M is a
projective module of rank s over A.
Proof. First, note that the map A/Jm −→ A′/JmA′ = k′ ⊗k A/Jm is a faithfully flat extension
of discrete rings. We can thus apply the lemma and deduce that M/JmM is a finitely generated
projective module of rank s over A/Jm.
Next, as M is finitely generated, we can choose an epimorphism f : At −→ M for some t. Let
Xm be the set of A-module maps g : M/J
mM −→ (A/Jm)t such that the induced map
M/JmM
g
−→ (A/Jm)t
f
−→M/JmM
is the identity. As M/JmM is projective over A/Jm, we see that Xm is nonempty. There is an
evident projection πm : Xm −→ Xm−1, which we claim is surjective. Indeed, given g ∈ Xm−1 we can
use the projectivity ofM/JmM again to see that there exists a map h : M/JmM −→ (A/Jm)t lifting
g. Let δ be the determinant of the resulting map fh : M/JmM −→M/JmM , so δ ∈ A/Jm. Because
g ∈ Xm−1, we see that δ maps to 1 in A/J
m−1. As the kernel of the projection A/Jm−1 −→ A/Jm
is nilpotent, it follows that δ is a unit, so fh is an isomorphism. After replacing h by h(fh)−1 we
may assume that fh = 1, so h ∈ Xn and π(h) = g. It follows that lim
←−m
Xm 6= ∅, and this gives a
map g : M −→ At with fg = 1. Thus, M is a retract of a free module, and hence is projective. 
Corollary 16.14. Rr is a projective module of rank r! over Sr, so the projection C
r −→ Cr/Σr is
a finite, faithfully flat map of degree r!.
Proof. In Corollary 16.13, we take A = Sr and M = Rr. We know from Proposition 16.6 that
the topology on Sr is determined by powers of the ideal Jr = (u1, . . . , ur), and that Sr is neat
in Rr. This means that the given topology on Rr is determined by the ideals J
m
r Rr. As Rr is
complete, we deduce that Rr = lim
←−r
Rr/J
m
r Rr. We next take k
′ = OS′ to be a faithfully flat
extension of k such that the curve C′ = S′×S C is embeddable; this is possible by Corollary 15.3.
Using Lemma 16.11, we see that M ′ is topologically free of rank r! over A′, so we can apply
Corollary 16.13 and deduce that Rr is projective over Sr. 
17. Classification of divisors
Our main task in this section is to prove the following result.
Theorem 17.1. Let C be a formal multicurve over a scheme S. Then for formal schemes S′ over
S, there is a natural bijection between divisors of degree r on S′×S C and maps S′ −→ Cr/Σr over
S.
Construction 17.2. We must first construct a universal example. We start by putting ∆i =
{(a1, . . . , ar, b) ∈ Cr+1 | b = ai}, which is a divisor of degree one on C over Cr. If we define
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di(a, b) = d(ai, b) then O∆i = Rr+1/di. Now put δr =
∏
i di ∈ Rr+1 and D˜r =
∑
i∆i =
spf(Rr+1/δr), which is a divisor of degree r on C over C
r. On the other hand, we note that
δr ∈ R
Σr
r+1 = Sr⊗̂kR, so we can define Dr = spf((Sr⊗̂R)/δr), which is a closed formal subscheme
of Cr/Σr ×S C. It is clear that Rr ⊗Sr ODr = O eDr , which is free of rank r over Rr. We know
from Corollary 16.14 that Rr is faithfully flat over Sr, and it follows from Lemma 16.12 that ODr
is a projective module of rank r over Sr. Moreover, the relevant ideal is generated by the regular
element δr, so Dr is a divisor on C over C
r/Σr.
Now put Qr = C
r/Σr for brevity. As in Section 16, we choose a topological basis {ei} for
OC , and use it to construct a topological basis {e′β | β ∈ B} for OQr . We then put M =
spec(Z[t0, t1, . . .]), and put g =
∑
i tiei, regarded as a function on M ×Qr × C. We then put
h = NM×Dr/M×Qr (g) ∈ OM×Qr =
∏
β
OS [ti | i ≥ 0]e
′
β.
We claim that h is actually equal to
∑
β t
βe′β. Indeed, although this is an equation inOM×Qr , it will
suffice to prove it in the larger ringOM×Cr . In that context, we can describe h asNM× eDr/M×Cr (g).
Now let πj : C
r −→ C be the j’th projection. Using Proposition 14.13 we see that h =
∏
j π
∗
j g =∏
j
∑
i tiπ
∗
j ei. Expanding this out gives
h =
∑
α∈A
tτ(α)eα =
∑
β∈B
tβ ∑
τ(α)=β
eα
 = ∑
β∈B
tβe′β
as claimed.
Now suppose we have a map c : S′ −→ Qr over S, and D = c∗Dr over S′. We deduce easily that
NM×D/M×S′ (g) =
∑
β
tβc∗(e′β).
This shows that c∗(e′β) depends only on D, and {e
′
β | β ∈ B} is a topological basis for Sr, so the
ring map c∗ : Sr −→ OS′ depends only on D, so the map c : S′ −→ Cr/Σr depends only on D. We
record this formally as follows:
Proposition 17.3. Suppose we have two maps c0, c1 : S
′ −→ Cr/Σr over S, and that c∗0Dr = c
∗
1Dr
as divisors over S′. Then c0 = c1. 
Proof of Theorem 17.1. Let S′ be a scheme over S, and let A be the set of maps S′ −→ Cr/Σr over
S, and let B be the set of divisors of degree r on C over S′. The construction c 7→ c∗Dr gives
a map φ : A −→ B, which is injective by Proposition 17.3. To show that φ is surjective, suppose
we have a divisor D ∈ B. We can choose a faithfully flat map q : T −→ S′ such that q∗D has a
full set of points, say u = (u1, . . . , ur). We deduce that q
∗D is the pullback of D˜r along the map
T
u
−→ Cr, and thus is the pullback of Dr along the composite c = (T
u
−→ Cr −→ Cr/Σr). Now let
q0, q1 : T ×S′ T −→ T be the two projections, so qq0 = qq1. Note that
(cq0)
∗Dr = q
∗
0c
∗Dr = q
∗
0q
∗D = (qq0)
∗D,
and similarly
(cq1)
∗Dr = q
∗
1c
∗Dr = q
∗
1q
∗D = (qq1)
∗D.
As qq0 = qq1 we see that (cq0)
∗D = (cq1)
∗D, and so (by Proposition 17.3) we have cq0 = cq1.
By faithfully flat descent, we have c = cq for a unique map c : S′ −→ Cr/Σr. We then have
q∗c∗Dr = c
∗Dr = q
∗D, and using the faithful flatness of q, we deduce that D = c∗Dr = φ(c).
This shows that φ is also surjective, and thus a natural bijection. 
Definition 17.4. In the light of Theorem 17.1, it makes sense to write Div+r (C) for C
r/Σr. The
evident projection
Cr/Σr ×S C
s/Σs = C
r+s/(Σr × Σs) −→ C
r+s/Σr+s
gives a map
σr,s : Div
+
r (C) ×S Div
+
s (C) −→ Div
+
r+s(C).
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It is easy to check that this classifies addition of divisors, in the following sense: if we have divisors
D = u∗Dr and D
′ = v∗Ds on C over S
′, then D +D′ = w∗Dr+s, where
w = (S′
(u,v)
−−−→ Div+r (C)×S Div
+
s (C)
σ
−→ Div+r+s(C)).
We put Div+(C) =
∐
r Div
+
r (C). As one would expect, this is the free abelian monoid scheme
generated by C; see [24, Section 6.2] for technical details.
Definition 17.5. Now suppose that C has an abelian group structure, written additively. We
can then define µ˜ : Cr ×S C
s −→ Crs by
µ˜(a0, . . . , ar−1; b0, . . . , bs−1)i+rj = ai + bj
(for 0 ≤ i < r and 0 ≤ j < s). The composite
Cr ×S C
s µ˜−→ Crs
q
−→ Crs/Σrs
is invariant under Σr × Σs, so we get an induced map
µr,s : Divr(C)×S Divs(C) −→ Divrs(C).
If we have divisors D = u∗Dr and D
′ = v∗Ds on C over S
′, then we define D∗D′ to be the divisor
w∗Drs, where
w = (S′
(u,v)
−−−→ Div+r (C) ×S Div
+
s (C)
µ
−→ Div+rs(C)).
We call this the convolution of D and D′. This operation makes Div+(C) into a semiring. If we
have full sets of points, say D =
∑
i[ai] and D
′ =
∑
j [bj ] then D ∗D
′ is just
∑
i,j [ai + bj].
Proposition 17.6. Let D and D′ be divisors on C over S. Then there exists a closed subscheme
T ⊆ S such that for any scheme S′ over S, we have S′ ×S D ≤ S′ ×S D′ iff the map S′ −→ S
factors through T .
Proof. As OD is finitely generated and projective over OS , we can choose an embedding i : OD −→
ONS of OS-modules, and a retraction r : O
N
S −→ OD. We then have i(fD′) = (a1, . . . , aN) for
some elements aj ∈ OS , and we put J = (a1, . . . , aN ) and T = spec(OS/J). We find that a
map S′ −→ S factors through T iff J maps to 0 in OS′ , iff fD′ maps to 0 in OS′ ⊗OS OD, iff
S′ ×S D ⊆ S
′ ×S D
′. 
Proposition 17.7. Let D be a divisor on C over S, and suppose that r ≥ 0. Then there is a
scheme Subr(D) over S such that maps S
′ −→ Subr(D) over S biject with divisors D′ ≤ S′ ×S D
of degree r.
Proof. Over the formal scheme Div+r (C) we have both the originally given divisor D and the
universal divisor Dr. We let Subr(D) denote the largest closed subscheme of Div
+
r (C) where Dr
is contained in D (which makes sense by Proposition 17.6). It is formal to check that this has the
required property. 
Proposition 17.8. Let D be a divisor on C over S, and suppose that r ≥ 0. Then there is a
scheme Pr(D) over S such that maps S
′ −→ Pr(D) over S biject with lists (u1, . . . , ur) of sections
of C over S′ such that
∑
i[ui] ≤ S
′ ×S D.
Proof. Over the formal scheme Cr we have both the originally given divisor D and the divisor
D˜r. We let Pr(D) denote the largest closed subscheme of C
r where D˜r is contained in D (which
makes sense by Proposition 17.6). It is formal to check that this has the required property. 
Remark 17.9. Suppose thatD has degree r. Then Pr(D) classifies r-tuples for which
∑
i[ui] ≤ D,
but by comparing degrees we see that this means that
∑
i[ui] = D. Thus, Pr(D) classifies full sets
of points for D.
Lemma 17.10. Suppose we have ring maps A −→ B −→ C, and C is a projective module of degree
m > 0 over B, and also a projective module of degree nm > 0 over A. Then B is a projective
module of degree n over A.
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Proof. We can use the second copy of B to make HomA(B,B) into a B-module. For any B-module
N there is an evident map HomA(B,B)⊗B N −→ HomA(B,N). This is evidently an isomorphism
if N is a free module of finite rank, and thus (by taking retracts) also when N is projective of finite
rank over B. In particular, we have HomA(B,B) ⊗B C = HomA(B,C). As C is also projective
over A, the same kind of argument shows that
HomA(B,C) = HomA(B,A)⊗A C = (HomA(B,A)⊗A B)⊗B C.
It follows that (HomA(B,A)⊗AB)⊗B C = HomA(B,B)⊗B C. More precisely, there is a natural
map
α : HomA(B,A) ⊗A B −→ HomA(B,B),
given by α(φ ⊗ b)(b′) = φ(b′)b. By working through the above argument more carefully, we
see that α ⊗B 1C is an isomorphism. However, C is faithfully flat over B so α itself must be an
isomorphism. In particular, we see that 1B lies in the image of α, so 1B =
∑N
i=1 α(φi⊗bi) for some
maps φi : B −→ A and elements bi ∈ B. This means that for all b ∈ B we have b =
∑
i φi(b)bi. We
can use the elements φi to give a map φ : B −→ A
N , and the elements bi to give a map β : A
N −→ B.
We find that βφ = 1, which proves that B is projective. It is now clear that the rank must be
n. 
Proposition 17.11. Let D be a divisor of degree s on C over S, and suppose that 0 ≤ r ≤ s. Then
there are natural maps Pr(D)
p
−→ Subr(D)
q
−→ S which are finite and very flat, with deg(p) = r!
and deg(q) = s!/(r!(s− r)!) (so deg(qp) = s!/(s− r)!).
Proof. Over Pr(D) we have tautological sections u1, . . . , ur of C giving a divisor D
′
r :=
∑
i[ui]
on C. This is contained in (qp)∗D, so we can form the divisor D′′r := (qp)
∗D − D′r, which has
degree s − r over Pr(D). It is easy to identify Pr+1(D) with D′′r , so deg(Pr+1(D) −→ S) =
(s− r) deg(Pr(D) −→ S). By an evident induction, we see that the map pq is finite and very flat,
with degree s!/(s− r)!, as claimed.
Next, let D be the tautological divisor of degree r on C over Subr(D). We can then form
the scheme Pr(D), which classifies full sets of points on D. As above, we see that the map
Pr(D) −→ Subr(D) is finite and very flat, with degree r!. We claim that Pr(D) = Pr(D). Indeed,
a map S′ −→ Pr(D) over S corresponds to a map S′ −→ Subr(D), together with a lifting to Pr(D).
Equivalently, it corresponds to a divisor of degree r contained in S′ ×S D, together with sections
u1, . . . , ur : S
′ −→ C giving a full set of points for that divisor. The full set of points determines
the divisor, so it is equivalent to just give sections ui with
∑
i[ui] ≤ S
′ ×S D, or equivalently, a
map S′ −→ PrD over S. The claim follows by Yoneda’s lemma. It follows that the map p is finite
and very flat, with degree r!. We can now apply Lemma 17.10 to see that q is finite and very flat,
with degree s!/(r!(s− r)!). 
Proposition 17.12. For the universal divisor Ds over Div
+
s (C) we have
Subr(Ds) = Div
+
r (C)×S Div
+
s−r(C)
Pr(Ds) = C
r ×S Div
+
s−r(C).
Proof. Let S′ be a scheme over S. Then a map S′ −→ Subr(Ds) over S corresponds to a map
S′ −→ Div+r (C), together with a lifting to Subr(Ds). Equivalently, it corresponds to a divisor D of
degree s on C over S′, together with a subdivisor D′ ≤ D of degree r. Given such a pair (D,D′),
we have another divisor D′′ = D − D′, which has degree s − r. There is evidently a bijection
between pairs (D,D′) as above, and pairs (D′, D′′) where D′ and D′′ are arbitrary divisors of
degrees r and s − r. These pairs correspond in turn to maps S′ −→ Div+r (C) ×S Div
+
s−r(C) over
S. The first claim follows by Yoneda’s lemma, and the second claim can be proved in the same
way. 
Corollary 17.13. We have Ds = Div
+
s−1(C)×S C = C
s/Σs−1.
Proof. Take r = 1, and observe that P1(Ds) = Sub1(Ds) = Ds and Div
+
1 (C) = C. 
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18. Local structure of the scheme of divisors
Let C be a formal multicurve over a base S. In the nonequivariant case, we know that
Div+n (C) ≃ spf(OS [[c1, . . . , cn]]) = Â
n
S , so Div
+
n (C) is a formal affine space of dimension n over
S. Equivariantly, this is not even true when n = 1. However, we will show in this section that
Div+n (C) is still a “formal manifold”, in the sense that the formal neighbourhood of any point is
isomorphic to ÂnS , at least up to a slight twisting. Later we will apply this to calculate E
0BU(V ),
where BU(V ) is the simplicial classifying space of the unitary group of a representation V of A.
We state the result more formally as follows.
Theorem 18.1. Let C = spf(R) be a formal multicurve over S = spec(k), with a difference
function d. Let s : S −→ Div+n (C) be a section, classifying a divisor D = spf(R/J) ⊂ C. Then
the formal neighbourhood of sS in Div+n (C) is isomorphic to the formal neighbourhood of zero in
MapS(D,A
1
S) (by an isomorphism that depends on the choice of d).
The rest of this section constitutes a more detailed explanation and a proof.
We first examine the two formal schemes that are claimed to be isomorphic. We put A0 =
(Rb⊗n)Σn and X0 = spf(A0) = Div
+
n (C). The section s corresponds to a k-algebra map A0 −→ k,
with kernel K say. We put A = (A0)
∧
K and X = spf(A). This is the formal neighbourhood of sS
in Div+n (C).
Now consider the scheme Y0 = MapS(D,A
1
S). For any scheme T over S, the maps T −→ Y0
over S are (essentially by definition) the maps D ×S T −→ A1 of schemes, or equivalently the
elements in the ring OD ⊗k OT . These biject with the maps O∨D = Homk(OD, k) −→ OT of k-
modules, or with the maps B0 = Symk[O
∨
D] −→ OT of k-algebras. Thus, we have Y0 = spec(B0).
We let B be the completion of B0 at the augmentation ideal, and put Y = spf(B), which is the
formal neighbourhood of the zero section in Y0. Of course B0 is just the direct sum of all the
symmetric tensor powers of O∨D, and B is the direct product of the same terms. If OD is free over
k (rather than just projective) then B is isomorphic to k[[c1, . . . , cn]]; in the general case, it should
be regarded as a slight twist of this. Note that maps T −→ Y over S biject with k-linear maps
O∨D −→ Nil(OT ), or equivalently elements of OD ⊗k Nil(OT ). Note also that a choice of generators
x1, . . . , xr for O
∨
D gives a split surjection k[[x1, . . . , xr]] −→ B.
There is an evident map
α : Div+n (C) = X0 −→ Y0 = MapS(D,A
1
S),
sending the section s′ classifying a divisor D′ to the function (fD′)|D : D −→ A1. This clearly sends
s itself to zero, so it sends the formal neighbourhood of s to the formal neighbourhood of zero, so
it gives a map α : X −→ Y . We shall show that this is an isomorphism.
Note that because D and D′ have the same degree, we have s′ = s if and only if fD′ is divisible
by fD, if and only if α(s
′) = 0. This shows that the kernel K of the map s∗ : A0 −→ k is generated
by the image under α∗ of the augmentation ideal in B0. In particular, we see that K is finitely
generated.
Because OD = R/J is projective over k, we can choose a k-submodule P ≤ R such that
R = P ⊕ J . It follows that the map P −→ R −→ OD is an isomorphism, with inverse ξ say.
Lemma 18.2. Let I ≤ k be a finitely generated ideal with Im = 0, and let g ∈ R be such that
g = fD (mod IR). Then g is a regular element, the ideal Rg is open, and we have R = Rg ⊕ P .
Proof. A standard topological basis for R gives an isomorphism R =
∏
i k, and using the fact that
I is finitely generated we see that IjR = (IR)j =
∏
i I
j . We thus have a finite filtration of R with
quotients
∏
i I
j/Ij+1.
Now consider the k-linear self-map of R given by λ(qfD + r) = qg + r for q ∈ R and r ∈ P .
This is easily seen to induce the identity map on the quotients of the above filtration, so it is an
isomorphism. It follows easily that g is regular and R = Rg ⊕ P .
As D is a divisor, we know that RfD is open. Thus, for any good parameter y we have y
l ∈ RfD
for large l, say yl = ufD. We also know that fD = g + h for some h ∈ IR, so yl = uh (mod g).
As Im = 0 we have ylm = umhm = 0 (mod g), so Rg is also open. 
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We now define a map β from sections of Y to sections of X . A section of Y is an element
r ∈ Nil(k)OD. As OD is finitely generated we have r ∈ IOD for some finitely generated ideal
I ≤ Nil(k), and by finite generation this satisfies Im = 0 for some m. We can thus apply the
lemma to the function g = fD + ξ(r) ∈ R and conclude that the subscheme D
′ = spec(R/g) is
a divisor of degree n, classified by a section s′ of X0 say. Over the subscheme spec(k/I) ⊂ S
it clearly coincides with s, so (s′)∗(K) ≤ I, so (s′)∗(Km) = 0. This shows that s′ is actually a
section of X , as required. We can thus define β(r) = s′.
In order to define a map β : Y −→ X of formal schemes over S, we need to define maps βT from
sections of Y over T to sections of X over T , naturally for all schemes T over S. For this we just
replace C by T ×S C, P by OT ⊗k P and follow the same procedure.
We now define another map α′ : X −→ Y . It will again be sufficient to do this for sections
defined over S. Let s′ be a section of X , classifying a divisor D′. Put I = (s′)∗K ≤ k; this is
finitely generated because K is, and nilpotent because s′ lands in X . Over spec(k/I) we have
D′ = D, so fD′ = fD (mod IR). The lemma tells us that R = RfD′ ⊕ P , so there are unique
elements h ∈ R and p ∈ P such that fD = hfD′ − p. By reducing modulo I we see that h = 1
(mod IR) and p ∈ IP . We let r be the image of p in R/fD = OD, so r ∈ IOD and ξ(r) = p. The
map α′ : X −→ Y is defined by α′(s′) = r. Note that h is invertible so fD′ is a unit multiple of
fD + p = fD + ξ(r), so D
′ = spec(R/(fD + ξ(r))) = β(r). This shows that βα
′ = 1.
In the other direction, suppose we start with r ∈ IOD and put D′ = spec(R/(fD + ξ(r)))
(corresponding to β(r)). There is then a unique element p ∈ P congruent to −fD modulo fD′ ,
and α′β(r) is by definition the image of p in OD. It is clear that −fD is congruent to ξ(r) modulo
fD + ξ(r), which is a unit multiple of fD′ , so p = ξ(r) and α
′β(r) = r. This shows that α′β = 1,
so α′ and β are isomorphisms.
We actually started by claiming that the (slightly more canonical) map α is an isomorphism.
As β is an isomorphism, it suffices to check that the map αβ : Y −→ Y is an isomorphism, or that
(αβ)∗ is an automorphism of OY = B. As B is the completed symmetric algebra of a finitely
generated projective module, it will suffice to show that (αβ)∗ is the identity modulo the square of
the augmentation ideal. By base-change to the universal case, it will suffice to show that αβ(r) = r
whenever r ∈ IOD with I2 = 0. Given such an r, we form the divisor D′ = spec(R/(fD + ξ(r)))
corresponding to β(r), and observe that fD′ = u(fD + ξ(r)) for some u ∈ R×. As fD′ = fD
(mod IR) we must have u = 1 (mod IR). As ξ(r) ∈ IR and I2 = 0 we have uξ(r) = ξ(r) and so
fD′ = ξ(r) (mod fD), so αβ(r) = r as claimed.
19. Generalised homology of Grassmannians
Consider a periodically orientable theory E with associated equivariant formal group C =
spf(E0PU) over S = spec(E0). Let GrU be the space of r-dimensional subspaces of U , and put
GU =
∐∞
r=0GrU . Here we reprove the following result from [5].
Theorem 19.1 (Cole, Greenlees, Kriz). There are natural isomorphisms
E∗GrU = (E∗PU)
⊗r
Σr
E∗GrU = ((E
∗PU)
b⊗r)Σr
spf(E0GrU) = C
r/Σr.
We first introduce some additional structure. Rather than working with spaces, it will be
convenient to use (pre)spectra that happen to be homotopy equivalent to suspension spectra of
spaces. Recall from [16] that an orthogonal prespectrum X consists of a space X(V ) for each finite-
dimensional inner product space V , together with maps α∗ : X(V ) → X(W ) for each isometric
isomorphism α : V → W and maps σ : SU ∧ X(V ) → X(U ⊕ V ) satisfying certain axioms. The
category of orthogonal prespectra has a smash product, defined so that pairings X(U)∧ Y (V )→
Z(U ⊕V ) satisfying some obvious axioms biject with maps X ∧Y → Z. There is a parallel theory
of equivariant unitary prespectra, where we use unitary representations of A rather than inner
product spaces. Our work in this section will be based on that theory.
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For any complex inner product space V , we put
R0(V ) = Σ
VGV+ =
∨
r
ΣVGrV+.
Using the evident maps GrU × GsV −→ Gr+s(U ⊕ V ) we get maps µU,V : R0(U) ∧ R0(V ) −→
R0(U ⊕ V ). We also have inclusions ηU : SU = ΣUG0U+ −→ R0(U). These maps make R0
into a commutative and associative ring in the category of unitary prespectra. All this works
equivariantly in an obvious way. The weak homotopy type of R0 is
R0 ≃ lim
−→
U≪U
Σ−UΣ∞R0(U) = lim
−→
U≪U
Σ∞+GU = Σ
∞
+GU = Σ
∞
+
∐
r
GrU .
We write QrR0 for the subfunctor V 7→ ΣVGrV+, so that R0 =
∨
r QrR0 and QrR0 ≃ Σ
∞
+ GrU .
In particular, we have Q0R0 = S
0 and Q1R0 = Σ
∞
+ PU . This gives a map E∗PU −→ E∗R0 and
thus a ring map SymE∗ E∗PU −→ E∗R0. The theorem says that this is an isomorphism. For the
proof, we need some intermediate spectra. Let T denote the tautological bundle over GrV . For
any representation W , we put
QrRW (V ) = Σ
V (GrV )
Hom(T,W )
RW (V ) =
∨
r
QrRW (V ) = Σ
VGV Hom(T,W ).
This again gives a commutative unitary ring spectrum, with weak homotopy typeRW ≃ GUHom(T,W ).
In the caseW = 0 we recover R0 as before. An inclusionW −→W ′ gives a ring map i : RW −→ RW ′ .
In particular, we have a ring map R0 −→ RW , whose fibre we denote by JW . This is weakly equiv-
alent to the stable fibre of the zero section GU+ −→ GUHom(T,W ), and thus is the sphere bundle of
the bundle Hom(T,W ) over GU .
Next, recall that there is an isometric embedding U ⊕W −→ U , and that the space of such
embeddings is connected. We have
Q1RW = PU
Hom(T,W ) = P (U ⊕W )/PW ≃ PU/PW.
Using this, we have a diagram as follows, in which the rows are cofibrations:
PW+

// PU+

// PU/PW

JW // R0 // RW .
The map PU/PW −→ RW gives a ring map
θW : SymE∗ E∗(PU , PW ) −→ E∗RW .
Theorem 19.2. The above maps θW are isomorphisms.
The proof will be given after some preparatory results.
First, suppose we have representations W and L with dim(L) = 1. We put W ′ = W ⊕ L and
investigate the fibre of the map RW −→ RW ′ . We may assume that W
′ ≤ U , and then we have a
map
SHom(L,W ) = PLHom(T,W ) ⊆ PUHom(T,W ) −→ RW ,
which we denote by bW,L. Multiplication by bW,L gives a map Σ
Hom(L,W )RW −→ RW , which we
again denote by bW,L. (Note that this sends Σ
Hom(L,W )QrRW into Qr+1RW , or in other words,
it increases internal degrees by one.)
Proposition 19.3. The sequence
ΣHom(L,W )RW
bW,L
−−−→ RW −→ RW⊕L = RW ′
is a cofibration.
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Proof. This is a special case of the following fact. Suppose we have a space X with vector bundles
U and V . Let S(U) for the unit sphere bundle in U , and D(U) for the unit disc bundle, so XU is
homeomorphic to D(U)/S(U). We can pull back V along the projection q : S(U) −→ X and thus
form the Thom space S(U)q
∗V = (S(U) ×X D(V ))/(S(U) ×X S(V )). It is not hard to see that
there is a cofibration
S(U)q
∗V −→ D(U)q
∗V ≃ XV −→ XU⊕V .
We will apply this with X = GU and V = Hom(T,W ) and U = Hom(T, L), so that XV = RW
and XU⊕V = RW ′ . To prove the proposition, we need to identify S(U)
q∗V with ΣHom(L,W )RW .
To do this, observe that S(U) is the space of pairs (M,α) where M is a finite-dimensional
subspace of U and α : M −→ L is a linear map of norm one. As L has dimension one, we find that
α can be written as the composite of the orthogonal projectionM −→M⊖ker(α) with an isometric
isomorphism M ⊖ ker(α) −→ L. Using this, we identify S(U) with the space of pairs (N, β), where
N is a finite-dimensional subspace of U and β : L −→ U ⊖ N is an isometric embedding; the
correspondence is that M = N ⊕ β(L) and
α = (N ⊕ β(L)
proj
−−→ β(L)
β−1
−−→ L).
We can thus define a map k : S(U) −→ GU by k(N, β) = N (or equivalently, k(M,α) = ker(α)).
This makes S(U) into an equivariant fibre bundle over GU . The fibre over a point N ∈ GU is the
space L(L,U⊖N), which is well-known to be contractible, and the contraction can be chosen to be
equivariant with respect to the stabilizer of N in A. It follows that k is an equivariant equivalence.
We next analyse the inverse of k (which will help to make the above argument more explicit).
Recall that L ≤W ′ ≤ U , so we can put
Y = {N ∈ GU | N is orthogonal to L} = G(U ⊖ L).
Define j : Y −→ X by j(N) = N ⊕ L, and then define ˜ : Y −→ S(U) by
˜(N) = (N ⊕ L, proj: N ⊕ L −→ L),
so q˜ = j. Clearly k˜ : Y = G(U ⊖ L) −→ GU = X is just the map induced by the inclusion
U⊖L −→ U . As the space of linear isometries between any two complete A-universes is equivariantly
contractible, we see that this inclusion is an equivariant equivalence. As the same is true of k,
we deduce that ˜ is also an equivariant equivalence. We can thus identify S(U) with Y and
q : S(U) −→ X with j : Y −→ X . It follows that we can identify q∗V with j∗V , but the fibre of j∗V
over a point N ∈ Y is Hom(j(N),W ) = Hom(L,W )⊕Hom(N,W ), so
Y j
∗V = ΣHom(L,W )Y Hom(T,W ) ≃ ΣHom(L,W )RW .
This gives a cofibration ΣHom(L,W )RW −→ RW −→ RW ′ , and one can check from the definitions
that the first map is just multiplication by bW,L. 
Now choose a complete flag
0 =W0 < W1 < . . . < U ,
where dimCWi = i and U = lim
−→i
Wi. Put R(i) = RWi , so we have maps
R0 = R(0) −→ R(1) −→ R(2) −→ . . . .
Put Li =Wi+1 ⊖Wi and Ui = Hom(Li,Wi) and bi = bWi,Li , so we have a cofibration
ΣUiR(i)
bi−→ R(i) −→ R(i+ 1).
Lemma 19.4. Suppose that B ≤ A, and split W as
⊕
β∈B∗W [β] in the usual way. Then
φ
B
RW =
∧
β∈B∗
RW [β],
where as before
W [β] = {w ∈ W | bw = e2πiβ(b)w for all b ∈ B},
and so the connectivity of (φ
B
RW )/S
0 is at least minβ(2 dimC(W [β])− 1).
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Proof. We have
φ
B
GU = (GU)B = { B-invariant subspaces of U }.
Any complex representation U of B splits as
⊕
β U [β], so a subspace U ≤ U is invariant iff it is
the direct sum of its intersections with the subspaces U [β]. It follows that
(GU)B =
∏
β
GU [β] ≃
∏
β
GC∞.
We have a tautological bundle T [β] over GU [β], and the bundle HomCB(T,W ) over (GU)B is the
external direct sum of the bundles HomC(T [β],W [β]). The Thom complex GU [β]Hom(T [β],W [β]) is
just RW [β], and it follows that
[
(GU)Hom(T,W )
]B
is just the smash product of these factors, as
claimed.
For the last statement, note that if X is a space and U is a vector bundle of real dimension d
over X , then XU is always (d− 1)-connected. Now let V be a complex universe, and V a complex
vector space of finite dimension d. The bundle Hom(T, V ) over GrV has real dimension 2rd, so
conn(QrRV ) ≥ 2rd− 1, and
conn(RV /S
0) = conn(
∨
r>0
QrRV ) ≥ 2d− 1.
The claim follows easily. 
Corollary 19.5. lim
−→i
R(i) = S0.
Proof. The unit map S0 −→ Q0R(i) is an isomorphism for all i, so lim
−→i
Q0R(i) = S
0. It will
thus suffice to show that lim
−→i
R(i)/S0 = 0, or equivalently that the spectrum φ
B
(lim
−→i
R(i)/S0) =
lim
−→i
((φ
B
R(i))/S0) is nonequivariantly contractible for all B. As U is a complete universe, we have
dimWi[β] −→∞ as i −→∞ for all β, so conn(φ
B
R(i)/S0) −→∞, and the claim follows. 
We now let E be a periodically oriented theory, with orientation x say. This gives a universal
generator ui for E˜0S
Ui , and a basis {ci | i ≥ 0} for E˜0PU . Put
ER(i) = SymE∗ E∗(PU , PWi) = E∗[cj | j ≥ i] = ER(0)/(ck | k < i),
and let QrER(i) be the submodule generated by monomials of weight r (where each generator cj
is considered to have weight one). We then have maps
θi = θWi : ER(i) −→ E∗R(i),
which restrict to give maps
θir : QrER(i) −→ E∗QrR(i).
The elements ui and ci are related as follows: the inclusion PLi −→ PU gives an inclusion SUi −→
PUHom(T,Wi) ≃ PU/PWi, and the image of ui under this map is the same as the image of ci under
the evident quotient map PU −→ PU/PWi. It follows that the cofibration Σ
UiR(i)
bi−→ R(i) −→
R(i+ 1) gives rise to a cofibration
E ∧R(i)
ci−→ E ∧R(i) −→ E ∧R(i+ 1),
which restricts to give a cofibration
E ∧Qr−1R(i)
ci−→ E ∧QrR(i) −→ E ∧QrR(i+ 1).
Proposition 19.6. The maps θir are isomorphisms for all i and r.
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Proof. The maps θj0 and θj1 are visibly isomorphisms, so we may assume inductively that θj,r−1
is an isomorphism for all j. The cofibration displayed above gives a diagram D(i) as follows, with
exact rows:
Qr−1ER(i) //
ci //
θi,r−1 ≃

QrER(i) // //
θi,r

QrER(i+ 1)
θi+1,r

E∗Qr−1R(i) ci
// E∗QrR(i) qir
// E∗QrR(i+ 1)
We first prove that θir is surjective for all i. Let Θ(i) be the image of θir, so the claim is that
Θ(i) = E∗QrR(i). For j ≥ i we write K(j) for the kernel of the map E∗QrR(i) −→ E∗QrR(j).
Clearly K(i) = 0 ≤ Θ(i). Suppose that K(j) ≤ Θ(i), and consider the diagram D(j). Suppose
that a ∈ K(j + 1). Let b be the image of a in E∗QrR(j), so qjr(b) = 0. As the bottom row of
D(j) is exact and θj,r−1 is an isomorphism we see that there exists c ∈ QrER(j) with θjr(c) = b.
Moreover, the map QrER(i)→ QrER(j) is epi, so we can lift c to get an element d ∈ QrER(i).
Now a − θir(d) ∈ K(j) ≤ Θ(i) and visibly θir(d) ∈ Θ(i) so a ∈ Θ(i). It follows by induction
that K(j) ≤ Θ(i) for all j. Moreover, Corollary 19.5 implies that E∗QrR(i) is the union of the
subgroups K(j), so Θ(i) = E∗QrR(i) as required.
We now see that in D(i), the vertical maps are surjective, so qir is surjective. As the bottom
row is part of a long exact sequence and the right hand map is surjective, we conclude that the
bottom row is actually a short exact sequence. Using the snake lemma, we conclude that the
induced map ker(θir) −→ ker(θi+1,r) is an isomorphism. It follows that for any m > i, the map
ker(θir) −→ ker(θmr) is an isomorphism. However, we have ker(θir) ≤ QrER(i), and it is also clear
that when r > 0, any element of QrER(i) maps to zero in QrER(m) for m ≫ 0. It follows that
ker(θir) must be zero, so θir is an isomorphism as claimed. 
Proof of Theorem 19.2. Given any subrepresentation W < U , we can choose our flag {Wi} such
that W =Wi for some i. The theorem then follows from Proposition 19.6. 
20. Thom isomorphisms and the projective bundle theorem
Let E be a periodically orientable A-equivariant cohomology theory, with associated equivariant
formal group (C, φ) over S. For any A-space X , we will write XE = spf(E
0X).
Now let V be an equivariant complex vector bundle over X . We write PV for the associated
bundle of projective spaces, and XV for the Thom space (so XV = P (V ⊕C)/PV ). In this section,
we will give a Thom isomorphism and a projective bundle theorem to calculate E˜∗XV and E∗PV .
First, it is well-known that equivariant bundles of dimension r overX are classified by homotopy
classes of A-maps X −→ GrU . (See for example [1, Section 1.6].) We saw above that E0GrU = Sr,
and moreover the standard topological basis {e′β} for Sr is dual to a universal basis for E0GrU .
It follows that (GrU)E = Cr/Σr = Div
+
r (C).
Now let T denote the tautological bundle over GrU . It is not hard to identify the projective
bundle PT −→ GrU with the addition map
Gr−1U × PU = Gr−1U ×G1U −→ GrU ,
and thus to identify E0PT with Sr−1⊗̂R = OCr/Σr−1 , so PTE = C
r/Σr−1. On the other hand,
we can use Corollary 17.13 to identify Cr/Σr−1 with the universal divisor Dr over C
r/Σr.
Now suppose we have a vector bundle V over X , classified by a map c : X −→ GrU , so c∗T ≃ V .
The map c is then covered by a map c˜ : PV −→ PT , which gives a map c˜∗ : ODr = E
0PT −→ E0PV .
We can combine this with the evident map E∗X −→ E∗PV to get a map
θX,V : ODr ⊗Sr E
∗X −→ E∗PV.
Theorem 20.1. For any X and V as above, the map θX,V is an isomorphism (and so E
∗PV is
a projective module of rank r over E∗X).
Proof. We first examine the simplifications that occur when V admits a splitting V = L1⊕. . .⊕Lr,
where each Li is a line bundle. In this case, the classifying map X −→ GrU factors through PUr, so
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the map Sr −→ E0X factors through Rr. As ODr ⊗SrRr = O eDr , we see that θX,V is the composite
of an isomorphism with a map
θ′X,V : O eDr ⊗Rr E
∗X −→ E∗PV.
Next, choose a coordinate x on C and define a difference function d(a, b) = x(b − a) as usual.
Define a function di on C
r+1 by
di(a1, . . . , ar, b) = d(ai, b) = x(b − ai),
as in Construction 17.2. We then put ci =
∏
j<i dj . By the method of Proposition 2.21 we see
that {c1, . . . , cr} is a basis for O eD over Rr, so θ
′
X,V is just the map (E
∗X)r −→ E∗PV given by
(t1, . . . , tr) 7→
∑
i tici.
Now consider the case where X is a point, so V is just a representation of A. In this case there
is always a splitting V = L1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ Lr as above, where Li = Lαi for some αi ∈ A
∗. In this
case the image of ci in E
0PV is just the element xUi−1 from Corollary 5.8, so the map θX,V is an
isomorphism.
More generally, suppose that X is arbitrary but V is a constant bundle, with fibre given by a
representationW =
∑
i Lαi say. As the elements xUi form a universal basis for E
∗PW , we see that
E∗PV = E∗X ⊗E∗ E
∗PW =
⊕
i E
∗.xUi and it follows easily that θX,V is again an isomorphism.
Now consider the case X = A/B for some B ≤ A. It is easy to see that any bundle over X has
the form A ×B W0 for some representation W0 of B. However, as A is a finite abelian group, we
can find a representationW of A such that W |B =W0, and it follows that A×BW0 is isomorphic
to the constant bundle A/B ×W . It follows that θX,V is again an isomorphism.
Now let X and V be arbitrary, and suppose we can decompose X as the union of two open
sets X0 and X1, with intersection X2. Suppose we know that the maps θXi,V are isomorphisms
for i = 0, 1 and 2; we claim that θX,V is also an isomorphism. Indeed, the decomposition gives
a Mayer-Vietoris sequence involving E∗X . We can tensor this by the projective module ODr
over Sr, and it will remain exact. Alternatively, we can pull back the decomposition to get a
decomposition of PV , and obtain another Mayer-Vietoris sequence. The θ maps are easily seen
to be compatible with these sequences, so the claim follows by the five lemma.
We can now now prove that θX,V is an isomorphism for all X and V , by induction on the
number of cells and passage to colimits. 
Corollary 20.2. If V is an equivariant vector bundle over X, then the formal scheme D(V ) :=
PVE is a divisor on C over XE, of degree equal to the dimension of V . Moreover, we have
D(V ⊕W ) = D(V ) +D(W ) and D(V ⊗W ) = D(V ) ∗D(W ).
Proof. The first statement is clear from the theorem. We need only check the equationD(V ⊕W ) =
D(V ) +D(W ) in the universal case, where X = GrU ×GsU . As the map PUr+s −→ GrU ×GsU
induces a faithfully flat map Cr+s −→ Cr/Σr ×S Cs/Σs, it suffices to check that equation for the
obvious bundles V = L1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Lr and W = Lr+1 ⊕ · · · ⊕ Lr+s over PUr+s, in which case it is
clear. A similar approach works for convolution of divisors. 
We next consider the Thom isomorphism.
Definition 20.3. Let C be a formal multicurve group over S, with zero section ζ : S −→ C. Given
a divisor D on C over S, we let JD denote the kernel of the restriction map OC −→ OD, which
is a free module of rank one over OC . We also use the map ζ∗ : OC −→ OS to make OS into a
module over OC , and we define L(D) = OS ⊗OC JD, which is a free module of rank one over
OS , or equivalently a trivialisable line bundle over S. We call this the Thom module for D. More
generally, given a scheme S′ over S and a divisor D on C over S′, we obtain a trivialisable line
bundle L(D) over S′.
Remark 20.4. Note that ker(ζ∗) = J[0] and that JDJ[0] = JD+[0]. It follows that
L(D) = JD/JD+[0] = ker(OD+[0] −→ OD).
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Remark 20.5. If we fix a coordinate x and put d(a, b) = x(b− a), we get a generator fD for JD
as in Definition 14.3, and thus a generator uD = 1⊗ fD for L(D), which we call the Thom class.
However, these generators are not completely canonical because of the choice of coordinate.
We also define the Euler class eD to be the element fD(0) = ζ
∗fD ∈ OS . Note that if D = [u]
for some section u, then fD(a) = x(a− u) and so eD = x(−u) = x(u).
Remark 20.6. For any two divisors D and D′, we have JD+D′ = JDJD′ , which can be identified
with JD ⊗OC JD′ (because JD and JD′ are each generated by a single regular element). It follows
that L(D + D′) = L(D) ⊗OS L(D
′). In terms of a coordinate, we have uD+D′ = uD ⊗ uD′ and
eD+D′ = eDeD′ .
Theorem 20.7. Let V be an equivariant complex bundle over a space X, giving a divisor D(V ) =
PVE on C over XE as in Corollary 20.2 and thus a free rank one module L(D(V )) over E
0X.
Then there is a natural isomorphism E˜0XV = L(D(V )) (and E˜∗XV = L(D(V )) ⊗E0X E
∗X).
Moreover, if we choose a coordinate and thus obtain a Thom class uD(V ) as in Remark 20.5, then
this gives a universal generator for E˜0X.
Proof. Consider the cofibration P (V ) −→ P (V ⊕ C) −→ XV . Using Theorem 20.1 we see that
E∗P (V ) = E∗X ⊗E0X OD(V )
E∗P (V ⊕ C) = E∗X ⊗E0X OD(V⊕C) = E
∗X ⊗E0X OD(V )+[0].
As the map ρ : OD(V )+[0] −→ OD(V ) is a split surjection of E
0X-modules, we see that the long
exact sequence of the cofibration splits into short exact sequences. As ker(ρ) = L(D(V )), we see
that E˜∗XV = L(D(V )) ⊗E0X E
∗X . By looking in degree zero, we see that E˜0XV = L(D(V )).
As this isomorphism is natural in X , it is easy to see that the generator is universal. 
Remark 20.8. If we have two bundles V and V ′, the above results give
E˜0XV⊕V
′
= L(D(V ⊕ V ′)) = L(D(V ) +D(V ′))
= L(D(V ))⊗E0X L(D(V
′)) = E˜0XV ⊗E0 E˜
0XV
′
.
One can check that this isomorphism E˜0XV ⊗E˜0XV
′
= E˜0XV⊕V
′
is induced by the usual diagonal
map XV⊕V
′
−→ XV ∧XV
′
.
Definition 20.9. We write uV for uD(V ), and call this the Thom class of V . We also write eV
for eD(V ), and call this the Euler class of V . (Using Remark 20.5, we see that this is consistent
with the definition for line bundles given in Section 5.)
It is easy to see that the Euler class is the pullback of the Thom class along the zero section
X −→ XV , and that eV⊕W = eV eW .
Now suppose that r ≤ dim(V ), and consider the space Pr(V ) consisting of all tuples (x;L1, . . . , Lr)
where x ∈ X and the Li are orthogonal lines in Vx. Recall also that Pr(D(V )) is the classifying
scheme for r-tuples (u1, . . . , ur) of sections of C such that
∑
i[ui] ≤ D(V ), as in Proposition 17.8.
Proposition 20.10. There is a natural isomorphism Pr(V )E = Pr(D(V )).
Proof. For each i we have a line bundle over Pr(V ) whose fibre over (x, L1, . . . , Lr) is Li. This is
classified by a map Pr(V ) −→ PU , which gives rise to a map ui : Pr(V )E −→ C. The direct sum of
these line bundles corresponds to the divisor [u1] + . . . + [ur]. This direct sum is a subbundle of
V , so [u1] + . . .+ [ur] ≤ D(V ). This construction therefore gives us a map Pr(V )E −→ Pr(D(V )).
In the case r = 1 we have P1(V ) = PV and P1(D(V )) = D(V ) so the claim is that (PV )E =
D(V ), which is true by definition. In general, suppose we know that Pr−1(V )E = Pr−1(D(V )).
We can regard Pr(V ) as the projective space of the bundle over Pr−1(V ) whose fibre over a point
(x, L1, . . . , Lr−1) is the space Vx ⊖ (L1 ⊕ . . . ⊕ Lr−1). It follows that Pr(V )E is just the divisor
D(V ) − ([u1] + . . . + [ur−1]) over Pr−1(D(V )), which is easily identified with Pr(D(V )). The
proposition follows by induction. 
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We next consider the Grassmannian bundle
Gr(V ) = {(x,W ) | x ∈ X , W ≤ Vx and dim(W ) = r}.
Proposition 20.11. There is a natural isomorphism Gr(V )E = Subr(D(V )).
Proof. Let T denote the tautological bundle over Gr(V ). This is a rank r subbundle of the
pullback of V so we have a degree r subdivisor D(T ) of the pullback of D(V ) over Gr(V )E . This
gives rise to a map f : Gr(V )E −→ Subr(D(V )), so if we put A = OSubr(D(V )) we get a map
f∗ : A −→ E0Gr(V ), and we must show that this is an isomorphism. Now consider the tautological
divisor D of degree r over Subr(D(V )). As the module B = OPrD is faithfully flat over A, it will
suffice to show that the map f∗ : B −→ B ⊗A E0Gr(V ) is an isomorphism. However, we saw in
the proof of Proposition 17.11 that PrD = PrD(V ) = (PrV )E , so B = E
0PrV . If we let T be the
tautological bundle over GrV , it is easy to see that PrT = PrV and so B = E
0PrT = OPrD(T ).
It is also easy to see that D(T ) = f∗D, so PrD(T ) = f
∗PrD, and so
B = OPrD(T ) = E
0Gr(V )⊗A OPrD = E
0Gr(V )⊗A B,
as required. 
We conclude this section with a consistency check that will be useful later.
Definition 20.12. Given a one-dimensional complex vector space L and an arbitrary complex
vector space V , we define ρ : PV −→ P (L ⊗ V ) by ρ(M) = L ⊗M . This is evidently a homeo-
morphism. If V has the form V = Hom(L,W ) = L∗ ⊗W then we identify L ⊗ V with W in the
obvious way, and thus obtain a homeomorphism ρ : P (Hom(L,W )) −→ PW . All this clearly works
equivariantly, and fibrewise for vector bundles.
Proposition 20.13. Let X be a space equipped with two complex vector bundles V and W . Let
p : PV −→ X be the projection, and let T be the tautological bundle over PV , so we have a bundle
Hom(T, p∗W ) over PV . Then there is a natural homeomorphism
P (V ⊕W )/PW = PV Hom(T,p
∗W ).
Proof. Put U = Hom(T, p∗W )). We will construct a diagram as follows:
PU

i0

ρ
≃
// P (p∗W )

i1

proj // // PV

i2

P (C⊕ U)
≃
ρ
// P (T ⊕ p∗W ) // // P (p∗(V ⊕W ))
proj
// // P (V ⊕W )
First note that the obvious map C −→ Hom(T, T ) is an isomorphism (because T has dimension
one), so
C⊕ U = Hom(T, T )⊕Hom(T, p∗W ) = Hom(T, T ⊕ p∗W ).
Given this, it is clear that we have homeomorphisms ρ as indicated; this gives the left hand half
of the diagram, and shows that the cofibre of i0 is homeomorphic to that of i1.
Next, observe that T is a subbundle of p∗V so T ⊕ p∗W ≤ p∗(V ⊕W ), so P (T ⊕ p∗W ) ⊆
P (p∗(V ⊕W )) as indicated. There is also an obvious projection P (p∗(V ⊕W )) −→ P (V ⊕W ),
giving the right hand rectangle in the diagram. Note also that P (p∗W ) = p∗PV = PV ×X PW .
We next consider in more detail the map P (T ⊕ p∗W ) −→ P (V ⊕W ), which we shall call τ .
A point in P (T ⊕ p∗W ) consists of a triple (x, L,M), where x ∈ X and L is a one-dimensional
subspace of Vx and M is a one-dimensional subspace of L⊕Wx. We have τ(x, L,M) = (x,M) ∈
P (V ⊕W ). Suppose we start with a point (x,M) ∈ P (V ⊕W ). If M ∈ PWx then it is clear
that τ−1{(x,M)} = PVx × {M}. On the other hand, if M 6∈ PWx then the image of M under
the projection Vx ⊕Wx −→ Vx is a one-dimensional subspace L ≤ Vx, and the point (x, L,M) is
the unique preimage of (x,M) under τ . This means that the rectangle is a pullback, in which
the horizontal maps are surjective. Using this, we see that τ induces a homeomorphism from the
cofibre of i1 to that of i2.
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The cofibre of i0 is PV
U , and the cofibre of i2 is P (V ⊕W )/PW , so these are homeomorphic
as claimed. 
As a corollary of the above, we have E0(P (V ⊕W ), PW ) = E˜0PV Hom(T,p
∗W ). We can use the
projective bundle theorem and the Thom isomorphism to calculate both sides in terms of divisors,
and they are not obviously the same. Nonetheless, there is an isomorphism between them that
can be constructed by pure algebra, as explained in the following result.
Proposition 20.14. Let C = spf(R) be a formal multicurve group over S = spec(k), equipped
with two divisors P = spec(R/K) and Q = spec(R/L). Define an automorphism ρ of P ×S C by
ρ(a, b) = (a, b+ a) (so ρ−1(a, b) = (a, b − a)) and let p : P −→ S be the projection. Then there is a
natural isomorphism
L(ρ−1(p∗Q)) = L/KL = ker(OP+Q −→ OQ).
Moreover, if we have a coordinate x and use it to define a difference function and Thom classes,
then the above isomorphism sends the Thom class in L(ρ−1(p∗Q)) to the element fQ ∈ L/KL.
Remark 20.15. In the last part of the statement, it is important that we are using the generator
fQ defined as a norm as in Definition 14.3. As explained in Remark 14.4, in the nonequivariant
case, this is different from the Chern polynomial which is more usually used as a generator.
Proof. Write Z for the scheme P × 0 and ∆ for the image of the diagonal map P −→ P ×S P .
Both of these can be regarded as divisors on the multicurve P ×S C over P , and it is clear that
ρ−1(∆) = Z, and so ρ−1(∆ + p∗Q) = Z + ρ−1(p∗Q). It is also clear that ∆ ≤ p∗P and so
∆+ p∗Q ≤ p∗(P +Q). There are evident projection maps p∗Q −→ Q and p∗(P +Q) −→ P +Q. All
this fits together into the following diagram.
ρ−1(p∗Q)
ρ
≃
//

i0

p∗Q // //

i1

Q

i2

Z + ρ−1(p∗Q)
≃
ρ
// ∆+ p∗Q // // p∗(P +Q) // // P +Q
The kernel of the ring map i∗0 is (essentially by definition) the Thom module L(ρ
−1(p∗Q)). As ρ is
an isomorphism, it induces an isomorphism ker(i∗1) ≃ ker(i
∗
0). It will thus be enough to show that
the map ker(i∗2) −→ ker(i
∗
1) is also an isomorphism. To be more explicit, write A = OP = R/K
and B = OQ = R/L. Let I be the ideal in A⊗R = OP×SC defining the closed subscheme ∆, so
I is generated by the images of elements 1⊗ a− a⊗ 1 for a ∈ R. The right hand half of the above
diagram then gives the following diagram of rings and ideals:
A⊗R
A⊗L
R
L
oof0oo
A⊗R
I.(A⊗L)
i∗1
OOOO
R
KL
f1oo
i∗2
OOOO
A⊗L
I.(A⊗L)
OO
OO
L
KLf2
oo
OO
OO
The maps fi have the form a 7→ 1⊗a, and we must show that f2 is an isomorphism. Now choose a
generator g for the ideal L, giving an isomorphism L ≃ R of R-modules. This gives isomorphisms
(A ⊗ L)/I.(A ⊗ L) ≃ (A ⊗ R)/I and L/KL ≃ R/K = A, in terms of which f2 becomes the ring
map A −→ (A ⊗R)/I given by a 7→ (a⊗ 1 + I) = (1 ⊗ a+ I). This corresponds to the projection
∆ −→ B, which is evidently an isomorphism as required. 
Remark 20.16. In the context of Proposition 20.13, we can take P = D(V ) and Q = D(W ).
We find that D(Hom(T, q∗V )) = ρ−1(q∗P ), and the diagram in the proof of Proposition 20.14
can be identified with that in the proof of Proposition 20.13. It follows that the isomorphism
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L(ρ−1(q∗P )) = ker(OP+Q −→ OP ) obtained by applying E0(−) to Proposition 20.13 is the same
as that given by Proposition 20.14.
21. Duality
LetD = spf(R/I) be a divisor of degree r on C. In this section we will prove that HomS(OD,OS)
is a free module of rank one over OD, which means that OD is a Poincare´ duality algebra over
OS . More precisely, we will identify HomS(OD,OS) with a subquotient of the module of mero-
morphic differential forms on C. In the case where C is embeddable, the duality is given by a
kind of residue. It is therefore reasonable to define the residue map in the general case so that
this continues to hold.
21.1. Abstract duality. It will be convenient to start by considering a more abstract situation.
Fix a ground ring k, and write Hom(M,N) for Homk(M,N) and M ⊗N for M ⊗k N . Let A be
a k-algebra that is a finitely generated projective module of rank r over k, and write
M∨ = Hom(M,k) = Homk(M,k)
N∗ = HomA(N,A).
If M is an A-module, then we make M∨ an A-module by the usual rule (aφ)(m) = φ(am).
Now Let I be the kernel of the multiplication map µ : A⊗A −→ A, and let J be the annihilator
of I in A⊗A, and put B = (A⊗A)/J . Assume that I and J are both principal.
Given a k-linear map φ : A −→ k, we get an A-linear map 1⊗ φ : A⊗A −→ A, so we can define
φ˜ = θ0(φ) = (1⊗ φ)|J : J −→ A.
This construction gives a map θ0 : A
∨ −→ J∗.
Theorem 21.1. The A-modules A∨ and J are both free of rank one (but without canonical gen-
erator) and the map θ0 : A
∨ −→ J∗ is an A-linear isomorphism.
The rest of this section constitutes the proof.
Lemma 21.2. The map θ0 is A-linear, and the adjoint map θ1 : J −→ A∨∗ is an isomorphism.
Proof. First suppose that a ∈ A and φ ∈ A∨ and u ∈ J ; we must show that (1 ⊗ aφ)(u) =
a((1⊗φ)(u)). From the definitions we have (1⊗aφ)(u) = (1⊗φ)((1⊗a)u), and (1⊗φ)((a⊗1)u) =
a((1⊗φ)(u)), so it will suffice to show that (1⊗a)u = (a⊗1)u. This holds because 1⊗a−a⊗1 ∈ I
and IJ = 0. We now see that θ0 is A-linear, which allows us to define the adjoint map θ1 : J −→ A∨∗
by θ1(u)(φ) = θ0(φ)(u) = (1 ⊗ φ)(u).
Next, as A is k-projective, we have A⊗A = Hom(A∨, A). If an element u ∈ A⊗A corresponds
to a map α : A∨ −→ A, then (1⊗ a)u corresponds to the map x 7→ aα(x), and (a⊗ 1)u corresponds
to the map x 7→ α(ax). It follows that (1⊗ a− a⊗ 1)u = 0 iff α(ax) = aα(x) for all x ∈ A. As I
is generated by elements of the form 1⊗ a− a⊗ 1, we find that
A∨∗ = HomA(A
∨, A) = ann(I,Hom(A∨, A)) = ann(I, A⊗A) = J.
One can check that the isomorphism arising from this argument is just θ1. 
Remark 21.3. It follows immediately that if A∨ has an inverse as an A-module, then that inverse
must be J , and θ0 must be an isomorphism.
We now define η0, η1 : A −→ A⊗A by
η0(a) = a⊗ 1
η1(a) = 1⊗ a.
We regard A⊗A as an A-algebra (and thus I, J and B as A-modules) via the map η0.
Lemma 21.4. The A-modules I and B are projective, both with rank r − 1. Moreover, J is free
of rank one as an A-module.
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Proof. As A is projective over k with rank r, we see that A ⊗ A is projective over A with rank
r. There is a short exact sequence I −→ A ⊗ A
µ
−→ A, that is A-linearly split by η0. It follows
that I is projective over A, with rank r − 1. As I is principal with annihilator J , we see that
I ≃ (A⊗A)/J = B as A-modules, so B is also projective of rank r − 1. It follows that the short
exact sequence J −→ A⊗A −→ B is A-linearly split, and so J is projective of rank one. It is also a
principal ideal and thus a cyclic module, so it must in fact be free of rank one. 
Next, write λt for the t’th exterior power functor, and observe that η1 induces a k-linear map
ηˆ1 : λ
r−1A −→ A⊗ λr−1A = λr−1A (A⊗A),
and the projection q : A ⊗ A −→ B induces a map λr−1(q) : λr−1A (A ⊗ A) −→ λ
r−1
A B. We define
ψ : λr−1A −→ λr−1A B to be the composite of these two maps, so
ψ(a1 ∧ · · · ∧ ar−1) = q(1 ⊗ a1) ∧A · · · ∧A q(1⊗ ar−1).
Lemma 21.5. The map ψ : λr−1A −→ λr−1A B is an isomorphism.
Proof. One can see from the definitions that the image of ψ generates λr−1A B as an A-module. We
will start by showing that the image is itself an A-submodule, so ψ must be surjective.
First, we show that λr−1A has a natural structure as an A-module. Indeed, there is an evident
multiplication ν : A⊗ λr−1A −→ λrA, which induces an isomorphism ν# : λr−1A ≃ Hom(A, λrA).
The A-module structure on A gives an A-module structure on Hom(A, λrA) which can thus be
transported to λr−1A. More explicitly, there is a unique bilinear operation ∗ : A⊗λr−1A −→ λr−1A
such that a ∧ (b ∗ u) = (ab) ∧ u for all a, b ∈ A and u ∈ λr−1A.
This in turn gives an A⊗A-module structure on the group A⊗ λr−1A = λr−1A (A⊗A), by the
formula (a⊗ b) ∗ (c⊗ u) = (ac)⊗ (b ∗ u). It follows that
ηˆ1(b ∗ u) = η1(b) ∗ ηˆ1(u).
We next claim that λr−1A B is a quotient A ⊗ A-module of λ
r−1
A (A ⊗ A), and is annihilated by
I. Indeed, we certainly have an A-module structure and (A⊗A)/I = A so it will suffice to show
that the map λr−1(q) : λr−1A (A⊗A) −→ λ
r−1
A B annihilates I ∗ λ
r−1
A (A⊗A). To see this, choose an
element e that generates J (so Ie = 0). Using the splittable exact sequence J −→ A⊗A
q
−→ B, we
see that there is a commutative diagram as follows, in which χ is an isomorphism.
λr−1A (A⊗A)
e∧(−) // //
λr−1(q)

λrA(A⊗A)
λr−1A B
χ
≃
77ooooooooooo
Now for u ∈ λr−1A (A⊗A) we have e ∧ (I ∗ u) = (Ie) ∧ u = 0, so λ
r−1(q)(I ∗ u) = 0 as required.
We can now apply the map λr−1(q) to the equation ηˆ1(b ∗ u) = η1(b) ∗ ηˆ1(u) to see that our
map ψ : λr−1A −→ λr−1A B is A-linear. In particular, the image of ψ is an A-submodule, and thus
ψ is surjective as explained previously.
Next, note that A is a projective k-module of rank r, so the same is true of λr−1A. On the
other hand, B is a projective A-module of rank r − 1, so λr−1A B is a projective A-module of rank
one, and thus also a projective k-module of rank r. Thus ψ is a surjective map between projective
k-modules of the same finite rank, so it is necessarily an isomorphism. 
Example 21.6. It is illuminating to see how this works out in the case where A = k[x]/f(x),
where f(x) =
∑r
i=0 aix
r−i is a monic polynomial of degree r. We write x0 for x ⊗ 1 and x1 for
1⊗ x, so A⊗A = k[x0, x1]/(f(x0), f(x1)). Put
d(x0, x1) = x1 − x0
e(x0, x1) = (f(x1)− f(x0))/(x1 − x0) =
∑
i+j<r
ar−i−j−1x
i
0x
j
1.
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One checks that I is generated by d and J is generated by e. Put
ui = (−1)
ix0 ∧ . . . ∧ x̂i ∧ . . . ∧ xr−1,
so {u0, . . . , ur−1} is a basis for λr−1A over k. If we put v = x0∧. . .∧xr−1 ∈ λrA, then xi∧uj = δijv,
so xi1 ∧ ηˆ1(uj) = δij ηˆ1(v). Using this, we find that
χψ(uj) = e ∧ ηˆ1(uj) = (
r−1∑
i=k
ai−kx
r−1−i)ηˆ1(v).
This means that the matrix of the map χψ : λr−1A −→ λrA(A ⊗ A) (with respect to the obvious
bases) is triangular, with ones on the diagonal. The map χψ is thus an isomorphism, and the
same is true of χ, so ψ is an isomorphism as expected.
Proof of Theorem 21.1. First, suppose we have a map φ : A −→ k. It is well-known that there is a
unique derivation iφ of the exterior algebra λ
∗A whose effect on λ1A is just the map λ1A = A
φ
−→
k = λ0A (this is called interior multiplication by φ). We write ζ(φ) for the map iφ : λ
rA −→ λr−1A.
This construction gives a map ζ : A∨ −→ Hom(λrA, λr−1A). If we have a basis for A then we find
that ζ sends the obvious basis of A∨ to the obvious basis for Hom(λrA, λr−1A) (up to sign),
so ζ is an isomorphism. In general, A need only be projective over k but we can still choose a
basis Zariski-locally on spec(k) and the argument goes through. It follows that ζ is always an
isomorphism.
Next, as mentioned above, the short exact sequence J −→ A ⊗ A −→ B gives J ⊗A λ
r−1
A B =
λrA(A⊗A) = A⊗ λ
rA. As the modules J , λr−1A B and A⊗ λ
rA are all dualisable, we deduce that
J∗ = HomA(A⊗ λ
rA, λr−1A B)
= Hom(λrA, λr−1A B)
= Hom(λrA, λr−1A)
= A∨.
In particular, we see that A∨ is an invertible A-module, so Remark 21.3 tells us that the map
θ0 must be an isomorphism. (In fact, the above chain of identifications implicitly constructs an
isomorphism θ′0 : A
∨ −→ J∗, and one could presumably check directly that θ′0 = θ0, but we have
not done so.) 
Definition 21.7. The isomorphism J∗ = A∨ gives J∗∨ = A∨∨ = A; we let ǫ : J∗ −→ k be the
element of J∗∨ corresponding to 1 ∈ A under this isomorphism. Equivalently, ǫ is the unique map
such that ǫ(θ0(φ)) = ǫ((1 ⊗ φ)|J ) = φ(1) for all φ ∈ A∨.
We will prove later that in cases arising from topology, the map ǫ can be identified with a Gysin
map. We conclude this section with an algebraic characterisation of ǫ that will be the basis of the
proof.
Construction 21.8. Given λ ∈ J∗ and a ∈ A we can define a map m(a ⊗ λ) : J −→ A ⊗ A by
e 7→ a⊗λ(e). This map is A-linear if we use the second copy of A to make A⊗A into an A-module.
Thus, this construction gives a map m : A ⊗ J∗ −→ HomA(J,A ⊗ A), and as A is projective over
k, this is easily seen to be an isomorphism. Under the inverse of this isomorphism, the inclusion
J −→ A ⊗ A corresponds to an element u ∈ A ⊗ J∗. Lemma 21.11 will give a more concrete
description of this element.
Proposition 21.9. The map ǫ : J∗ −→ k is such that (1 ⊗ ǫ)(u) = 1 (where u is as constructed
above). Moreover, ǫ is the unique map with this property.
The proof will follow after some discussion.
It is convenient to choose a generator e =
∑
i ai ⊗ bi for J , and a dual generator η for J
∗, so
η(e) = 1. We then put ψ = θ−10 (η) ∈ A
∨; this is the unique map ψ : A −→ k such that (1⊗ψ)(e) = 1.
Lemma 21.10. We have ψ(a) = ǫ(aη) for all a ∈ A.
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Proof. Using the A-linearity of θ0 and the fact that ǫθ0(φ) = φ(1), we see that
ǫ(aη) = ǫθ0(aψ) = (aψ)(1) = ψ(a).

Lemma 21.11. The element u in Construction 21.8 is given by
u = e.(1⊗ η) =
∑
i
ai ⊗ (biη).
Proof. The element v := e.(1 ⊗ η) corresponds to the map i = m(v) : J −→ A ⊗ A given by
i(x) =
∑
i ai ⊗ (biη(x)). In particular, we have i(e) =
∑
i ai ⊗ bi = e, so i is the inclusion, so
v = u. 
Proof of Proposition 21.9. Recall that ǫ is the image of 1 under an isomorphism A ≃ A∨∨ ≃ J∗∨,
so it certainly generates J∗∨. It will thus suffice to check that (1⊗ (tǫ))(u) = t for all t ∈ A. The
calculation is as follows:
(1⊗ (tǫ))(u) =
∑
i
aiǫ(tbiη)
=
∑
i
aiψ(tbi)
= (1⊗ ψ)((1 ⊗ t)e)
= (1⊗ ψ)((t ⊗ 1)e)
= t.(1⊗ ψ)(e)
= t.
The first equality is Lemma 21.11, and the second is Lemma 21.10. The fourth equality holds
because (1⊗ t)e = (t⊗ 1)e, and the last equality is essentially the definition of ψ. 
21.2. Duality for divisors. Now consider a divisor D = spec(A) on a multicurve C = spf(R)
over a scheme S = spec(k). In this section, we explain and prove the following theorem.
Theorem 21.12. For any divisor D = spec(OC/ID), there is a natural isomorphism
HomOS (OD,OS) = (I
−1
D /OC)⊗OC Ω.
(The right hand side consists of meromorphic differential forms whose polar divisor is less than
or equal to D, modulo holomorphic differential forms; it is easily seen to be free of rank one over
OD.) Moreover, if a map φ : OD −→ OS corresponds to a meromorphic form µ, then φ(1) = res(µ).
The proof is postponed to the end of the section. The last part of the theorem is not yet
meaningful, as we have not defined residues. The definition will be such as to make the claim
trivial, but we will also check that the definition is compatible with the usual one in the case of
embeddable multicurves.
The first step in proving the theorem is to show that the theory in the previous section is
applicable.
Definition 21.13. Let X be a scheme over S, with closed subschemes Y and Z. Suppose that
OX , OY and OZ are all finitely generated projective modules over OS . We say that Y and Z are
perfectly complementary if
(a) the ideals IY and IZ are principal.
(b) ann(IY ) = IZ and ann(IZ) = IY .
Lemma 21.14. If D0 and D1 are divisors on a multicurve C, then D0 and D1 are perfectly
complementary in D0 +D1.
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Proof. Put Ai = ODi ; this is a finitely generated projective module over OS , and has the form
OC/fi for some regular element fi ∈ OC . We also put B = OC/(f0f1) = OD0+D1 , so Ai = B/fi.
Suppose that gf1 = 0 (mod f0f1). Then (g − hf0)f1 = 0 for some h ∈ OC , but f1 is regular,
so g = hf0 = 0 (mod f0). This shows that the annihilator of f1 in B is generated by f0, and by
symmetry, the annihilator of f0 is generated by f1, and this proves the lemma. 
Corollary 21.15. Let D be a divisor on a multicurve C. Then the diagonal subscheme ∆ ⊆
D ×S D and the subscheme P2D ⊆ D ×S D are perfectly complementary.
Proof. Let q : D −→ S be the projection. We can regard ∆ and P2D as divisors on the multicurve
q∗C over D, with D ×S D = q∗D = ∆+ P2D, so the claim follows from the lemma. 
Corollary 21.16. Let D be a divisor on a multicurve C, and put J = ker(OD2 −→ OP2D). Then
J is a free OD-module of rank one, and there is a natural isomorphism
θ0 : HomOD (J,OD) −→ HomOS (OD,OS)
given by θ0(φ) = (1⊗ φ)|J .
Proof. Let I be the kernel of the multiplication map OD2 = O
⊗2
D −→ OD, so that O∆ = OD2/I.
Note that I is principal, generated by any difference function on C. We see from Corollary 21.15
that J is the annihilator of I, and that J is also principal. We can thus apply Theorem 21.1 to
get the claimed isomorphism. 
To proceed further, we need a better understanding of the ideal J .
Definition 21.17. For the rest of this section, we will use the following notation.
k = OS
R = OC
A = OD
R2 = R⊗̂R
A2 = A⊗A
I˜ = ker(R2
µ
−→ R)
I = ker(A2
µ
−→ A)
J = annA2(I)
K = ID = ker(R −→ A)
K2 = K⊗̂R+R⊗̂K = ker(R2 −→ A2)
J˜ = {u ∈ R2 | uI˜ ⊆ K2}.
We will also choose a difference function d on C (so d ∈ I˜), and let α denote the image of d
in Ω. We choose a generator f of K, and we let e denote the unique element of R2 such that
1⊗ f − f ⊗ 1 = de. We will check later that the image of e in A2 is a generator of J . After that,
we will write η for the dual generator of J∗, and ψ for the corresponding element of A∨.
Remark 21.18. It is clear that J˜ is the preimage of J in R2, so J = J˜/K2. As I˜ is generated by
a single regular element, one can check that I˜ ∩K2 = I˜ J˜ .
Definition 21.19. We define χ0 : R −→ I˜ by χ0(a) = 1⊗ a− a⊗ 1, and observe that
χ0(ab) = (a⊗ 1)χ0(b) + (1⊗ b)χ0(a).
Given a difference function d on C, we let ξ(a) ∈ R2 denote the unique element such that χ0(a) =
ξ(a)d. We again have
ξ(ab) = (a⊗ 1)ξ(b) + (1⊗ b)ξ(a).
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Lemma 21.20. There is a unique map ν : K2 −→ K/K2 such that
ν(a⊗ b) = ab whenever a ∈ K and b ∈ R
ν(a⊗ b) = 0 whenever a ∈ R and b ∈ K.
Moreover, we have ν(K2I˜) = 0.
Proof. Using a k-linear splitting of the sequence K −→ R −→ A, we see that (K⊗̂R) ∩ (R⊗̂K) =
K⊗̂K, so we have
K2
R⊗̂K
=
K⊗̂R
K⊗̂K
.
The multiplication map µ : R⊗̂R −→ R evidently induces a map (K⊗̂R)/(K⊗̂K) −→ K/K2.
Putting this together, we get a map
ν =
(
K2 −→
K2
R⊗̂K
=
K⊗̂R
K⊗̂K
µ
−→
K
K2
)
.
It is clear that this is uniquely characterised by the stated properties. As ν is essentially given
by µ on K⊗̂R and µ(I˜) = 0, we see that ν(I˜ .(K⊗̂R)) = 0. We also have ν(R⊗̂K) = 0 and so
ν(I˜ .(R⊗̂K)) = 0, so ν(I˜K2) = 0 as claimed. 
Proposition 21.21. The map ξ induces a A-linear isomorphism K/K2 −→ J , so J is freely
generated over A by the element e = ξ(f). (Note however that this isomorphism is not canonical,
because it depends on the choice of d.)
Proof. Suppose that a ∈ K, so χ0(a) ∈ K2. As I˜ = R2d we see that ξ(a)I˜ = R2χ0(a) ⊆ K2, so
ξ(K) ⊆ J˜ , so we get an induced map K −→ J˜/K2 = J . Using the product formula for ξ, we deduce
that this map is R-linear and induces a map K/K2 −→ J . In the opposite direction, we define
ζ : J˜ −→ K/K2 by ζ(u) = ν(ud). If u ∈ K2 then ud ∈ I˜K2 so ν(ud) = 0. Thus, ζ induces a map
J = J˜/K2 −→ K/K2. It is easy to see that ζξ = 1: K/K2 −→ K/K2, and both J and K/K2 are
invertible A-modules, so ζ and ξ must be mutually inverse isomorphisms. It follows immediately
that J is freely generated by e. 
Our next task is to reformulate the above isomorphism in a way that is independent of any
choices.
Proposition 21.22. Put
Ω = Ω|D = Ω⊗R A = I˜ ⊗R2 A.
There is a natural isomorphism χ : K/K2 −→ J ⊗R Ω = J ⊗A Ω of A-modules, satisfying χ(a) =
ξ(a) ⊗ α, where α is the image of d in Ω. By adjunction, there is also a natural isomorphism
χ′ : J∗ −→ (K/K2)∗ ⊗A Ω = (K/K2)∗ ⊗R Ω.
Proof. We have
J ⊗A Ω = J ⊗A (A⊗R2 I˜) = (J˜/K2)⊗R2 I˜ = (I˜ J˜)/(I˜K2) = (I˜ ∩K2)/(I˜K2).
We have seen that the map χ sends K to I˜ ∩K2 and K2 to I˜K2, so it induces a map χ : K/K2 −→
J⊗AΩ, which is obviously canonical. One checks from the definitions that χ(a) = ξ(a)⊗α, where
ξ and α are defined in terms of a difference function d as above. As ξ is an isomorphism and Ω is
freely generated by α over A, we conclude that χ is an isomorphism. 
Our next task is to interpret the module (K/K2)∗.
Definition 21.23. Let C be a formal multicurve over S. We say that an element f ∈ OC is
divisorial if it is not a zero-divisor, and OC/f is a projective OS-module of finite rank. One can
check that the set of divisorial elements is closed under multiplication, so we can invert it to get
a new ring MC , whose elements we call meromorphic functions. We say that a meromorphic
function is divisorial if it can be written as f/g, where f and g are divisorial elements of OC (this
can be seen to be compatible with the previous definition). A fractional ideal is an OC -submodule
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I ≤MC that can be generated by a divisorial meromorphic function. The set of fractional ideals
forms a group under multiplication, with I−1 = {f ∈MC | fI ⊆ OC}.
Lemma 21.24. There is a natural isomorphism (K/K2)∗ = (K−1/R). With respect to this, the
generator f of K/K2 is dual to the generator 1/f of K−1/R.
Proof. The multiplication map K⊗̂RK−1 −→ R induces a map (K/K2) ⊗A (K−1/R) −→ A, and
thus a map K−1/R −→ (K/K2)∗. This is easily seen to be an isomorphism. The statement about
generators is clear. 
Proof of Theorem 21.12. Everything except the last part now follows immediately from Corol-
lary 21.16, Proposition 21.22 and Lemma 21.24. The residue map will be defined in Defini-
tion 21.31, and then the last part of the theorem will be true by definition. 
We can make the theorem more explicit as follows.
Proposition 21.25. The natural isomorphism
A∨
θ0−→ J∗
χ′
−→ K−1/R⊗A Ω
sends φ to the element ((1 ⊗ φ)(e)/f)⊗ α.
Proof. Using Proposition 21.21, we see that e generates J , so there is a unique element η ∈ J∗
with η(e) = 1. The natural isomorphism K/K2 −→ J ⊗A Ω sends f to e ⊗ α, so the adjoint map
χ′ : J∗ −→ K−1/R ⊗ Ω sends η to (1/f)⊗ α, and thus sends aη to (a/f)⊗ α. Next, we certainly
have θ0(φ) = aη for some a ∈ A, and by evaluating this equation on e we find that a = (1⊗φ)(e).
It follows that
χ′θ0(φ) = (a/f)⊗ α = ((1⊗ φ)(e)/f)⊗ α
as claimed. 
We next examine how this works in the case where C is embeddable, say C = spf(k[x]∧(g)) for
some monic polynomial g. We then have K = Rf for some monic polynomial f that divides some
power of g, and A = R/K = k[x]/f .
Definition 21.26. Suppose we have a ring k and an expression α = f(x)dx = p(x)dx/q(x),
where p and q are polynomials with q monic; we then define the residue res(α) as follows. Let R′
denote the ring of series of the form u(x) =
∑N
n=−∞ anx
n for some finite N . Clearly k[x] ⊆ R′.
Moreover, if q(x) is a monic polynomial then we can write q(x) = xnr(1/x) for some polynomial
r(t) with r(0) = 1. It follows that r(1/x) is invertible in R′, and thus the same is true of q(x), so
we can expand out f(x) = p(x)/q(x) as an element of R′, say f(x) =
∑N
n=−∞ anx
n. We then put
res(α) = a−1.
Remark 21.27. In the case k = C, one can check that res(α) is the sum of the residues of α
at all its poles, so the integral of α around any sufficiently large circle is 2πi res(α). By standard
arguments, most formulae that hold when k = C will be valid for all k. In particular, we have
• res(f(x)dx) = 0 if f is a polynomial
• res(f ′(x)dx) = 0 for any f = p/q as above
• res(f ′(x)dx/f(x)) = deg(p)− deg(q) if f = p/q for some monic polynomials p and q.
Lemma 21.28. Suppose that f(x) = p(x)/q(x) where q is monic of degree n, and
p(x) =
n−1∑
i=0
bix
i (mod q(x)).
Then res(f(x)dx) = bn−1.
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Proof. First, putm(x) =
∑n−1
i=0 bix
i, so p(x) = m(x)+l(x)q(x) for some polynomial l(x), so f(x) =
m(x)/q(x)+l(x). We have res(l(x)dx) = 0, so it will suffice to show that res(m(x)/q(x)dx) = bn−1.
Next, write q(x) = xnr(1/x) as in the definition, and put u(x) = 1/r(1/x), so u(x) =∑∞
i=0 aix
−i for some coefficients ai ∈ k with a0 = 1. We have
xj/q(x) = xj−nu(x) =
∑
i≥0
aix
j−n−i,
so
res(xjdx/q(x)) =
{
0 if 0 ≤ j < n− 1
1 if j = n− 1.
The claim follows immediately. 
Proposition 21.29. If A = k[x]/f(x), then the map
(K−1/R)⊗ Ω
(χ′)−1
−−−−→ J∗
ǫ
−→ k
is just the residue.
Proof. As in example 21.6, we put
f(x) =
r∑
i=0
aix
r−i
d(x0, x1) = x1 − x0
α = dx ∈ Ω
e(x0, x1) = (f(x1)− f(x0))/(x1 − x0) =
∑
i+j<r
ar−i−j−1x
i
0x
j
1.
This is of course compatible with the notation in Proposition 21.25, so χ′θ0(φ) = (1⊗φ)(e)dx/f(x).
The map ǫ is characterised by the fact that ǫ(θ0(φ)) = φ(1), so it will suffice to check that
res((1 ⊗ φ)(e)dx/f(x)) = φ(1) for all φ ∈ A∨.
Now let {ζ0, . . . , ζr−1} be the basis for A∨ dual to the basis {x0, . . . , xr−1} for A. We then have
(1⊗ ζj)(xk1) = δjk, and it follows that
(1⊗ ζj)(e) =
r−1−j∑
i=0
ar−i−j−1x
i.
Using Lemma 21.28 we deduce that res((1 ⊗ ζj)(e)dx/f(x)) = 0 for j > 0, whereas for j = 0 we
get a0, which is 1 because the polynomial f(x) =
∑
i+j=r ajx
j is monic. On the other hand, we
also have ζj(1) = δ0j by definition, so res((1 ⊗ ζj)(e)dx/f(x)) = ζj(1) as required. 
Given this, it would be reasonable to define residues on multicurves using the maps ǫ. To make
this work properly, we need to check that these maps are compatible for different divisors.
Proposition 21.30. Suppose we have divisors D0 ⊆ D1, corresponding to ideals K1 ≤ K0 ≤ R.
Let j : K−10 /R −→ K
−1
1 /R be the evident inclusion, and let q : A1 = R/K1 −→ R/K0 = A0 be the
projection. Define δi : A
∨
i −→ k by δi(φ) = φ(1). Then the following diagram commutes:
k A∨0
δ0oo

q∨

χ′θ0
≃
// K−10 /R⊗ Ω

j

k A∨1δ1
oo ≃
χ′θ0
// K−11 /R⊗ Ω
Proof. As q(1) = 1, it is clear that the left hand square commutes. For the right hand square,
choose generators fi for Ki and put ei = ξ(fi), so that
χ′θ0(φ) = ((1 ⊗ φ)(ei)/fi)⊗ α
for φ ∈ A∨i .
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As D0 ⊆ D1, we have f1 = gf0 for some g, and so ξ(f1) = (g ⊗ 1)ξ(f0) + (1 ⊗ f0)ξ(g), or in
other words e1 = (g ⊗ 1)e0 + (1 ⊗ f0)ξ(g).
Now suppose we have φ ∈ A∨0 , so (q
∗φ)(f0) = 0, so (1⊗ q∗φ)((1 ⊗ f0)ξ(g)) = 0. We then have
χ′θ0q
∗(φ) = ((1⊗ q∗φ)(e1)/f1)⊗ α
= (g(1⊗ φ)(e0))/(gf0)⊗ α
= (1⊗ φ)(e0)/f0 ⊗ α
= jχ′θ0(φ)
as claimed. 
Definition 21.31. Define δ : HomOS (OD,OS) −→ OS by δ(φ) = φ(1). We let res : MC ⊗OC Ω −→
OS be the unique map whose restriction to I
−1
D ⊗OC Ω is the composite
I−1D ⊗OC Ω −→ (I
−1
D /OC)⊗OC Ω ≃ HomOS (OD,OS)
δ
−→ OS .
(This is well-defined, by Proposition 21.30, and compatible with the classical definition, by Propo-
sition 21.29.)
Proposition 21.32. For any g, f ∈ OC , if f is divisorial than
res((g/f)df) = trace(OC/f)/OS (g).
In particular, we have res((1/f)df) = dimOS (OC/f). Moreover, we also have
res(d(g/f)) = res
(
fd(g)− gd(f)
f2
)
= 0.
Proof. Both facts are well-known for residues in the classical sense, so they hold whenever C is
embeddable. Using Corollary 15.3, we deduce that they hold for a general multicurve C. We will
give a more direct and illuminating proof for the first fact; we have not been able to find one for
the second fact.
We use abbreviated notation as before, with K = Rf so that A = R/f . The multiplication
map µ : A2 −→ A restricts to give an A-linear map µ : J −→ A, or in other words an element of J∗.
The trace map τ : A −→ k can be regarded as an element of A∨. We claim that the elements τ , µ
and (df)/f correspond to each other under our standard isomorphisms
A∨ ≃ J∗ ≃ (K−1/R)⊗ Ω.
To see this, note that (1 ⊗ τ)(u) = traceA2/A(u) for all u ∈ A2. Using the splittable short exact
sequence
I −→ A2
µ
−→ A,
we see that
(1⊗ τ)(u) = trace(I
×u
−−→ I) + µ(u).
If u ∈ J then multiplication by u is zero on I and we deduce that (1 ⊗ τ)(u) = µ(u). This shows
that θ0(τ) = µ as claimed.
Next, let e = ξ(f) be the standard generator of J , and let η be the dual generator of J∗, so
η(e) = 1. Using Proposition 21.25, we see that µ corresponds to the element (µ(e)/f) ⊗ α =
(1/f)⊗ (µ(e)α) in (K−1/R)⊗Ω. Now, the module Ω = I˜/I˜2 is originally a module over R2 that
happens to be annihilated by ker(µ) = I˜, and so is regarded as a module over R via µ. Thus,
µ(e)α is just the same as eα. Moreover, α is just the image of d in Ω, so eα is the image of
ed = ξ(f)d = 1⊗ f − f ⊗ 1, and this image is by definition just df . Thus, µ ∈ J∗ corresponds to
(1/f)⊗ df as claimed.
As the isomorphism A∗ −→ (K−1/R)⊗ Ω is A-linear, we see that gτ maps to (g/f)df , so
res((g/f)df) = (gτ)(1) = τ(g),
as claimed. 
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Remark 21.33. It is useful and interesting to reconcile this result with [22, Proposition 9.2].
There we have a p-divisible formal group Ĉ = spf(R) of height n over a formal scheme S = spf(k),
where k is a complete local Noetherian ring of residue characteristic p, and we will assume for
simplicity that k is torsion-free. Fix m ≥ 1 and let ψ : Ĉ −→ Ĉ be pm times the identity map. In
this context the subgroup scheme D := Ĉ[pm] = ker(ψ) is a divisor of degree pnm, so the ring OD
is self-dual (with a twist) as before. Given any coordinate x, we note that OD = R/ψ∗x, so the
meromorphic form α = D(x)/(ψ∗x) is a generator of the twisting module (K−1/R)⊗Ω. We claim
that α is actually independent of x. Indeed, any other coordinate x′ has the form x′ = (x+ x2q)u
for some u ∈ k× and q ∈ R. It follows that d0(x
′) = ud0(x), so that D(x
′) = uD(x). We
also have ψ∗(x′) = uψ∗(x) (mod ψ∗(x)2), and it follows that ψ∗(x′)−1 = u−1ψ∗(x)−1 (mod R),
so D(x′)/ψ∗(x′) = D(x)/ψ∗(x) mod holomorphic forms, as claimed. Thus, we have a canonical
generator for (K−1/R) ⊗ Ω and thus a canonical generator for A∨, giving a Frobenius form on
OD. The cited proposition says that this is the same as the Frobenius form coming from a transfer
construction. As discussed in the preamble to that proposition, pm times the transfer form is the
same as the trace form. In view of Proposition 21.32, this means that pmα = d(ψ∗x)/(ψ∗x). In
fact, this is easy to see directly. We know that D(x) generates Ω and agrees with d(x) at zero, so
d(x) = (1 + xr)D(x) for some function r ∈ R. It follows that
d(ψ∗x) = ψ∗(d(x)) = (1 + ψ∗(x)ψ∗(r))ψ∗(D(x)).
AsD(x) is invariant we have ψ∗D(x) = pmD(x). It follows that d(ψ∗x)/(ψ∗x) = pmD(x)/(ψ∗x) =
pmα in (K−1/R)⊗ Ω, as claimed.
Remark 21.34. It should be possible to connect our treatment of residues with that of Tate [19].
However, Tate assumes that the ground ring k is a field, and it seems technically awkward to
remove this hypothesis.
21.3. Topological duality. Consider a periodically orientable theory E, an A-space X , and an
equivariant complex bundle V over X . To avoid some minor technicalities, we will assume that
X is a finite A-CW complex; everything can be generalised to the infinite case by passage to
(co)limits. Let C be the multicurve spf(E0(PU × X)) over S := spec(E0X). We then have a
divisor D = D(V ) on C, to which we can apply all the machinery in the previous section. In
particular, this gives us a residue map
res: (I−1D /OC)⊗OC Ω −→ OS .
On the other hand, if we let τ denote the tangent bundle along the fibres of PV , then there is a
stable Pontrjagin-Thom collapse map X+ −→ PV −τ , giving a Gysin map
p! : E˜
0PV −τ −→ E0X = OS .
Theorem 21.35. There is a natural isomorphism E˜0PV −τ = (I−1D /OC)⊗OC Ω, which identifies
the Gysin map with the residue map.
This is an equivariant generalisation of a result stated by Quillen in [18]. Even in the nonequiv-
ariant case, we believe that there is no published proof. The rest of this section constitutes the
proof of our generalisation. (The case of nonequivariant ordinary cohomology is easy, and is a
special case of the result proved in [6].)
We retain our previous notation for rings, and write P 2V = PV ×X PV , so
k = OS = E
0X
R = OC = E
0(PU ×X)
A = OD = E
0(PV )
R2 = R⊗̂R = E
0(PU × PU ×X)
A2 = A⊗A = E
0(P 2V ).
Next, observe that P2V is a subspace of P
2V , and Proposition 20.10 tells us that E0P2V =
OP2D = A2/J , so J = E
0(P 2V, P2V ). On the other hand, there is another natural description
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of E0(P 2V, P2V ), which we now discuss. Let T be the tautological bundle on PV , consider the
vector bundles T⊥ = V ⊖ T and U = Hom(T, T⊥), and let B◦U denote the open unit ball bundle
in U . A point in B◦U is a triple (x, L, α) where x ∈ X and L ∈ PVx and α : L −→ Vx ⊖ L,
such that ‖α(u)‖ < ‖u‖ for all u ∈ L \ {0}. We can thus consider graph(α) and graph(−α) as
one-dimensional subspaces of L × (Vx ⊖ L) = Vx, or in other words points of PVx, so we have a
map δ′ : B◦U −→ P 2V given by
δ′(x, L, α) = (graph(α), graph(−α)).
Proposition 21.36. The map δ′ is a diffeomorphism B◦U −→ P 2V \ P2V .
Proof. First, we must show that δ′(x, L, α) 6∈ P2V , or in other words that graph(α) is not perpen-
dicular to graph(−α). For this, we choose a nonzero element u ∈ L, so v0 = u+ α(u) ∈ graph(α)
and v1 = u − α(u) ∈ graph(−α). It follows that 〈v0, v1〉 = ‖u‖2 − ‖α(u)‖2; this is strictly pos-
itive because ‖α‖ < 1, so the lines are not orthogonal, as required. We therefore have a map
δ′ : B◦U −→ P 2V \ P2V .
Any element of P 2V \ P2V has the form (x,M0,M1) where x ∈ X and M0,M1 ∈ PVx and M0
is not orthogonal to M1. This means that we can choose elements ui ∈ Mi with ‖ui‖ = 1 and
such that t := 〈u0, u1〉 is a positive real number. One checks that the pair (u0, u1) is unique up to
the diagonal action of S1. Put v = u0 + u1 and w = u0 − u1. By Cauchy-Schwartz we have t ≤ 1,
and by direct expansion we have
〈v, w〉 = 0
〈v, v〉 = 2(1 + t) > 0
〈w,w〉 = 2(1− t) < 〈v, v〉.
We can thus put L = Cv ∈ PVx and define α : L −→ L⊥ by α(zv) = zw; these are clearly
independent of the choice of pair (u0, u1). As ‖w‖ < ‖v‖ we have ‖α‖ < 1. As v + α(v) = 2u0
we have graph(α) = M0, and as v − α(v) = 2u1 we have graph(−α) = M1. It follows that the
construction (x,M0,M1) 7→ (x, L, α) gives a well-defined map ζ : P
2V \P2V −→ B
◦U , with δ′ζ = 1.
One can check directly that ζδ′ is also the identity, so δ′ is a diffeomorphism as claimed. 
Corollary 21.37. The bundle U is the normal bundle to the diagonal embedding δ : PV −→ P 2V ,
there is a homeomorphism P 2V/P2V = PV
U , and the quotient map P 2V −→ P 2V/P2V can be
thought of as the Pontrjagin-Thom collapse associated to δ. 
Remark 21.38. There are easier proofs of this corollary if one is willing to be less symmetrical.
Now, the above corollary together with Proposition 21.22 and Section 3 gives
E˜0PV U = E0(P 2V, P2V ) = J = K/K
2 ⊗A Ω
∗
= K/K2 ⊗k ω
∨.
On the other hand, we have
U = Hom(T, T⊥) = Hom(T, p∗V )⊖ C,
so (using the case W = V of Proposition 20.13)
PV U = Σ−2PV Hom(T,p
∗V ) = Σ−2P (V ⊕ V )/PV.
Remark 5.12 tells us that E˜0(S−2) = ω∨, and it is clear that E0(P (V ⊕ V ), PV ) = K/K2. We
thus obtain
E˜0PV U = K/K2 ⊗k ω
∨
again. These two arguments apparently give two different isomorphisms E˜0PV U −→ K/K2⊗k ω∨,
but one can show (using Remark 20.16) that they are actually the same.
We next recall some ideas about Gysin maps. We discuss the situation for manifolds, and
leave it to the reader to check that everything works fibrewise for bundles of manifolds, at least
in sufficient generality for the arguments below. Let f : M −→ N be an analytic map between
compact complex manifolds. (It is possible to work with much less rigid data, but we shall not
need to do so.) Let τM and τN be the tangent bundles of M and N , and let νf be the virtual
bundle f∗τN − τM over M . Then for any virtual bundle U over N , a well-known variant of the
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Pontrjagin-Thom construction gives a stable map T (f, U) : NU −→ Mf
∗U+νf , and thus a map
f! = T (f, U)
∗ : E˜0Mf
∗U+νf −→ E˜0NU . Using the ring map f∗ : E0N −→ E0M we regard the
source and target of T (f, U)∗ as E0N -modules, and we find that T (f, U)∗ is E0N -linear. We also
find that T (f, U)∗ can be obtained from T (f, 0)∗ by tensoring over E0N with E˜0NU . Finally, we
have a composition formula: given maps M
f
−→ N
g
−→ P , we have νgf = νf + f∗νg and
T (f, νg) ◦ T (g, 0) = T (gf, 0): P
V −→M (gf)
∗V+νgf .
Now consider the maps M
δ
−→ M2
1×π
−−−→ M , where π is the constant map from M to a point.
We have νδ = τM and νπ = −τM , so the transitivity formula says that the composite
M+
1∧T (π,0)
−−−−−−→M+ ∧M
−τ T (δ,ν1×pi)−−−−−−→M+
is the identity. Assuming a Ku¨nneth isomorphism, we get maps
E0M
δ!−→ E0M ⊗ E˜0M−τ
1⊗π!−−−→ E0M,
whose composite is again the identity.
Now specialise to the case M = PV . As before we put A = E0PV and identify E˜0M τ with J ,
and the map δ! = T (δ, 0)
∗ : E˜0M τ −→ E0(M2) with the inclusion J −→ A ⊗ A. We know that the
map
δ! = T (δ, ν1×π)
∗ : A = E0M −→ E0M ⊗ E˜0M−τ = A⊗ J∗
is obtained from T (δ, 0)∗ by tensoring over A ⊗ A with A ⊗ J∗. It follows easily that δ!(1) =
u ∈ A ⊗ J∗, where u is as in Construction 21.8. The equation (1 ⊗ π!)δ! = 1 now tells us that
(1⊗ π!)(u) = 1. Proposition 21.9 now tells us that π! = ǫ : J∗ −→ k. This proves Theorem 21.35.
22. Further theory of infinite Grassmannians
Recall from Section 19 that GU denotes the space of finite-dimensional subspaces of U , which
is the natural equivariant generalization of the space GC∞ =
∐
d≥0BU(d). We know from The-
orem 19.1 that E0GU is the symmetric algebra over E0 generated by E0PU = O∨C . It follows
that
spec(E0GU) = Map(C,A
1)
spf(E0GdU) = Div
+
d (C). spf(E
0GU) = Div+(C).
In this section, we obtain similar results for spaces analogous to Z×BU , BU and BSU .
Definition 22.1. For any finite-dimensional A-universe U , we put 2U = U ⊕ U . We write U+
for U ⊕ 0 and U− for 0⊕ U so 2U = U+ + U−. We put
G˜(U) = G(2U) =
2 dim(U)∐
d=0
Gd(2U);
a point X ∈ G˜(U) should be thought of as a representative of the virtual vector space X − U−.
We embed G(U) in G˜(U) by X 7→ X ⊕ U = X+ + U−. We define d˜im: G˜(U) −→ Z by d˜im(X) =
dim(X) − dim(U), and G˜d(U) = {X | d˜im(X) = d}. Given an isometric embedding j : U −→ V ,
we define j∗ : G˜(U) −→ G˜(V ) by j∗(X) = (j ⊕ j)(X) + W−, where W = V ⊖ j(U). There
is an evident map σ : G˜(U) × G˜(V ) −→ G˜(U ⊕ V ) sending (X,Y ) to X ⊕ Y ; one checks that
d˜im(X ⊕ Y ) = d˜im(X) + d˜im(Y ) and that the map σ is compatible in an obvious sense with the
maps j∗.
If U is an infinite A-universe, we define 2U = U ⊕ U as before, and put G˜(U) = lim
−→U
G˜(U),
where U runs over finite-dimensional subspaces. Equivalently, G˜(U) is the space of subuniverses
V < 2U such that the space V ∩U− has finite codimension in V and also has finite codimension in
U−. This is a natural analogue of the space Z×BU .
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Proposition 22.2. For any B ≤ A we have
(GU)B =
∏
β∈B∗
G(U [β]) = Map(B∗,
∐
d
BU(d))
(G˜U)B =
∏
β∈B∗
G˜(U [β]) = Map(B∗,Z× BU)
where
U [β] = {u | b.u = exp(2πiβ(b))u for all b ∈ B}
is the β-isotypical part of U . In each case, the first equivalence is A/B-equivariant, but the second
is not.
Proof. For the first isomorphism, just note that U splits A-equivariantly as
⊕
β U [β], and a sub-
space V < U is B-invariant iff it is the direct sum of its intersections with the subspaces U [β].
This gives an A/B-equivariant isomorphism (GU)B =
∏
β G(U [β]), and it is clear that G(U [β]) is
nonequivariantly a copy of
∐
dBU(d) so (GU)
B = Map(B∗,
∐
dBU(d)). The argment for (G˜U)
B
is essentially the same. 
We next write R+A = N[A∗] = πA0 (GU) for the additive semigroup of honest representations
of A, and RA = Z[A∗] = πA0 (G˜U) for the additive group of virtual representations. It is clear
that the semigroup ring E0[R
+A] is a polynomial algebra over E0 with one generator uα for each
character α, and the group ring E0[RA] is the Laurent series ring with the same generators. In
other words, we have
E0[R
+A] = E0[uα | α ∈ A
∗]
E0[RA] = E0[uα, u
−1
α | α ∈ A
∗] = E0[R
+A][v−1]
where v =
∏
α uα. Note that
spec(E0[R
+A]) = Map(A∗,A1)
spec(E0[RA]) = Map(A
∗,Gm),
and the isomorphisms R+A = πA0 GU and RA = π
A
0 G˜U give maps E0[R
+A] −→ E0GU and
E0[RA] −→ E0G˜U .
Now let φ be the obvious isomorphism
C[A]⊕ U = C[A]⊕ C[A]∞ −→ C[A]∞ = U ,
and define φ′ : GdU −→ Gd+|A|U by φ
′(X) = φ(C[A] ⊕X).
Proposition 22.3. The space G˜U is the telescope of the self-map φ′ of GU . We thus have
E0G˜U = v
−1E0GU = E0[RA]⊗E0[R+A] E0GU ,
and so spec(E0G˜U) = Map(C,Gm).
Proof. Put U ′ = C[A][z, z−1], and identify this with 2U by sending (ek, 0) to zk and (0, ek) to
z−k−1. The standard embedding GU −→ G˜U now sends X to X ⊕ U−. It is easy to check that
G˜U = lim
−→k
z−kGU on the nose, and that the inclusion z−kGU −→ z−k−1GU is isomorphic to the
map φ′. The first claim follows, and the second claim is just the obvious consequence in homology.
The tensor product description of E0G˜U gives us a pullback square
spec(E0G˜U) //

spec(E0GU) = Map(C,A
1)

Map(A∗,Gm) = spec(E0[RA]) // spec(E0[R+A]) = Map(A∗,A1).
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As C is a formal neighbourhood of the image of φ, we see that a map C
f
−→ A1 lands in Gm if and
only if the composite A∗×S
φ
−→ C
f
−→ A1 lands in Gm. Given this, we see that the pullback is just
Map(C,Gm) as required. 
We next introduce the analogue of BU .
Proposition 22.4. There is a natural splitting G˜U = Z × G˜0U , and we have spec(E0G˜0U) =
Map0(C,Gm) (the scheme of maps f : C −→ Gm with f(0) = 1).
Proof. We have already described an equivariant map d˜im: G˜U −→ Z, and defined G˜0U = ker(d˜im).
We also have (G˜U)A = Map(A∗,Z × BU) so πA0 (G˜U) = Map(A
∗,Z) = RA, which gives an
equivariant map i : RA −→ G˜U (where RA has trivial action). The composite d˜im ◦ i : RA −→ Z is
just the usual augmentation map ǫ sending a virtual representation to its dimension. Thus, if we
let η : Z −→ RA be the unit map, then i◦η is a section of d˜im. As G˜U is a commutative equivariant
H-space, we can define a map δ : G˜U −→ G˜0U by x 7→ (i(η(d˜im(x))) − x), and we find that the
resulting map (d˜im, δ) : G˜U −→ Z× G˜0U is an equivalence. This is easily seen to be parallel to the
splitting Map(C,Gm) = Gm×Map0(C,Gm) given by f 7→ (f(0), f(0)/f), which gives the claimed
description of spec(E0GU). 
Remark 22.5. There are two other possible analogues of BU . Firstly, one could take the colimit
of the spaces GdU using the maps V 7→ V ⊕C; the scheme associated to the corresponding space
is then Map0(C,A
1), which classifies maps f : C −→ A1 with f(0) = 1. Alternatively, one could
take the colimit of the spaces Gd|A|U using the maps V 7→ V ⊕ C[A]. This gives the scheme of
maps f : C −→ Gm for which
∏
α∈A∗ f(φ(α)) = 1. However, the space G˜0U described above is the
one that occurs in Greenlees’s definition of the spectrum kUA, and is also the one whose Thom
spectrum is MUA.
We next introduce the analogue ofBSU . For this, we need an analogue of the map B det: BU −→
CP∞.
Definition 22.6. Given a universe U of finite dimension d, we put F˜U = Hom(λdU−, λ
d(2U)).
We make this a functor as follows. Given an isometric embedding j : U −→ V , we put W = V ⊖ jU
and e = dim(W ). As j : U −→ jU is an isomorphism and λeW is one-dimensional, we have an
evident isomorphism
F˜U = Hom(λdjU− ⊗ λ
eW−, λ
d(2jU)⊗ λeW−).
The isomorphism V = jU ⊕W gives an isomorphism λdjU− ⊗ λeW = λd+eV and an embedding
λd(2jU)⊗ λeW− −→ λd+e(2V ). Putting this together gives the required map j∗ : F˜U −→ F˜ V .
There are also obvious maps F˜ (U)⊗F˜ (V ) −→ F˜ (U⊕V ), compatible with the above functorality.
This gives maps PF˜ (U)× PF˜ (V ) −→ PF˜ (U ⊕ V ) of the associated projective spaces.
Next, recall that a point of G˜0U is a d-dimensional subspace X ≤ 2U . We define
d˜et(X) = Hom(λdU−, λ
dX) ∈ PF˜U.
One can check that this gives a natural map d˜et : G˜0 −→ PF˜ , with d˜et(X ⊕Y ) = d˜et(X)⊗ d˜et(Y ).
Finally, for our complete universe U we put F˜U = lim
−→U
F˜U , where U runs over the finite-
dimensional subuniverses. It is easy to check that this is again a complete A-universe, and thus
is unnaturally isomorphic to U . The maps d˜et pass to the colimit to give an H-map d˜et : G˜0U −→
PF˜U ≃ PU . We write SG˜0U for the pullback of the projection S(F˜U) −→ PF˜U along the map
d˜et, or equivalently the space of pairs (V , u) where V ∈ G˜0U and u is a unit vector in the one-
dimensional space d˜et(V). As S(F˜U) is equivariantly contractible, this is just the homotopy fibre
of d˜et.
Proposition 22.7. There is a natural splitting G˜0U = SG˜0U × PU (which does not respect the
H-space structure).
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Proof. It is enough to give a section of the H-map d˜et : G˜0U −→ PU . We can include PU = G1U
in G˜1U ⊂ G˜U in the usual way, then use the projection G˜U −→ G˜0U from Proposition 22.4. We
find that the resulting composite PU −→ PU is actually minus the identity, but we can precompose
by minus the identity to get the required section. 
Remark 22.8. Cartier duality identifies spec(E0PU) with Hom(C,Gm), and the proposition
suggests that spec(E0SG˜0U) should be the quotient Map0(C,Gm)/Hom(C,Gm). However, there
are difficulties in interpreting this quotient, and it is in fact more useful to take a slightly different
approach as in [20, 21]. We will not give details here.
Next, recall that Greenlees has defined an equivariant analogue of connectiveK-theory (denoted
by kUA) by the homotopy pullback square
kUA //

F (EA+, kU)

KUA // F (EA+,KU).
If v ∈ π2kU is the Bott element then kU [v−1] = KU and kU/v = H . It is not hard to see that
there is a corresponding element in πA2 kUA with kUA[v
−1] = KUA and kUA/v = F (EA+, H).
Proposition 22.9. The zeroth, second and fourth spaces of kUA are G˜U , G˜0U and SG˜0U respec-
tively.
Proof. We take it as well-known that the zeroth space of KUA is G˜U , and KUA is two-periodic so
this is also the 2k’th space for all k. Let Xk denote the 2k’th space of kUA, so we have a homotopy
pullback square
Xk //
i

F (EA+, BU〈2k〉)

G˜U j
// F (EA+,Z×BU)
(where BU〈0〉 is interpreted as Z × BU). In the case k = 0, the map i is the identity and so
X0 = G˜U . In the case k = 1, the map i is just the inclusion
F (EA+, BU) −→ Z× F (EA+, BU) = F (EA+,Z×BU)
and the map j sends G˜kU into {k} × F (EA+, BU). It follows easily that X1 = G˜0U . In the case
k = 2, we note that the cofibration Σ2kUA
v
−→ kUA −→ F (EA+, H) gives a fibration X2 −→ X1 −→
F (EA+,K(Z, 2)). We know that X1 = G˜0U and Proposition 4.6 that F (EA+,K(Z, 2)) = PU .
One can check that the resulting map G˜0U −→ PU is just ±d˜et, and so X2 = SG˜0U as claimed. 
23. Transfers and the Burnside ring
There is a well-known relationship between transfers, the Burnside ring, and equivariant stable
homotopy. In this section we will show how this relationship is encoded in the theory of equivariant
formal groups.
Let Ω = Ω(A) be the Burnside ring of A, which is the group completion of the monoid of
isomorphism classes of finite A-sets. Additively this is freely generated over Z by the elements
[A/B] for subgroups B ≤ A, with the product rule
[A/B].[A/B′] =
∣∣∣∣ ABB′
∣∣∣∣ [A/B ∩B′].
There is a well-known isomorphism Ω→ πG0 , sending [A/B] to tr
A
B(1).
Now let E be an E-equivariant evenly periodic ring spectrum, with associated equivariant
formal group (C, φ) over the scheme S = spec(E0). The unit map η : SG → E gives us a ring map
Ω→ OS = E0. We will show that this map is determined by the EFG structure.
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23.1. The functions vn. Let C be a formal multicurve group over a scheme S, and let x be a
coordinate on C. (Later we will show that our constructions are independent of x, but we have
not been able to make this visible from the outset.) It will be convenient to write xn(a) = x(na).
Lemma 23.1. There is a unique function f : C ×S C → A
1 such that
x(a+ b) = x(a) + x(b) + x(a)x(b)f(a, b)
for all (a, b) ∈ C ×S C.
Proof. From the axioms for formal multicurves, we see that OC = OS ⊕ OC .x. After tensoring
this decomposition with itself, we see that and function p on C ×S C can be written uniquely in
the form
p(a, b) = q + x(a)r(b) + s(a)x(b) + f(a, b)x(a)x(b),
for some q ∈ OS and some functions r, s and f . If p(a, 0) = p(0, b) = 0 then it follows that q, r and
s vanish, so p(a, b) = f(a, b)x(a)x(b). We apply this to the function p(a, b) = x(a+b)−x(a)−x(b)
to prove the lemma. 
We can apply the lemma inductively to understand xn(a). For any finite set I of integers we put
yI(a) =
∏
i∈I f(a, ia). We also write minn(I) for the smallest element of I, with the convention
minn(∅) = n.
Lemma 23.2. xn =
∑
I minn(I)x
|I|+1yI , where I runs over subsets of {1, 2, . . . , n− 1}.
Proof. Induction, using the identity xn+1 = x+ xn + xxnyn = x+ (1 + xyn)xn. 
Definition 23.3. We put
vn =
∑
I
min
n
(I)x|I|yI
wn =
∑
I 6=∅
min
n
(I)x|I|−1yI ,
so that
xn = x vn = nx+ x
2wn.
We also write vn,k(a) = vn(ka) and wn,k(a) = wn(ka) and yI,k(a) = yI(ka).
Lemma 23.4. vnm = vnvm,n = vmvn,m.
Proof. By evaluating the identity x(ma) = x(a)vm(a) at a = nb, we get xnm = xnvm,n = xvnvm,n.
On the other hand, we have xnm = x vnm and x is not a zero divisor so vnm = vnvm,n. The other
identity follows symmetrically. 
Corollary 23.5. v2n = nvn (mod xn).
Proof. We have v2n − nvn = xwnvn = wnxn. 
We can push the lemma one step further, as follows.
Lemma 23.6. v2nwm,n − v
2
mwn,m = nwm −mwn = vnwm − vmwn.
Proof. We have
xnm = nxm + x
2
mwn,m
= nmx+ nx2wm + x
2v2mwn,m
By exchanging the roles of n and m, we also have
xnm = nmx+mx
2wn + x
2v2nwm,n.
Subtracting these expressions gives
x2(nwm −mwn + v
2
mwn,m − v
2
nwm,n) = 0.
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As x is not a zero-divisor in OC , it follows that
v2nwm,n − v
2
mwn,m = nwm −mwn.
Now write vn = n+ xwn and vm = m+ xwm to see that
nwm −mwn = vnwm − vmwn.

Lemma 23.7. Suppose that n and m are coprime. Then vn = vn,m (mod xn).
Proof. Put
sn,m = vmwn,m − wn.
Note that
vn,m − vn = (n+ xmwn,m)− (n+ xwn) = xmwn,m − xwn = x(vmwn,m − wn) = x sn,m.
On the other hand, a simple rearrangement of Lemma 23.6 tells us that vmsn,m = vnsm,n, so
xm sn,m = xnsm,n.
Put I = {t ∈ OC | t sn,m ∈ (xn)}. As x sn,m = vn,m − vn, it will suffice to show that x ∈ I.
As n and m are coprime, an element a ∈ C has a = 0 iff na = ma = 0. This means that the
vanishing locus of x is the intersection of the vanishing loci of xn and xm, or in other words that
(x) = (xn) + (xm). Visibly xn ∈ I, so it will suffice to show that xm ∈ I. This follows from the
identity xm sn,m = xnsm,n. 
Corollary 23.8. If n and m are coprime then vnm = vn,mvm,n (mod xnm).
Proof. Lemma 23.4 tells us that vnm = vnvm,n, so it will suffice to show that (vn − vn,m)vm,n is
divisible by the element xnm = xnvm,n, or to show that vn − vn,m is divisible by xn. This is just
Lemma 23.7. 
Proposition 23.9. Let x′ be another coordinate on C, and let v′n be the unique function such
that x′n(a) = x
′(na) = x′(a)v′n(a) for all a. Then v
′
n(a) = vn(a) whenever na = 0.
Proof. Both x and x′ generate the ideal of functions that vanish on the zero section, so we must
have x = px′ and x′ = qx for some functions p and q. This implies that (1 − pq)x = 0 but x is
regular, so pq = 1. Now
v′n(a)x
′(a) = x′(na) = q(na)x(na) = q(na)vn(a)x(a) = q(na)p(a)vn(a)x
′(a),
and x′ is regular so v′n(a) = q(na)p(a)vn(a) for all a. If na = 0 this gives v
′
n(a) = q(0)p(a)vn(a).
Moreover, we have p(a) = p(0) (mod x(a)) and x(a)vn(a) = x(na) = 0 so p(a)vn(a) = p(0)vn(a).
We also have q(0)p(0) = 1 so v′n(a) = vn(a) as claimed. 
Given any coordinate x we could apply the above to the coordinate x′(a) = x(−a). For that
case, however, some additional things can be said, as we now explain.
Proposition 23.10. If na = 0 then v−n(a) = −vn(−a).
Proof. Take m = −1 
23.2. Transfer elements.
Definition 23.11. Let U be a finite abelian group, and let φ : U × S → C be a map of group
schemes over S. We write I(U) or I(φ) or I(U, φ) for the ideal in OS generated by the elements
x(φ(u)) for u ∈ U , so spec(OS/I(U)) is the largest closed subscheme of S over which φ vanishes.
Theorem 23.12. There is a unique way to define elements t(U) = t(U, φ) ∈ OS with properties
as follows.
(a) If φ = 0 then t(U, 0) = |U |; in particular, t(0, 0) = 1.
(b) If U = U0 ⊕ U1 then t(U) = t(U0)t(U1).
(c) If U is cyclic of order n, generated by α, then t(U) = vn(φ(α)).
(d) If λ : U ′ → U is an isomorphism then t(U ′, φλ) = t(U, φ).
(e) t(U)I(U) = 0.
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(f) Suppose that V ≤ U , and that φ is the induced map U/V → C defined over spec(OS/I(V )).
Then t(U, φ) = t(V, φ)t(U/V, φ). (Note that (e) makes the right hand side well-defined.)
(g) If V,W ≤ U then t(V )t(W ) = |V ∩W |t(V +W ).
The proof will be given at the end of this section, after some preliminary results. Note that the
elements vn(φ(α)) in clause (c) are independent of the coordinate, by Proposition 23.9.
It is clear that there is at most one way to satisfy (a) to (d); the problem is that this gives
a well-defined answer which also has properties (e) to (g). The next definition makes this more
formal.
Definition 23.13. A presentation of a subgroup U is a set P of nonzero elements of U such that
the resulting map
⊕
α∈P Z/ ord(α)→ U is an isomorphism. Given a presentation P , we put
t(P ) = t(P, φ) =
∏
α∈P
vord(α)(φ(α)).
We say that U is canonical if t(P ) is independent of P ; if so, we write t(U) instead of t(P ).
Lemma 23.14. For any presentation P of U we have t(P )I(U) = 0.
Proof. Suppose that α ∈ P has order n, and put a = φ(α). Then vn(a) is a factor in t(P )
and x(a)vn(a) = x(na) = x(0) = 0, so x(a)t(P ) = 0. These elements x(a) generate I(U), so
t(P )I(U) = 0. 
Lemma 23.15. If U is cyclic of order n and α is a generator, then t({α}) is independent of α.
(We can thus write t1(U) for t({α}).)
Proof. If β is another generator then β = mα for some m that is coprime to n. If a = φ(α) then
t({α}) = vn(a) and t({β}) = vn,m(a), but these are the same by Lemma 23.7. 
Lemma 23.16. If U is cyclic and U =
∏r
i=1 Ui then t1(U) =
∏
i t1(Ui).
Proof. By induction we can reduce to the case r = 2. Put n = |U1| and m = |U2|. As U is cyclic,
these must be coprime. Choose a generator α for U and put a = φ(α). Note that mα generates
U1 and nα generates U2, so t1(U1) = vn,m(a) and t1(U2) = vm,n(a), whereas t1(U) = vnm(a). The
claim now follows from Corollary 23.8. 
Corollary 23.17. Cyclic groups are canonical.
Proof. Let U be cyclic, and let P = {α1, . . . , αr} be a presentation, and let Ui be the subgroup
generated by αi. Directly from the definitions we see that t(P ) =
∏
i t1(Ui), but the lemma tells
us that this is the same as t1(U) and thus is independent of P . 
Lemma 23.18. Suppose that U =
∏
p U(p), where U(p) is a p-group, and that each U(p) is
canonical. Then U is canonical, with t(U) =
∏
p t(U(p)).
Proof. Let P = {α1, . . . , αd} be a presentation of U . Let Ui be the cyclic subgroup generated by
αi, and put ni = |Ui| and ti = t(Ui) = vni(φ(αi)). Clearly t(P ) =
∏
i ti, so it will suffice to prove
that this is equal to
∏
p t(U(p)).
Now let Ui(p) be the p-torsion part of Ui. Put ni,p = |Ui(p)| and choose an element βi,p
generating Ui(p). Put ti,p = t(Ui(p)) = vni,p(φ(βi,p). If we fix i then the elements βi,p give a
presentation of U(i), so
∏
p ti,p = t(Ui) = ti, so
∏
i,p ti,p =
∏
i ti. On the other hand, if we
fix p then the elements βi,p present U(p), so
∏
i ti,p = t(U(p)), so
∏
i,p ti,p =
∏
p t(U(p)). Thus∏
i ti =
∏
p t(U(p)) as required. 
Lemma 23.19. Elementary abelian p-groups are canonical.
Proof. Suppose U = (Z/p)d. The element t({α1, . . . , αd}) is clearly unchanged by permuting the
elements αi, and Lemma 23.15 tells us that it is also unchanged if we replace each αi by miαi
for some mi ∈ (Z/p)
×. Next, we claim that if a, b ∈ C and pa = pb = 0 then vp(a + b)vp(b) =
vp(a)vp(b). Indeed, we have x(b)vp(b) = xp(b) = 0, so it will suffice to show that vp(a+ b) = vp(a)
(mod x(b)). This is clear because the vanishing locus of x is the zero section. It now follows
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that t({α1, . . . , αd}) is unchanged by substitutions of the form αi 7→ αi + αj with j 6= i. These
substitutions, together with permutations and diagonal matrices, generate GLd(Z/p), and the
claim follows. 
Lemma 23.20. If U is an abelian p-group then U is canonical. Moreover, if we put V = {α ∈
U | pα = 0}, then t(U, φ) = t(V, φ)t(U/V, φ).
Proof. By induction on the exponent (starting with Lemma 23.19), we may assume that V and
U/V are canonical. We therefore have well-defined elements t(V, φ) ∈ OS and t(U/V, φ) ∈
OS/I(V, φ), with t(V, φ)I(V, φ) = 0 by Lemma 23.14. This means that there is a well-defined
product t1 = t(V, φ)t(U/V, φ) ∈ OS . It will suffice to show that t(P ) = t1 for any presentation
P = {α1, . . . , αd} of U . To see this, let the order of αi be pri , so ri > 0. We will assume for sim-
plicity that in fact ri > 1 for all i; only minor notational adjustments are needed for the remaining
cases. Put βi = p
vi−1αi, so that {β1, . . . , βd} is a presentation of V . Let αi be the image of αi in
U/V , so {α1, . . . , αd} is a presentation for U/V . Put ai = φ(αi) ∈ C. Now t(P ) is the product
of the terms vpvi (ai), whereas t(U/V, φ) is the product of the terms vpvi−1(ai), and t(V, φ) is the
product of the terms vp(p
vi−1ai). Lemma 23.4 tells us that vpvi (ai) = vpvi−1(ai)vp(p
vi−1ai), so
t(P ) = t(U/V, φ)t(V, φ) as required. 
Corollary 23.21. All finite abelian groups are canonical.
Proof. This is immediate from Lemmas 23.20 and 23.18. 
Definition 23.22. Let U be a finite abelian group, and let V be a subgroup. We say that the
pair (U, V ) is good if for all C and φ as above, we have t(U, φ) = t(V, φ)t(U/V, φ).
Remark 23.23. From now on we will just write t(U) for t(U, φ) and so on, and not mention
explicitly the quotient rings in which these elements lie.
Lemma 23.24. (a) If W ≤ V ≤ U andthe pairs (V,W ) and (U,W ) and (U/W, V/W ) are
good then so is (U, V ).
(b) If the pairs (Ui, Vi) are good then so is (
⊕
i Ui,
⊕
i Vi).
(c) If the pairs (U(p), V (p)) are all good (where U(p) = {α ∈ U | pNα = 0 for N ≫ 0}) then
so is (U, V ).
Proof. For (a), we can use the goodness of (U,W ), (U/W, V/W ) and (V,W ) in turn to see that
t(U) = t(W )t(U/W ) = t(W )t(V/W )t(U/V ) = t(V )t(U/V ).
Part (b) is clear, and part (c) is a special case. 
Lemma 23.25. If |V | = p then (U, V ) is good.
Proof. We can use Lemma 23.24(c) to reduce to the case where U is a p-group. If U is cyclic, the
claim then follows from Lemma 23.20.
If U is not cyclic, let the exponent of U be pu, and choose a cyclic summand W ≤ U of order
pu. If V ≤ W then we choose a complementary group X with U = W ⊕X , note that the pairs
(W,V ) and (X, 0) are good, and apply Lemma 23.24(b) to these pairs.
Suppose instead that V 6≤W , so V ⊕W ≤ U . Note that all groups mentioned are modules over
the ring R = Z/pu. Now R ≃ Hom(R,Q/Z), so R is self-injective, so W is an injective R-module.
This means that the projection π : V ⊕W → W can be extended to give a map π : U → W . If
we put X = ker(π) we see that U =W ⊕X with V ≤ X . The pair (X,V ) can be assumed to be
good by induction on the order, and the pair (W, 0) is good, so the pair (U, V ) = (W, 0)⊕ (X,V )
is good. 
Corollary 23.26. All pairs (U, V ) are good.
Proof. We can use Lemma 23.24(c) to reduce to the case where U is a p-group. We then argue
by induction on the order of V , starting with Lemma 23.25. Choose a subgroup W ≤ V of order
p. The pairs (U,W ) and (V,W ) are good by the lemma, and (U/W, V/W ) is good by induction.
Part (a) of Lemma 23.24 therefore tells us that (U, V ) is good. 
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Proposition 23.27. If V,W ≤ U then t(V )t(W ) = |V ∩W |t(V +W ).
Proof. Put X = V ∩W . We have t(V ) = t(V/X)t(X) and t(W ) = t(W/X)t(X) and t(X)2 =
|X |t(X) so t(V )t(W ) = |X |t(V/X)t(W/X)t(X) = |X |t(V/X)t(W ). Now V/X can be identified
with (V +W )/W and t((V +W )/W )t(W ) = t(V +W ), so t(V )t(W ) = |X |t(V +W ) as claimed. 
Proof of Theorem 23.12. Part (a) follows from the definitions if we remember that vn(0) = n.
Parts (b) to (d) are built in to the definition of t. Part (e) follows from Lemma 23.14, and
parts (f) and (g) are Corollary 23.26 and Proposition 23.27. 
We now change notation, and consider an A-equivariant formal group (C, φ), so φ : A∗×S → C.
Definition 23.28. We define a map
η : Ω = Ω(A) = Z{[A/B] | B ≤ A} → OS
by η([A/B]) = t(ann(B), φ).
Proposition 23.29. η is a ring map.
Proof. For every point in (A/B)×(A/C), the isotropy group is B∩C. This means that in Ω we have
[A/B].[A/C] = n[A/(B ∩ C)], where n is characterised by the fact that |A/B|.|A/C| = n|A/(B ∩
C)|. Now put V = ann(B) = (A/B)∗, so |V | = |A/B|. Similarly, put W = ann(C) = (A/C)∗, so
|W | = |A/C|. We see that ann(B∩C) = V +W and |V +W | = |A/(B∩C)|, so n is defined by the
equation |V ||W | = n|V +W |, so n = |V ∩W |. We have η([A/B]) = t(V ) and η([A/C]) = t(W )
and
η([A/B][A/C]) = nη([A/(B ∩C)]) = |V ∩W |t(V +W ).
The claim now follows from Proposition 23.27. 
23.3. Comparison with topology. Now consider the case where C arises from an evenly ori-
entable A-equivariant ring spectrum E. We then have a map η : Ω(A)→ OS = E0 as above, and
also a topologically defined map η′ : Ω(A) = πA0 (S)→ E0, given by η
′([A/B]) = trAB(1).
Proposition 23.30. We have η([A/B]) = trAB(1), so η = η
′.
We will do the most basic case as a separate lemma, and then do the general case.
Lemma 23.31. If α ∈ A∗ has order m and B = ker(α) then trAB(1) = vm(φ(α)).
This was originally proved by Quillen [17], but we will give an argument here for convenience.
Proof. First, we need to deal with a sign issue. Recall that any coordinate x gives a natural system
of Thom classes uV for all bundles V . We also have another coordinate x(a) = x(−a), and we
write uV for the Thom class defined using x instead of x.
Now let T be the tautological bundle over PU , and let PUT be the corresponding Thom space.
Restriction to the zero section sends uT to x and uT to x.
Define θ0 : PUT → PUT
m
by θ0(L, x) = (L, x
⊗m). We claim that θ∗0(uTm) = vmuT . (where vm
is defined by xm = vmx as previously). Indeed, we know that E˜
0(PUT ) is freely generated over
E0PU by uT , so certainly θ
∗
0(uTm) = fuT for some f . Next, note that θ is the identity on the zero
section, and that restriction to the zero section converts Thom classes to Euler classes, and that the
Euler class of Tm is just xm. We deduce that xm = fx, so f = vm as claimed. We now restrict to
the point Lα ∈ PU , noting that L⊗mα ≃ L0 and that the restriction OC = E
0PU → E0PLα = OS
is just evaluation at φ(α). This gives us a map θ0 : S
Lα → SL0 with θ0(z) = zm and θ∗0(uL0) =
vm(φ(α))uLα . In this context it is meaningful to define θ : S
Lα → SL0 by θ(z) = (zm− 1)/m; this
is equivariantly homotopic to θ0 and so also satisfies θ
∗(uL0) = vm(φ(α))uLα .
We next need to relate this to the transfer. Recall that α ∈ A∗ = Hom(A,Q/Z); we define
α′(a) = exp(2πiα(a)) so that α′ : A → S1. Let q : A → A/B be the projection. We have an
equivariant embedding j0 : A/B → Lα given by j0(q(a)) = α′(a). To construct the transfer, we
need an equivariant embedding j : A/B × Lα → Lα with j(q(a), z) ≃ j0(q(a)) + z = α′(a) + z to
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first order in z. There is a unique such j up to isotopy, so we can choose any j that is convenient
for our purposes. We will define a diffeomorphism
i : C→ {z ∈ C | |z| < 1/m}
by i(z) = z/(1 +m|z|), and then define j by
j(q(a), z) = α′(a)(1 +mi(z/α′(a)))1/m.
(Here we note that 1 +mi(z/α′(a)) lies in the right half plane, and we implicitly use the prin-
cipal branch of the m’th root giving an answer whose argument lies in (−π/(2m), π/(2m)); the
injectivity of j follows easily.)
Now define δ : A/B × Lα → L0 by δ(q(a), z) = z/α′(a). We then have a diagram as shown on
the left below:
A/B × Lα
j //
δ

Lα
θ

SLα
j!//
θ

(A/B)+ ∧ SLα
ǫ∧1 //
δ

SLα
ζα

L0 i
// L0 SL0
i!≃1
// SL0
ζ0
// PUT .
One can check directly that the left hand square is a pullback, the horizontal maps are open
inclusions, and the vertical maps are proper. We can thus apply the Pontrjagin-Thom construction
to the horizontal maps, and one-point compactification to the vertical maps, to give a commutative
square, which is the left-hand half of the right-hand diagram. Now let ǫ : A/B → 1 be the
projection, and let ζ0 and ζα be the evident inclusions, to give the remaining square. We claim that
this commutes up to equivariant homotopy. To see this, note that UB is a complete universe for the
group A/B, so S(UB) is connected, and it contains S(L0) and S(Lα). Choose a path λ : [0, 1]→
S(UB) with λ(0) ∈ S(L0) and λ(1) ∈ S(Lα). Define A-equivariant maps πt : (A/B)+∧SLα → PUT
by
πt(q(a) ∧ z) = (C.a.λ(t), zα
′(a)−1a.λ(t)) = a.(C.λ(t), zα′(a)−1λ(t)).
We find that ǫ0 = ζ0δ and ǫ1 = ζα(ǫ ∧ 1), so these maps are homotopic as claimed.
We now chase the Thom class uT ∈ E˜0(PUT ) around the diagram. We have (ζ0i!)∗uT =
ζ∗0uT = uL0 so
(ζ0i
!θ)∗(uT ) = θ
∗(uL0) = vm(φ(α))uLα .
On the other hand, we have ζ∗α(uT ) = uLα . Moreover, j
! is 1SLα smashed with the transfer map
S0 → (A/B)+, so ((ǫ ∧ 1)j!)∗(uLα) = tr
A
B(1)uLα . Putting this together we find that tr
A
B(1)uLα =
vm(φ(α))uLα , but E˜
0(SLα) is freely generated over E0 by uLα so tr
A
B(1) = vm(φ(α)) as claimed.

Proof of Proposition 23.30. Write A/B as a product of cyclic groups. Each cyclic factor can
itself be regarded as a quotient of A, so we get a decomposition A/B =
∏
iA/Bi say. Now
[A/B] =
∏
i[A/Bi] in Ω(A), and both η and η
′ are ring maps, so it will suffice to prove that
η[A/Bi] = η
′[A/Bi]. This is clear from Lemma 23.31. 
23.4. Mackey structure. We now want to take this further, by constructing a Mackey functor.
Construction 23.32. Put k = OS for convenience. Given a subgroup B ≤ A, put kB =
k/I(ann(B), φ), so that the subscheme S[B] = spec(kB) is the largest closed subscheme of S over
which φ : A∗ × S → C factors through B∗. We will also write C[B] = C ×S S[B], so we have an
induced map φB : B
∗ × S[B]→ C[B], and thus a ring map ηB : Ω(B)→ kB.
If C ≤ B then ann(C) ≥ ann(B) so I(ann(C), φ) ≥ I(ann(B), φ), so we have a quotient map
kB → kC . We write resBC for this map, and note that the kernel is I(ann(C)/ ann(B), φB).
Next, note that the element τBC = ηB([B/C]) = t(ann(C)/ ann(B), φB) annihilates the ideal
I(ann(C)/ ann(B), φB), so multiplication by τ
B
C induces a well-defined map tr
B
C : kC → kB .
As the third ingredient for a Mackey functor we need to specify conjugation maps γa : kB → kB
for all a ∈ A. (Here the target is morally kB′ , where B′ is conjugate to B by a, but of course
B′ = B because A is abelian.) We take all the maps γa to be the identity.
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Proposition 23.33. The above definitions make the system {kB}B≤A into Mackey functor.
Proof. The axioms to be checked are as follows.
(a) resBB = 1 and res
B
D = res
C
D res
B
C whenever D ≤ C ≤ B ≤ A.
(b) trBB = 1 and tr
B
D = tr
B
C tr
C
D whenever D ≤ C ≤ B ≤ A.
(c) If C,D ≤ B ≤ A then
resBC tr
B
D(r) = |B/(C +D)| tr
C
C∩D res
D
C∩D(r).
(In (c) we have silently made the obvious simplifications to the double coset formula arising from
the commutativity of A. We have also not bothered to list the compatibility conditions between
the conjugation maps γa and the other structure; these hold for trivial reasons, given that γa = 1.)
Here axiom (a) follows directly from the definitions, and axiom (b) is a translation of Theo-
rem 23.12(f). Similarly, axiom (c) can be derived from part (g) of Theorem 23.12. 
Remark 23.34. Recall that a Green ring is a Mackey functor R with a ring structure on each
group R(B) such that the restriction maps resBC : R(B)→ R(C) and the conjugation maps γa are
ring maps, and the Frobenius reciprocity formula holds: for C ≤ B and r ∈ R(B) and s ∈ R(C)
we have trBC (res
B
C(r)s) = r tr
B
C(s). The Mackey functor {kB} clearly has these properties.
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